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INTRODUCTION

This is the story of the 19th ArmoredInfantry Battalion,

14th Armored Division. Necessarily there can be mentioned

in this story only a few of the many acts of heroism which

were made during our campaign in France and Germany.

The long months of training for the task ahead under the

fine leadership of Lt. Col. Forrest B. Alspach, who gave his

life for his country, contributed immensely to the successful

accomplishments of our assigned missions. To have partici-

pated with you, menof the 19th Armored Infantry Battalion,

in establishing such a good record, has been the greatest pri-

vilege of mylife.

We must not stop here. Upon returningto civilian life,

it is my hope that the same spirit which drove you onward

to your achievements in this war will cause you to take the

lead in your communities in doing everything possible to make

our country a better place in which to live and promotein-

ternational peace so that our heroic dead shall not have died

in vain.
FOREST T. GREEN

Lt. Colonel, Commanding.



DEDICATION

To the fighting men and service elements of the 19th

Armored Infantry Battalion, whose spirit, courage, and he-

roism in the field of battle place them among the nations

great, it is a true example to a doubting worldthat a liberty-

loving, free thinking man can and will fight and die for his

freedom andrights!

These men made history—this book is only an attempt

to disclose a small portion of what they did and to act in a

small way as a reminder or a guide to their many deeds. No

book could even begin to reflect all the actions that took place

or even a small part of them. There are incidents too nu-

merous to mention that are as great and greater than those

narrated here—some known only by those who gave their

lives, and others that still can be told.

It is a desire and the intent that this book be accepted

by our men as just a reminder, a keepsake, or treasured sou-

venir of an act in which they played a strong part—the con-

version of a war-torn, barbaric, world back to a state of

Godliness and normalcy, that all civilization might continue

in its right to “Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness”.

WALTER R. DICKSON

ist Lt., Infantry.
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CHAPTER I

THE TRIP ACROSS AND MARITIME ALPS CAMPAIGN

His knees were little shaky that Thursday afternoon of 12 October 1944, as
Sgt. Jack B. Mooney of Company “A”, staggering under the burden of his pack,
horseshoe roll, carbine, duffle bag, and a box or two of company records, dragged
himself up the gangplank to be the first man of the battalion to board the USS “Le
Jeune” at Staten Island. His were not the only knees shaking that, and the following
day, as there were 1015 officers and enlisted men of the battalion who followed him

aboard with the same bewildered uncertain feelings. “A” and “B” Companies went
aboard the 12th, followed by “C”, Hq. and Hq. Co., Service Company and Medical

Detachment the next afternoon, 13 October.

The day had finally come, and yet the realization of the long awaited climb
aboard was not quite so exciting as anticipated. Possibly the more sober feelings of
all could be attributed to those seemingly tons of equipment each had to carry when
marching to the train at Camp Shanks, hanging on to it during the train ride to the
Staten Island Ferry, and thento the pier for a good wait before the draggy trek up
to the mile-long gangplank. Brave soldiers though we thought we were, it was hard
to keep from swallowing deep, and we yearned to bend downandkiss the precious
ground ...the ground we knew would be so long before we could touch again, and
some would never see again. There were no cheering crowds, no pomp and glory

as we filed aboard one by one, trying to hold the piles of equipment together and
grab the slips given to each of us as we scrambled on upthe plank, and also sounding
off by name in passing the checker.

Spirits had been aided somewhatby the candy, doughnuts, and coffee furnished
by the Red Cross on the pier, but nothing then could havesatisfied the real empty

feeling we had.
Each man went straight to his bunk upon going aboard; gladly, too, after

carrying that weight around all day. Minds were very busy then thinking of every-
thing in the past, the loved onesleft behind; and when would we be back home again?

Where are we going? What will the trip be like? When will the ship pull out?
The “Le Jeune”notonly carried our battalion but also the 68th Armored Infantry

Battalion, 62nd ArmoredInfantry Battalion, Division Band,a tank destroyerbattalion,

and another separate tank battalion, all of whom loaded on the ship the afternoon
of 13 October, after we were aboard. We, however, were to furnish the ship’s details,
with “A” Company as ship guard, “B” Company as mess personnel, and our other
companiesassisting when necessary. Colonel Hudelson of Combat Command Reserve
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was commanderof all army troops aboard, and from his office emanatedall orders,

instructions, and plans of coordination between Army-Navy personnel.
We were loaded, ready, and also afraid we were going to sail that “Friday

the Thirteenth”, but it wasn’t until the next day, Saturday, 14 October, that we

pulled away from thepier at 1600 into the bay ready to go. We picked up our convoy
in the bay and moved out, passing “The Lady”, who looked as though, she was

waving and bidding us “Bon Voyage”, while she and the unforgettable sights of
the bay and New York Harbor faded out ofsight as we headed for the opensea.

There were now but few menleft who doubted we would go overseas.
Everyone began adjusting and making himself as comfortable as possible and

in short order became seasoned seamen.
The “Le Jeune” was a converted, captured, German Luxury Liner, which afforded

as good accommodationsas could be expected with the overload. We foundlater it
wasn’t bad sleeping after all, even though your buddy's foot was in your face and
the air a little hot and stale. You could take showers and promenade on the decks

except at specified times. The weather was good most of the time andthe seafairly
calm. We were very fortunate to have the Division Band aboard to play daily con-
certs on both the fore and aft decks. Meals were fairly good, but it took a few days
to get accustomed to beans for breakfast. There were regular daily church services
and a good many wereallowed to attend some of the Navy crew’s movies. Letter-
writing was at its greatest peak, for there was plenty of time with not much to do,
and hearts and minds were full of dreams of the past and the uncertainty of the
future. The Navy lingo was absorbed in short order, with the constant piping of

“Smoking lamp is out --- sweepers man your brooms---clear the decks- - - all
troops lay below to your assigned quarters ---and all hands man yourbattle sta-

tions”; but then there was need of many strange occurrences to break the monotony
of the trip.
The two weeks dragged andat timesrolled along; yet they were fairly pleasant.

There were some whohad the usualseasickness; plenty of wild rumors were floating
around, and the usual inevitable bitching, was an indication that the general morale

was good. Thefirst evidence of our destination was the sight.of land, whereupon
we were notified by the ship’s speaker system that we were entering the Strait of
Gibralter, Spain on the left and Africa on the right. As we passed by, the “Rock”
stood in all its glory, and the Navy’s speaker system added to the visual splendor
by giving a regular “Cook’s Tour“ lecture of points of interest.

Recapturing the thought of a map, we realized we were now some distance

from home.
Oninto the blue Mediterranian-we sailed for a couple of days before finally

learning our destination wasofficially Marseilles. It was the day before landing in
Marseilles that we encountered our roughest sea in a 55 mph wind andan experience
one only likes to look back upon. We sailed into the Harbor of Marseilles at 1500,
28 October, 1944, just fourteen days after leaving New York.
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Portfacilities were crowded because of numerous ships already in dock, and

previous bombings had damaged a good portion beyond use. Westayed aboard ship

that night and started debarking at 1630, 29 October. Companies “B” and “C”,

Hq. and Hq. Co., and the Medical Detachmentleft the ship and marched to our new

“bivouac area” at Delta Base Station, Marseilles, France. Service and “A” Com-

panies remained behind to clean the ship and then debarked at 1930 that evening.

That march to the area was one never to be forgotten. Fortunately, we were

not compelled to carry duffle bags, but the weight wasstill almost unbearable for

the approximately eight mile march, all of which was uphill, and, after the two

weeks boat ride, our legs weren’t in shape for long marches. It was here wefirst

learned from the kids such terms as “Chocolat” and ‘“‘Cigarette for papa”. Upon

arrival at the bivouac area, tents were pitched immediately by those with enough

energy to put them up, while others just fell to the ground and slept despite the

rain and mud. This was ourfirst night on foreign soil. “A” Company followed the

wrong road after someone pulled the road guides before they came by, walking

some four extra miles before the error was discovered. Trucks, ambulances, peeps

and any available vehicle came to pick them up.

Certainly it wasn’t the nicest place in the world to bivouac, due to the abundance

of rain and cold weather, which is not so conducive to outdoorlife; but we managed

to get by. Companystreets were formed,tents were lined up in an orderly bivouac

area, and everyone proceeded to make himself as comfortable as possible for what

was to come. The following period of two weeks was spent in straightening out

TAT equipment, issuance of clothing and equipment, drawing of vehicles, rigid

maintenance, welding racks on vehicles, cleaning of weapons, getting basic ammunition

loads, more training and the millions of things necessary in preparation for combat.

It wasn’t all work, as there were many passes to Marseilles and Aix, and orientation

‘on how to act and what to expect in France. There, many again learned it could
not all be drunk in just a few days, as drinks were plentiful.

We were alerted for a special move of some kind, and, after a scramble to get
equipment together and loaded, we pulled out of our Delta Base Station in Mar-
seilles at 0430, 12 November, destination Nice, to the joy, surprise, and curiosity
of all. Our motor march took us along the beautiful coastline, the Riviera, and

through Cannes to Nice, arriving at 1700 that afternoon. The column pulled off the
side of the road in the northern part of Nice and bivouaced there for the night, but

all were tired, and any place would have been welcome just to lie down. Here the

first signs of actual combat were seen when a truck pulled alongside and stopped

for some reason. Curious G.I.’s pulled back the tarp, disclosing a Kraut and a G.I.

that had been killed.

Next day the column started moving in the morning to L’Escarene up in the

mountains. On arrival the bivouac area wasn’t exactly what we had been accustomed

to despite all our funny experiences, for tents were pitched in very scant spots on

the side of the mountain. Ourstay’ in L’Escarene wasbutfor the night, as we started
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to move on to our objective, Sospel, the next day, 14 November. It was a hard,
mounted march up through the rugged mountains, with their treacherous turns, and
was a challenge to any driver. At the top of the mountains, at Col de Braus, just
before the long drive into the valley and Sospel, we came under long-range obser-
vation of the enemyfor the first time. They backed that observation up very well
too by adjusting fire on you with artillery at any point. Track vehicles were left
in L’Escarene, and our company and Service Company trucks were used to transport
personnel and equipment over the mountains to Sospel. Since there was too much
artillery fire to move a columnintact, the trucks were used to carry larger groups
by shuttling in five minute intervals.

Ourmission wasto relieve the 517th Airborne Regt.(a partof the 51st Airborne
Task Force H, Nice, France), which was occupying a defensive position along the
French-Italian border. We were attached to Combat Command Reserve under Col.
Hudelson, with headquarters in Nice, and operating under the 44th AAA Brigade,
also with headquarters in Nice. The composition of CCR was the 19th and 68th
A.LB., with the 19th to occupy positions on the mountains around Sospel, France,
and the 68th on the north side around Peira Cava, which was a tremendous area for
our battalions to occupy, as we were relieving areas occupied by the equivalent of
two regiments.

It wasa slow,tedious job moving into the mountains and ourpositions, as troops
were dismounted in Sospel and moved by foot and pack mule up to their towering
positions on the mountains. “Mule Skinners” were at a premium, as our T/O called
for none, and mules were then our only meansoftransportation of food and supplies
to positions. The M-8 Aussault Guns were driven to the area occupied shortly after
by “C” Company. The M-8’s were driven up the treacherous mountaintrails at night
during a hard rain, later described by one of the drivers as a trail he wouldn’t even
drive a peep on in daylight. The next morning, 15 November,after relieving the
75 Pack Howitzers of the 51st ABTF, the Assault Gun Platoon registered their guns
and fired what is claimed to be the first round fired by the 14th AD against the
enemy. These three guns took over positions occupied and defended previously by
16 guns.

Company “A” took up positions with its 1st Platoon on Mont Mangiabo, 2nd
Platoon on Le Beolet, 3rd Platoon and the Company C.P. on Cime Linieras, and
the AT Platoon near St. Vincent. Company “B”set up positions with its 1st Platoon
along the ridge from Colla Paola to Colla Bensa, 2nd Platoon on Mt. Diaurus, AT
Platoon on Le Perus, the 3rd Platoon being initially used to carry supplies and run

patrols. Company “C”took positions with its 1st and 3rd Platoons on Mt. Crossa,
and 2nd and AT Platoons remaining in Sospel as support and C.P. guards. The
Battalion C. P. was located in Sospel, as was Service Company and Hq. Company C.P.
The Mortar Platoon and Machine-Gun Platoon was attached to “C’” Company, and
the I & R Platoon remained in Sospel for battalion use in patrolling. The Medical
Detachment was split in three sections, one attached to “A” Company, one to “C”

Company, and the Base Station in Sospel.
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It was extremely difficult to take over and readjust positions from the unit

relieved, but arriving early at the positions, gave us opportunity to gain necessary

information for properrelief. Patroling wasinstigated by each company immediately,

and there was constant effort to keep supplies coming to positions by foot and pack

mule. There were miles and miles of wire running to these positions that continually

had to be repaired, and they served a twofold purpose in aiding as a guide to all

moving around from position to position at night. The service company trucks ran

a never ceasing train of supplies from Nice into Sospel over the mountainous roads

that had to be driven underblackout conditions all the way down from Col de Braus.

The main line of resistance ran generally along the French-Italian border down

the Roya River Valley, with the Germans occupying the mountains to the east. The

rugged mountainous country can best be described by the fact that the altitude of

Mt. Grossa was 1263 meters; the other peaks were just as high and even higher,

while Sospel itself was only 400 meters. The Germans were reported to have done

a very thorough job of mining and booby-trapping the entire area as well as isolated

houses, deserted Maginot fortifications, and all other installations. Every step off

the beaten paths was taken with hesitation and trepidation. There were numerous

abandoned Maginot forts of incredible size, with the latest and most complete

equipment. We occupied those parts that were practical for protection from weather

and artillery fire.
Intermittentartillery duels and daily patrolling kept everyone on the alert. The

mortars and assault guns were constantly laying downharassing andcalled-forfire.

The rugged peaks madeperfect observation posts, yet by the same token they limited

the effect of fire. From O.P.’s we could watch our own patrols meandering down

the mountainside into the valley and frequently see German patrols passing our

own patrols not too far apart. S/Sgt. Howard Nick Johnson ofthe 1st rifle squad,

3rd Platoon, “C’ Company took one patrol out, and encountered enemy machine-

gun fire that pinned him down. A flanking movefailed to reveal the gun or gunner,

but the patrol managed to get away to continue its mission of investigating a pillbox

in the valley below. The patrol stopped on the edge of a 100 yard clearing, surround-

ing the objective, while the patrol leader proceeded across the clearing alone into

the pillbox as the rest covered him. As he jumped through the pillbox window, he

barely missed a booby trap. Thepillbox was unoccupied at the time, but there were

communications lines intact which Sgt. Johnson cut, and also other evidence that it

had just been abandoned. This patrol, as were many others, was made just across

the boundary into Italy.
On 18 November the battalion suffered its first casualties when a shell landed

near a group of men from “C” Company,killing one and injuring four. One of the

men, T/5 John W. Smith of the Medical Detachment, who rendered first aid to the

others though wounded himself by the same round,received the battalion’s first

Purple Heart. The 57mm AT gunshad been pulledinto position near the 3rd Platoon

of “C” Company,but the effect of their fire was rather limited.



 

Sgt. Maurice Shortt of “A” Company decided that he was going to find the
Krauts when he went on his morning patrol to the north. He pushed beyond the
usuallimits of his route, and as he was leading the patrol near La Gonella, a machine-
gun opened up. The patrol withdrew,crossing a fallen telephone pole on the way.
As Sgt. Shortt climbed over the pole, the broadest part of his anatomy wassliced
by the heavy fire. He assembled his patrol in defilade and told them he would make
a break across an exposed portion of the trail leading home. If he drew fire, the
men were to leave him andreturn to our lines by going down a steep ravine while
he distracted the Germans. Shortt drew the enemyfire, and the other four members
of the patrol took the alternate return route. He moved aroundthe east face of Mont
Mangiabo, drawing fire from the 4th Platoon on Le Beolet. He then climbed over
the top of Mangiabo and came downinto his own platoon area. For his actions,
Sgt. Shortt was later awarded the Silver Star, believed to be the first awarded in
the division.

Contact patrols were continually run between companies and the 68th A.B.
onthe left. “B” Company patrolled the battalion front on the east, extending from
Cola Paola to Mt. Diarus in order to keep enemy patrols from penetrating ourlines.
S/Sgts. Ronald C. Henwood and Paul D. Brown were credited with leading the first
“B” Company patrol on 16 November. The large area anddifficult terrain made
it impossible to avoid some penetration, but there was never anything but small
patrols that did get through, so little damage was caused. “A” Company secured
the left or north flank of the battalion, maintaining contact patrols with friendly
units and patrolling the enemy lines. The thoroughly booby-trapped area was not
only difficult but dangerous to move around in, and the fact that everyone was
trigger happy in his new role of combat soldier added to the instability of the
situation, There were a few occasions of our troops unintentionally firing at each
other but fortunately no casualties. One small German patrol managed to slip
through into Sospel, succeeding only in scaring everyone including the civilians by
telling that they would very shortly retake the town. They disappeared asslyly
and quickly as they came into town, but they didn’t retake the town or attempt
to while we were there.

Though mostof the action was confined to artillery duels, patrolling, and small
skirmishes, it was our first combat experience and we learned to distinguish the
soundsof artillery and when to duck, as well as the “crack and burp” of the Ger-
man automatic weapons. We learned here also that you could actually smell a Kraut
like any other snake. Casualties were fortunately light, with six for the period, one
of which died of his wounds.

We were alerted 20 November in preparation to move outof the area, as we
were to be relieved by another unit, The unit to relieve us was to be an elementof
the already famous 100th Japanese-American Infantry Regiment. Again the difficult
task of moving down from positions on the mountains was begun, as relief was
effected, moving by foot and pack mules down into Sospel where trucks shuttled
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the battalion back to their vehicles in-L’Escarene on 23 November, and where a
weary, hungry bunch of menlate that night devoured a belated Thanksgiving turkey
dinner. Service Companytrucks efficiently moved 900 men and 120 tons of equip-
ment during the 48-hour period alloted to effect the relief. There waslittle rest
that night though, as packing and loading of vehicles continued preparatory for the
move early next morning.

At 0430 next morning, 24 November, we moved out of L’Escarene in convoy,
back through Nice and Cannesto St. Raphael, France, arriving at 1800 that evening,

where we were loaded on trains for a move to Chatel, France. All track vehicles

were loaded and blocked onflatcars, after a tough all-night job by everyone. “A”
Companyreceived one accidental casualty, who was evacuated 30 miles, plasma being
administered enroute. General purpose vehicles with essential personnel were to
make the move by convoy. Personnelto go by rail loaded in the 40 and 8 (40 hommes
et 8 cheveaux) boxcars of World War I fame to the amusement, amazement, and
discomfort of all. The motor convoy moved out at 0600, 25 November. The bulk

of the battalion moving by rail, loaded on three separate trains departing from
St. Raphael at 1830, 24 November; 0200, 25 November; 2300, 26 November. The

motor convoy took the route, Aix, Avignon, and Dijon to Chatel, a total distance
of 600 miles, arriving in Chatel, France, after a 21 day trip at 1900, 27 November.

Thethree trains moving along at anything but a fast rate of speed,pulled into Thaon,
France on the 28th and 30th of November, after a weary, unforgettable ride. From
the yards in Thaon, troops and vehicles were moved to Chatel. A few managed to
get little sleep, but with the hustle of trying to unload vehicles and equipment and

reorganize it was incidental. From Chatel the companies all moved into the woods
around Porteaux for a general hasty reorganization of the battalion.



 
 

 

CHAPTERII

FIRST DRIVE TO THE SIEGFRIED INTO GERMANY

On the morning of 2 December, we moved by motorconvoyto the vicinity of
Lixhausen, France. Bn. Hq., Hq. Co., Medical Detachment, and Service Company
were located in Lixhausen; Company “A” was billeted in Wickersheim, France;

Company “B” in Ringendorf; and Company “‘C”in Ettendorf. Security was put out
in each of the villages, and we quickly learned howtobillet ourselves as comfortably

as possible. Time still had been inadequate to completely reorganize and get our
vehicles, weapons, and equipment in shape for the apparent action we would soon

see. Everyone worked continually to get in shape, with rigid maintenance a priority.
The roarof artillery and flashes were very audible and close by. Several lone enemy
planes at different times dived and strafed positions in the area, butlittle or no
damage resulted.

“C” Company was alerted for an immediate movement on 6 Decemberto rein-
force elements of the 94th Reconnaissance Battalion, who were having trouble in

Gambsheim. They moved outin a rush, picking up their artillery on the way, arriving
in Kilstett where the CP for the 94th Ren. was located. Here they received orders
for the attack on Gambsheim.In the meantime, “‘B” Company was alerted and moved
to the next town, Hoerdt, preparatory to the attack and moving then on into Kil-

stett. Meanwhile, CCB released “A” Company back to our battalion control, and

that evening the remainderof the battalion moved into Kilstett under cover of dark-
ness, setting up headquarters there. Plans were made to jump off at 0700, 7 De-

cember, with the dike east of Kilstett as the LD. It was still dark as the companies

jumped off that morning onfoot, after a brief artillery barrage on Gambsheim.
“B” Company, followed by “C”, moved from Kilstett to the east behind the dikes
for a covered approach to the town, with elements of the 94th Ren. moving straight
from Kilstett toward Bettenhofen along the main road. After reaching positions
almost east of Gambsheim, andstill unnoticed by the enemy, with “B’” Company

on the right and ““C” Companyontheleft, they started the attack on the town across

the openfield.
“B” Company, well dispersed, scrambled over the dikes and headed for town

through corn and cabbagefields, crossing a stream that soaked all as they crossed.
Onthe right were pillboxes of the Maginot Line, but fortunately they were flooded

and undefended. A few mortar rounds beganto comein, but no one at the time was

hit. As they edged into town,the tempo of mortars andartillery increased rapidly,
wounding two men, so everyone hit the ground. Capt. ThomasE. Conboy,seeing the
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plight of staying in the open fields, gave orders to rush the houses, whereupon the
company moved into houses in the edge of town undercover. Pvt. Ruggieri and Pfc.
Bernotas,at their own risk, went out into the open field under fire to bring the two
wounded meninto one of the houses, where first aid was rendered. There was con-
fusion after the initial rush, and the sound of small arms was like rain on the roof
as we fired into the houses occuppied by the enemy. The attack was a complete
surprise to the enemy. As we had come in from their rear, the cooks and bakers
were the first prisoners taken, and from them we learned the town was defended
by one tank and a companyofinfantry. Civilians were running out of houses waving
white flags, cheering and crying. The company wasscattered out and had to be
reorganized, while the mortars andartillery continued pounding in, inflicting a
numberofcasualties, including medics. A bridge had been blown,andsince it was
impossible to evacuate the wounded, Pfc. Harold Chandler, the only medicavailable,
having so many woundedto care for without evacuation facilities, set up his own
aid station in one of the houses in the edge of town. The slow process of edging
forward in “B” Companyarea continued, and by dark their assigned area was taken
and securely outposted.

“C”Company onthe left had jumpedoff from the dikes, with the first platoon
on the left and second on the right. The third platoon was held in reserve at the
dikes. For fifteen-hundred yards, the company crossed a lowlevel plain without
being sighted by the enemy. About five-hundred yards from the town, the second
platoon mortars set up and fired six rounds. This was to cover “B” Company while
they made a turn to comein on the east end of town. The company advance was
held up momentarily by flooded areas, but got under way again when Pfc. Albert
Booher led off by wading through waist-deep water. The enemy opened up with
small arms fire when the men crossed the water. No casualties were inflicted. The
two platoons entered the town, and took their first four prisoners almost immediately.
Good progress was made, with rifle squads leading on each side of the street, fol-
lowed by mortar and machine-gun squads.
A few hundred yards up the main road “‘C” Company hadto cross a bridge that

proved to be quite an obstacle in taking the town. The second platoon machine-
gun squad set up a base of fire, as the rest of the platoon andthe first platoon
started to run across the bridge. Parts of the rifle squad had crossed when
a withering hail of enemy machine gun and sniper fire opened up. Four men,
including the platoon sergeant and platoon runner, were wounded in thefirst burst.
Several men were also pinned down on the bridge. Each time someone moved a
sniper opened fire. In trying to bring machine-gun fire to bear on the sniper, four
more men, including the platoon leader Lt. Alvie B. Nixon, were wounded. Medics
were called, so T/5 John W. Smith came forward, and though seeing the danger
of enemyfire, ran out on the bridge, and began administering first aid to Lt. Nixon.
The sniper shot and wounded Smith, who bandaged himself and continued to give
aid until wounded again. Again he bandaged himself, and then helped Lt. Nixon
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to cover at the end of the bridge. Enemy mortar andartillery then began pouring in
as T/Sgt. Robert E. Lingle assumed command ofthe platoon, effecting reorgan-
ization. After calling for mortar and bazooka fire along with machine-gunfire,
the enemy was forced to withdraw. The advance continued slowly, without further
casualties for a while, but several of the enemy werekilled or wounded. Meanwhile

the first platoon of “C”, having helped clear the enemyat the bridge, was having
its troubles with a sniper. Lt. Robert W. Eckert dashed ahead entering a building

containing the sniper. Out he came with the sniper, but on his way back he stopped
to recover a machine-gun abandoned because of lack of men to operate it, when

another sniper shot and severely wounded him. The prisoner he had brought back
will never be able to tell his folks what happened then, thanks to the third platoon.

‘The company continued clearing houses until overtaken by darkness, when outposts
of the occuppied portion of town wereset up for the night.

That night as “B” and “‘C” Companies were outposting their areas, radio con-
tact had been lost, whereupon the wire crews, under cover of darkness, laid a line

to “C” Company, which was the first contact other than runner for several hours, En-

gineers built a bridge during the night on the main road into Gambsheim so vehicles
could cross the next morning. Ammunition and some rations were carried to the

companies that night by drivers and cooks, and many casualties were evacuated back
during the night along the main road up to reinforce “C” Company, which had been
hit hard, The night was comparatively quiet with only intermittent enemy mortar
andartillery fire. The men werecold,tired, hungry, and unable to rest, as everyone
was on guardorassisting in getting ready for the next day’s attack.

At daylight the morning of 8 December the two companies found that the town
was nearly clear, as the bulk of enemy troops had retreated to Offendorf during the
late afternoon and evening, but continualartillery kept coming in, and two enemy
planes strafed the town with little damage. House to house search was made, so
the town was completely cleared by noon, with a casualty list of 31. Twenty-seven

prisoners were taken and an unknown number killed and wounded. Rations were
brought up, and the bulk of the men ate for the first time in two days.

The battalion was relieved early that afternoon by elements of the 94th Ren.

The troops marched by foot back to Kilstett, where they loaded on vehicles and
proceeded by motor, during darkness, back to the original areas around Lixhausen;
here the men rested, cleaned up, and got equipmentback in shape again.

Onthe morning of 13 December, CCB,consisting of 19th A.LB., 48th Tank Bn.,

and supported by#499th AFA Bn., was given the mission of moving to and seizing
Soultz-Sous-Forets, and then to proceed to Salmbach, France, on the German border.

The order of march was the 19th, 48th, CCB Ress and 499th AFA. “A”—19th

was attached to the 48th, and “A”—48th was attached to the 19th, with the 1st
Platoon of “C” Company attached to CCB. The battalion, with “B” Company as

advance guard, moved out by motor convoy at 0130, passing through Hagenau

Forest at daylight without resistance. The column proceeded through Schwabweiler
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and Niederbetschdorf with only slight opposition on into Hatten, where thecivilians

lined the streets, waving, shouting with joy, and serving drinks and throwing apples

to everyone. After the advance guard was well into the heart of Hatten,civilians

warned us that the enemyheld the next town on ourroute, Buhl.

Both “B” and “‘C” dismounted, with two platoons of “‘B”starting on the road

to Stundweiler, and “C” starting down the road to Buhl. Both upon reaching the

lowland along the creek between Hatten and Buhl, came under heavy mortar and

machine-gunfire, pinning them to the ground in the swampy flooded area. Fire was

coming in from Oberroedern, Stundweiler, and Buhl, and was causing considerable

damage, as it was well directed fire. Ourartillery, mortars, assault guns, and tanks

pounded these towns, but did not succeed in knocking out the guns that continually

pounded ourpositions. Night overtook us, and the knowledge gained from recon-

naissance revealed that the bridges to Stundweiler and Buhl were blown, so we would

have to hold these positions until a bridge could be constructed to get our vehicles

and tanks across. “C” Company was undergoing a tremendous barrage of mortar

fire as they lay in the muddyhalf-frozen ground, with the platoons of “B” Com-

pany alongside them. Men were suffering from exposure and shell fire, but the

bridgehead had to be established that night so the bridge could be constructed. The

2nd and 3rd Platoons of “C” Company, after the engineers had built a small foot

bridge, crossed the creek and started digging in on the opposite side. The AT Pla-

toon stayed on the south side of the bridge. Foxholes or any other cover atall was

welcome, for the barrage kept coming in, but was nothing compared to the wet

muddy ground. Waterfilled foxholes as quickly as they were dug, and casualties

from exposure and shellfire continued at a high rate.

Permission was granted to CCB to release our “A” Company back to us to

use for the night as relief for the men of “C” and “B” Companies who were so

badly in need of medical aid. “A” Company reached us just before dawn in the

morning—too late to do much good. The AT Platoon of “B”, with cooks, drivers,

and all other available men, eariy in the morning successfully relieved the men at

the bridgehead, while the companies pulled back into Hatten, where the Medical

Detachment had a warm house, with some food and coffee as well as medical

supplies to care for the badly exposed. The men were resting and warming up as

fast as possible, ready for continuation as soon as daylight came. During the early

morning while it was daylight, engineers put the bridge in, ready for the crossing.

At daylight “B” Company dismounted, moved along the road from Hatten to

Stundweiler, and took the town without opposition, as the enemy had just pulled out.

They then continued on immediately to Buhl to meet “A” Company. “A” Company

had jumped off from Hatten at the same time as “B”, and proceeded into Buhl with

slight opposition; “C” was held in reserve. Vehicles that hadall been left in Hatten

for the attack were called forward. The battalion mounted immediately and started

off again for Salmbach, with “B” Companystill as advance guard. “A” Company

waited for its vehicles in Buhl, and rejoined the 48th Tank Bn. which proceeded
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along the road to our east and parallel to our route to Salmbach. The enemy was

reported to be retreating rapidly back into Germany, so we continued the drive as

rapidly as possible.
Our column metnoresistance until having passed through Siegen, where enemy

machine-guns and mortars again opened up. “B” Company dismounted and, sup-

ported by Hq. Machine-Gun and Mortar Platoons, attacked the town along the

left side of the road leading into town from the south, assisted by the 3rd Platoon

of “A”. Tanks were brought up, and the town was thoroughly shelled. The tanks

fired direct at point targets and houses. The assault guns were set up along the road,

and they also fired directly into town. “A” Company with the 48th Tank Bn. was

at the same time moving into town along the road coming in from Oberlauterbach.

Heavy enemy mortarfire, tank fire, and small armsfire werefalling on our positions,

but “A” Company’s 2nd Platoon under Lt. Jack R. DeWitt, with tanks attached,

skillfully entered and proceeded to clear the town. ““B” Company also entered town,

and withits tanks soon had cleared the rest of the town. The vehicles and the rest

of the battalion, less Service Company, then moved on into Salmbach during dark-

ness, and the battalion CP was set up there. The town was outposted for the night,

with the aid of “A” Company. The enemycontinually shelled the town intermittently

through the night.
Our mission was to continue an attack and establish bridgeheads across the

Lauter River into Germany. Plans were made to send platoon patrols to seize the

crossings NE of Salmbach and Schleithal. The AT Platoon of “B” under Lt. George

R. Irwin and the AT Platoon of “C” under Lt. Joseph M. Murphy started out

shortly before daylight, but both had no more than gotten out of the edge of Salm-

bach when heavy mortar andartillery fire of almost incredible accuracy forced them

back into town. An enemy observer with a radio who had been adjusting this fire

was caught in Salmbach shortly afterwards. The bridgeheadsstill had to be estab-

lished, and plans were made to make a general battalion attack after daylight, with

companies to attack the positions the platoons’ patrols were originally to have

attacked. .
During the afterioon, Pfc. Frank J. Bonanno of Company “A”, using a compass

and his ears, accurately located the mortars which were making life miserable in

the town. To dothis, he had to be in several exposed positions to hear the mortars

fired, and on one occasion was in the target area. As a result of his work, the next

time the mortars fired, a barrage of artillery silenced themfor good.

Both “B” and “C” jumped off early the morning of the 15th in a coordinated

attack supported by tanks, and were promptly met by a hail of small arms, mortar,

andartillery fire. “B” Company was held up for some ten hours before being able

to moveacross the open field toward the woods NE. of Salmbach,astride again with

the tanks. Smoke wascalled for, but it became so dense the tankers could not observe

their fire; so they were forced to discontinue the immediate attack as the company

continued its attack. The smoke was so thick the men had to walk at arms length
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to keep contact, but the Lauter River was reached and the bridge found to be already
blown. The AT Platoon was deployed to protect the crossroads, and the ist and
3rd Platoons advanced on to the blown bridge, receiving heavy mortarfire, its
effectiveness increased by tree bursts. The 3rd Platoon received a dozen casualties.
Sgt. Joseph M. Minning, who had brought up rations in a jeep, evacuated the
seriously injured back to Salmbach, and the others walked to the road where an
ambulance picked them up. The other platoons also had their share of casualties,
and T/5 Edwin A. Bullard, a medic aid man, left his foxhole during the heavy
barrage to administer first aid, whereupon he was caught in the barrage andkilled.
The remainder of the sleepless night was spent in the cold, damp woods, where
positions were consolidated.

“C” Company,in its attack, was at the same time having trouble, as they were
pinned down by heavy mortar, small arms, andartillery fire. The weather was
bitter cold and the ground wet, and men were dropping out from exposure. The
company was unable to move across the open field, so pulled back on the south side
of the railroad under cover. Here they were forced to remain under the shelling
until midnight, when two platoons mounted on tanks and entered the east edge of
Schleithal, after crashing several roadblocks. After a few minutes in the houses to
warm up and grab what food wasavailable, the company continuedits attack on the
road directly north toward the bridgesite. Two platoons protected the crossroadsjust
short of the bridge. The AT Platoon went ahead to find the bridge was blown, so
they dug in for the night. That same afternoon before “C” Company had movedinto
Schleithal, the 1st Platoon of “C” under Lt. Rexford H. Graves, with tanks attached,
had already moved into Schleithal and cleared the remaining enemytroops.

Both bridges across the Lauter, where bridgeheads wereto be established, being
blown, it was necessary to get across the river to establish bridgeheads, where the
engineers could build bridges. The next morning, 16 December, right at daybreak,
“B” Company jumped off to cross the Lauter, and, under cover of tank and machine-
gun fire, two scouts ran across an openfield to the river’s edge. They were followed
shortly by the 2nd Platoon, carrying a rubber boat. Lt. Gray Thoron, Pvt. Robert
J. Michael, and Pfc. James R. Benzingey scrambled into the boat, and are believed
to be the first in the 14th Armored Division to cross the Lauter River into German
soil. The 2nd Platoon proceeded to cross the river, and continued on for about one-
half mile to a crossroad, where the area was outposted and a bridgehead firmly
established. Engineers began constructing the bridge immediately, which was com-
pleted by noon ready for use. The next evening the AT Platoon relieved and out-
posted the bridgesite, supported by a tank. A Germanpatrol armed with bazookas
attempted to get the tank, but were halted by Pfc. Eli Plaxe at the farthest outpost.
Hewasfired on and injured in the hip, but managed to throw grenades causing the
enemy to withdraw. S/Sgt. Edward D. Collins immediately ran to cover Plaxe, and
brought him back forfirst-aid treatment. Fire was brought into the woods where the
enemy patrol-had retreated to, followed by wild screams,so the patrol was assumed
to be disposed of.
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“C” Company that morning had also crossed the Lauter on a foot bridge built
by engineers, and, with butlittle resistance, had firmly established a bridgehead
in their area. Engineers built a vehicular bridge, but the approaches were under
water so much that it was impractical for use.

Both companies left one platoon each at the crossings for the next several days,
moving the remainder of their company back into Salmbach and Schleithal, and
rotating the platoons on guard at the bridgeheads. The enemy had been pushed back
from the Lauter River north into the woods and the edgeof the Siegfried Line about
two miles away. In retreating, they had done a thorough job of mining and booby-
trapping the woods. The next few days were spentin rigid patrols by each of the
companies for lateral contact and also to probe the woods north of the river. At
one time, Lt. Russell T..Blair took his platoon of “B” Company about five miles
into enemyterritory to the edge of the Siegfried forts in order to gain information
of the enemy, and then returned. The I & R Platoon was used extensively in pa-
trolling, maintaining a constant patrol just on the north side and parallel to the
river between the two bridgeheads. Engineers built another bridge across the Lauter
about halfway between the original two bridges. The mortars and assault guns
supported the battalion from positions in Salmbach and west of Salmbach.
Enemy planes camein one dayto attack, but the thousands of rounds fired from

our guns and“attached AAA Platoon kept them away. Heavy Corps Artillery was
brought up around our positions to pound the Siegfried Line, and they did a good
job.It was here wefirst instigated the famous “Turkey Shoot”, wherebyall mortars,
assault guns,artillery, tanks, 50 cal., and water-cooled machine-guns, at a designated
time, fired for a short period of time into enemypositions. It was quite an effective
display of fire-power to see, and was amazing to watch real armored fire-power
turned loose at one time. No one could say how effective this firepower really was
against the enemy,but certainly it achieved its mission creating diversion for them.

Company “A”, attached to the 48th Tank Bn., assisted in outposting Salmbach
and running numerouspatrols. One 2nd Platoon patrol advancing through the woods
was fired upon by enemy machine-guns, killing the patrol leader, Sgt. Harold D.
Rudicel, and wounding Pfc. Albert E. Colby. T/5 Stanley Adams braved the fire
to bring in the wounded man,while Pfc. Irwin Cox covered him with fire. One patrol
(the battalion’s first combat patrol) under Lt. Jack R. Dewitt spotted some German
snipers ahead, and his men,after working their way around a heavily mined road-
block, took up positions so they could fire on the enemy and drive them toward the
rest of the platoon, where they would be easily picked off. A German machine-gun
opened up, so Sgt. Mike Auer started firing his weapon with the rapidity of an
automatic, keeping the machine-gun out of action as his men drew back, leaving
Pfc. Oscar Vogt who was killed by a mine.

On 22 December, the commanding officer, Lt. Col. Forrest B. Alspach, was
killed by a “Bouncing Betty” anti-personnel mine near the site of “C” Company’s
bridgehead just north of Schleithal, while attempting to assist an enlisted man who
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had just been hit in the same manner. That afternoon memorial services were held
in Salmbach, with officers under his command and a few enlisted men attending.
His loss was felt by all, and our predicament would have been grave had we not
been favored with an executive officer, Major Forest T. Green, who was familiar
with the situation and who took command quickly and effectively.

On 20 December the 25th Tank Bn., previously with CCA in Wissembourg,
replaced the 48th Tank Bn. of CCB, so our “A” Company wasthen attached to the
25th Tanks, with “A” of the 25th being attached to the 19th. CCA in Wissembourg,

on our left flank, had made gains well into the Siegfried Line when it was ordered
to pull back. The 79th Infantry Division was occupyingpositions on ourright flank.

Christmas Eve, 24 December, we were relieved by elements of the 79th Inf.,
and then proceeded, just after dark, by motor convoy to an area around Hohwiller,
France, on a perfectly clear and moonlight night, ready to enjoy a peaceful Christ-
mas day. Bn. Hq., Hq. Co., ““C” Company, and the Medical Detachment were located
in Hohwiller; “B” Company waslocated in Hermerswiller; “A” Companyin Ritters-
hofen, with the 25th Tanks; and Service Company in Surbourg. A grand Christmas
was had byall, with a truly wonderful Christmas dinner and all the trimmings;
but the best gift of all was a day of peace andrest. That peace was somewhatdis-
turbed next day, however, when twelve American-marked P-47 fighters soared over-

head in a rather peculiar manner, then dived down bombing and strafing the next
town to oureast, Soultz-Sous-Forets, causing considerable damage, and shaking even
our own town. Surbourg, in which Service Company was located, was also bombed

and strafed by the same planes, and though none of our men were hurt the planes
did cause considerable damage,inflicting several casualties on other units thete. The
next few days were spent peacefully, with everyone getting weapons, equipment,
and vehicles back in combat shape again. Those few daysof rest were most welcome,
for we were tired, nervous bunch from the previous operation.
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CHAPTERIII

BATTLE OF SARRIENSBERG-GOETZENBRUCK

We had a rather peaceful Christmas and a few daysrest, with enough time to
read and write severalletters and catch up on the news of the war in general. Every
front along the Western Front had been having serious threats and breakthroughs
by what seemedto be

a

lasteffort on the part of the Germansto put in a bid for
victory. We, at this time, were among the farthest troops to the east, sticking out
like a sore thumb right on the German border, but for some reason our front was
rather quiet up until now. It was quiet also all along the entire 7th Army Front,
of which we werea part. It didn’t take long to changethissituation though. Suddenly
our whole front was hit by a mighty attack of tanks, infantry, and planes, which
bent us badly, but did not break through.

On 30 December we were notified that Task Force Hudelson, then at Baeren-
thal, with the 62nd A.I.B. and 500th AFA Bn., who were supporting the 117th Me-
chanized Recon. Squadron, was receiving a determined coordinated attack in the
Foret de Neiderbronn, and were to be prepared to move up to assist them. The entire
Combat Command was moved that day to the area around Reidheim, France, and
alerted to move to Baerenthal. Plans were made for the mounted march to that area
the next morning.

At 0530, 1 January, Major Green left Reidheim for Baerenthal, and the rest
of the battalion under commandof Capt. J. E. Donahey, Executive Officer, marched
to Baerenthal in the following manner: The Reconnaissance Platoon moved out and
posted road guides along the route Reidheim, Bouxwiller, Ingwiller, Zinswiller, and
Baerenthal; at 0600 Companies “B” and “‘C” left Imbsheim for Baérenthal; and at
0620 Headquarters Company, Medical Detachment, Company “A”-25th Tank Bn.,
and Bn. Maintenance Section moved out for Baerenthal in one column. “A” Com-
pany, 19th A.IB., which had been relieved from its attachment to 25th Tank Bn.
at 0530, moved to Baerenthal from its bivouac area in Newwiller, France, at 0752.

At Task Force Hudelson C.P. in Baerenthal, Major Green received an order
making the following distribution of troops: Company “A”, 3rd Platoon-“B” Com-
pany, and “A” Company-25th Tank Bn. less one platoon were attached to Task
Force Hudelson at Baerenthal; the rest of the battalion (Companies “B”less 3rd
Platoon, “C” less 1st Platoon, Headquarters, Service, one platoon of “A”-25, and
19th Med. Det.) were attached to 117th Cavalry Recon. Squadron commanded by
Lt. Col. Hodge at Mouterhouse, France. Major Green reported to the C.P. of the
117th Cavalry Ren. Squadron at Mouterhouse after leaving instructions to carry out
the disposition of troops as indicated by Col. Hudelson’s order.
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‘The weather was extremely cold. Snow andice covered the roads, making tanks

and half-tracks hard to control; in fact, coming up the hill, just before reaching

Baerenthal, the tanks had to pull aside and let other vehicles pass, as they could

not make the grade, so it was some time before they ever got started. They never

did reach us to join in the attack. All our vehicles were broughtto their objectives

in good order, and by 1000, Companies “B” and “C” were dismounted in an assembly

area just north of Mouterhouse, with their vehicles well dispersed along the road.

The assault guns went into position along the side of the road, the Machine-Gun

Platoon attached to Company “‘C” followed their advance, and the Mortar Platoon,

dismounted, followed the advance of the two companies in support, carrying their

heavy weaponsthrough the snow up the roughhills. The Battalion C.P. and Medical

Detachment were set up in Mouterhouse.
The situation prevailing in this sector was confused andfluid, with elements

of engineers, tank battalions, cavalry reconnaissance squadrons, and tank destroyers

disposed along the high ground and network of roads and trails north and west of
Mouterhouse. The mission of the battalion was to attack to the north and restore
the original line held by friendly troops. Orders for the attack had been given to
“B” and “C” Companies, so they had left their assembly areas, moving through the
snow-filled woods up the rough hill to the line of departure. We were then receiving
intermittent artillery and mortarfire, coming downin tree bursts as it fell in the

woods. Just as they were about to jump off, Major Green received an order from

Lt. Col. Hodge to hold up the attack until further orders. Major Green drove back
to Mouterhouse to determine the situation, as it was very vague at this time, es-

pecially with all the intermingled friendly troops around the area. While he was
gone a Germanattack was launched against our right flank about 350 yards from

our Battalion OP, and a heavy fire fight with small arms, mortars, and artillery took

place. It was evident then that our right flank was completely exposed, for “B” and
“C” Companies to our front had received nofire at all. The vehicles, tank destroyers,

half-tracks, and reconnaissance cars of other friendly units, cluttering the road in

front of us, started pulling back out of the way. Thefire fight was raging when Major

Green returned and ordered a withdrawal.
As we were to withdraw to the west, it was evident that with all the other

vehicles jamming the roads it would be best to move our vehicles back close to
Mouterhouse, out of the way completely before the rest of the vehicles pulling out

madeit an impossibility. Capt. Donahey and Lt. Price hurriedly gathered the drivers
and their vehicles together and moved them out along the road west and into Sar-
reinsberg, some four miles downthe icy river-valley road. “B” and “C” Companies
were withdrawn from their assembly areas, and all other units were ordered out.
There was complete confusion until the other units had moved their vehicles and

personnel out of the way, and “B” Company started withdrawing down the road
to Mouterhouse with “C’” Company,alternating successively in setting up organized

delaying actions. They successfully withdrew to a high-ground position on the
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northeast side of the road junction at the west end of Mouterhouse, that was now
receiving accurate enemyartillery fire. Lt. James Phillips and his Hq. Co. Main-
tenance Crew had set up hasty road blocks just to the east of this road junction to
slow down any enemy vehicular movement down that road.

The Reconnaissance Platoon under Lt. George K. Beine had previously placed
road guides at Zinswiller, when the battalion column originally moved through
on its way to Baerenthal. After the column hadpassed, the road guides were picked
up, and the platoon movedon to Baerenthalto join the battalion. Uponarrival there,
they discovered the battalion had moved on farther toward Mouterhouse, and as
Baerenthal was then underattack, the platoon remained and aided “A” Company.
When the enemy’sfirst attack was repulsed, they remounted and started for Mouter-
house, with the exception of Lt. Beine and his driver, Pfc. Charles L. Campbell,
whostayed in Baerenthal for another mission. They left town, the reports say, and
were never seen again. The other four peeps of the platoon were then winding their
way throughtheicy, hilly roads when they saw American half-tracks coming down,
but gave them no thought. A few secondslater, however, the tracks openedfire on
them with .50 cal. machine-guns and small arms, so to avoid hitting the track that
had pulled across the road to block it, the peeps made a sharp left turn going off
into the ditch. Sgt. Gregory Guzzey and Cpl. Billy Monks were hit as the peeps
left the road. Cpl. Monks was thrown from the peep into the ditch. Pfc. Robert
Thogmartin, driving for Sgt. William Dougherty, thought that his peep was about
to turn over as he left the road, so he jumped out and was evidently knocked un-
conscious, because he wasn’t heard of again. When the peep hit the embankment,
Sgt. Dougherty jumped out and immediately opened fire at the enemy. Cpl. Ray
Reasoner and Pfc. Jim Whatley, his driver, were never seen after theirpeep turned

off the road. The other men, Pfc.’s Connie Rowell, Earl Hamilton William May,

Edgar Meyers, Robert Housh, and Joseph Todarello joined Dougherty after their
peeps hit the embankment. The men used twoof the light machine-guns from the
peeps to set up an intensive field of fire—some of the enemy were seen falling.
It was a hopeless case, however, and Sgt. Dougherty ordered them to proceed along
the embankment to a house about 40 yards back from the road. At the sametime,
he told Pfc. Housh to take off to see if he could get some help. Pfc. Meyers was
hit slightly in the head about this time, but managed to make it up to the house
before receiving some first aid. The men reached the house and set up a field of
fire while Sgt. Dougherty took a look around to see what possible route of escape

they could use. The only plan that seemed to offer escape, was to take off from
the side of the house across a clearing about 100 yards wide, and head for the
woods on the hill. Pfc. Housh had already crossed this field. Dougherty feared
that he might have beenhit, so he sent Pfc. Rowell out to see if any friendly troops
were nearby. Housh, however, had not been hit, but was moving through the woods
with two men from “A” Company who were lost. Housh made it to Reipertswiller
that night and reported the happenings to CCR there.
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Meanwhile, Rowell had madeit to the woods, so he stopped to cover while the

other men tried to do the same. Dougherty sent Pfc. Meyers next, and then followed

a few feet behind. The remaining menfigured that it was useless, so decided to

stay and either fight it out or give up. As Meyers and Dougherty were entering

the woods, Meyers was hit in the arm and leg and could go no farther. The two

of them gave him a piece of white cloth and fixed his wounds as well as they could

before taking off. They made it to the top of the hill, where they stopped on the

reverse slope to take a short rest. Here they picked up a man from the 40th En-

gineers who waslost. The three finally worked their way back to Reipertswiller

late that night, where they reported to CCR and were returned to the battalion a

few dayslater. :
Dueto the uncertainty of the situation and acting on orders, both “B” and “C”

Companies were then pulled away from the high ground they were defending near
the crossroads at Mouterhouse. They scrambled down the hillside ‘across a frozen
creek on to the road, and marched back down the valley some four miles into

Sarriensberg. “‘C” Company furnished a rear guard to cover the withdrawal of the
battalion down the road, and the assault guns were set up along the side of the
road just east of Sarriensberg as protection against tanks or vehicles. With the
enemyclose at our heels as we left Mouterhouse, we effectively broke contact and
set up defensive positions at Sarriensberg immediately, closing in on the area about
2300, 1 January.

As we were having our troubles near Mouterhouse, “A” Company, who was
with Task Force Hudelson in Baerenthal, was also having its troubles. Also, the

3rd Platoon of “B’” Company, which was attached to the 62nd A.L.B., was havingits
troubles, for they lost all their vehicles when they had to pull out before getting
a chance to mount up. .

Company “A” was given the mission of assisting “‘C”-62nd at Bannstein, and
after a reconnaissance of the route as far as Forneau Neuf, orders were given for

the 1st and 2nd Platoonsto seize the high ground on the west of the Forneau Neuf-
Bannstein road. Then the 1st Platoon was to hold that ground while the remainder
of the company moved to Bannstein, with the 2nd Platoon last in column. About
1000, a staff officer from CCB cameand asked for a platoon to repel Krauts one
kilometer east of Baerenthal. The 2nd Platoon was chosen, the 3rd to assumeits
part of the plan. The company, with the 1st Platoon leading the column, set out
for Forneau Neuf, leaving the half-tracks about one km.east of town. The remainder

of the company did not appear, so Major Owings said he would send them up. The
ist Platoon proceededto the L.D, in Forneau Neuf. After considerable wait, it was
decided to have the 1st Platoon seize the ridge alone and then proceed with the
remainderof the plan. The 1st Platoon moved outat about 1115.

As the 3rd and AT Platoons, sent forward by Major Owings, pulled into the
area where the 1st Platoon had parkedits vehicles, they came under enemyartillery
fire. In dispersing, two of the AT vehicles bogged down. Several men were wounded,
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for there waslittle cover available. As there was no contact with the company, it
was decided that the AT Platoon would remain and extricate its vehicles while
the 3rd Platoon returned to Baerenthal. There they joined the 2nd Platoon and Go.
Headquarters in the defense of that town.

The 2nd Platoon was given the mission of protecting Task Force Hudelson’s
Headquarters in town. The enemyattack on Baerenthal began asLt. Jack R. DeWitt
was receiving his orders. In the absence of Lt. DeWitt, T/Sgt. Junior Wright hur-
riedly and expertly set up the platoon to defend the town. He placedall the drivers
on the .50 cal. machine-guns on the half-tracks and had each squad put their .30 cal.
light machine-guns into action. After he assigned the mortar squad its position,

S/Sgt. Welson Schickel asked what targets he was to fire on. Wright replied. “Oh,
just drop them anywhere in those woods; there are so many Jerries up there you

just couldn’t miss if you tried.” When Lt. DeWitt returned, he found the platoon
already hard at work. i

In the meantime, Capt. Spokes left the command track of the 1st Platoon in
Forneau Neuf and went to the nearby road junction to find his artillery F.O. In-
stead, he found S-3 of the 62nd, who told him that his battalion had been driven
from Bannstein, and was going to organize on the high ground south of the Baeren-
thal-Mouterhouse road with the troops available. Those troops were the 3rd Pla-
toon, “B”—19th, under Capt. Spokes. Capt. Spokes set out to contact the 1st Pla-
toon, so climbed the steep mountain with Pfc. George Caddish on the route taken

by the 1st Platoon. Yelling at the top of their voices to the 1st Platoon, but receiving
no answer, they climbed to a small saddle which overlooked the road from Bann-

stein to Forneau Neuf and saw an enemy column moving south. It was decided that
the ist Platoon must have seen them too,and also that to shoot would jeopardize that
platoon, so a strategic withdrawal to Forneau Neuf followed.

Forneau Neuf was alive with Krauts, so Capt. Spokes and Pfc. Caddish pushed
west and then turned south on to the high ground where Lt. Loken was supposed

to be digging in with his platoon. They didn’t find Lt. Loken, but did find a platoon
of the 40th Engineers and sent them on the way to their company. They then swung
around to where the vehicles had been parked and found the AT Platoon there.

At about 1600, a patrol of six men wassentoutto contact either Lt. Loken or

Lt. Hodge. The patrol, consisting of Pvt. James Robbins, Pvt. Joseph Day, Pvt.
EdwardBerry, and Pvt. William Finley, never returned before the platoon withdrew
from Baerenthal with the rest of the company. Lt. Osborne took one squad of the
3rd Platoon, who were mounted, nearly to the house at the road junction south of
Forneau Neuf, but they were forced to withdraw by an enemyoutpost. It was later
learned that the patrol was hiding in the house atthis time.

The 2nd Platoon of “A” was ordered out of town about 1630. It proceeded
to Reipertswiller followed by the remainder of the company at 1730. They found
the way blocked by a column of tanks which were unable to move on an icyhill.
The company, less the 1st and 2nd Platoons, was caughtin this traffic jam, but
managed to by-pass the tanks and proceed ontheir route.
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When the company arrived at Reipertswiller, the 2nd Platoon was placed on
an outpost on the road leading NW out of town towards Mouterhouse. During the
night the men took turns walking up and down the road to keep warm.Shortly
after daybreak a company of German infantry was spotted. It passed within a
couple of hundred yardsof the platoon, cutting it off from town. The platoon was

not spotted, so the Germans were permitted to pass by unmolested, as it was too

big a force to tackle. After the enemy force had passed by, the platoon began a
forced hike over the steep snow-coveredhills to outcircle the enemy. The 3rd Platoon
wasorderedto establish an outpost guarding a forked road leading into Reiperts-
willer from Forneau Neuf to Baerenthal. They dug in their positions all night. Next
morning, 2 January, a column was seen advancing up the road. The column was

fired upon and stopped. An enemy armored car was brought up to destroy the

forward outpost of the platoon, but Sgt. Elmer Bruns and Pfc. Richard Hoff stopped
it with effective machine-gun fire, and Pfc. Edward J. Chittenden damagedit with
a bazooka. The German infantry attempted to advance on the left flank of the

platoon. Pvt. Felix Gomes, waiting until they were dangerously neartohis position,
hit a large number of them with his BAR and forced them back. T/Sgt. William

Driscoll, acting platoon leader, received the order to withdraw. He called for and

adjusted a very effective barrage ofartillery fire to cover his retreat.
Lt. William C. Hodge, 1st Platoon, Company “A”, was ordered to outpost a

hill not far from Baerenthal. After he hadset up his positions, he sent Pfc. Sheppard
and Pvt. Columbus Clark back to notify Capt. Spokes that he was ready. The two
men were fired at when they entered the valley, but managed to get through and
find their way back to Reipertswiller on the morning of the 20th. Lt. Hodge sent
some meninto the valley to see who had fired on the men,but the patrol returned
reporting that the platoon was completely surrounded by the enemy. As yet the
platoon had been unnoticed. At dusk a patrol was sent into the town at the foot of
the hill to find out who occuppied it, but found it also was in enemy hands. At
midnight Lt. Hodge decided he must get the platoon back to friendly lines while
they were still unnoticed. After descending the hill, the platoon had to cross a flat
open field made even more dangerous by the bright night. The field had been
planted with mines; however, Pfc. Ed. Shannon picked a path through which the

platoon could pass to safety. While the platoon was crossing the field, a German
staff car passed along the road within fifty feet. Still the platoon was unnoticed.
‘They passed an enemy outpost and the guard asked the last man in the platoon
where they were going. The man, a memberof the 62nd A.I.B., miraculously could

speak German; he told the guard they were going to the front, so the platoon passed
by unmolested. The platoon hiked about twenty hours over someforty miles of snow-
covered hills before reaching safety. There were no casualties from enemy action.

After the 3rd Platoon withdrew to Reipertswiller, it furnished local security
to the town along with the AT Platoon, a platoon of tanks, one of T.D.’s, and one

of engineers. About 1500, the 2nd Platoon rejoined the company from Wingen.
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About 1630, Task Force Hudelson was relieved, so the company moved to Ober:
modern by way of Wimmenau, where they remained for a few days.

As the battalion was pulling back into Sarreinsberg, 1 January, Major Green
had contacted Lt. Col. Hodges at Wingen, France, and received instructions to
withdraw to Rostieg, France, but when he rejoined the battalion at Sarreinsberg,
he decided that the battalion should reorganize there and proceed to Rostieg in the
morning. Utilizing fully the commanding ground on which Sarreinsberg was located,
the battalion organized a hasty defensive line with “B” Company on the eastern
and northern portion of town and “C” Companyon the southern and western edge.

The 2nd Platoon of “B” Company wassituated in four buildings which were
perpendicular to and east of the village. These buildings sat on a gradual sloping
hill that jetted out from the village like a peninsula. The farthermost house they
occupied was two-hundred yards from Sarreinsberg, with a forest to the front. To
the right andtheleft, the bare hill sloped gently downward until it ran into a deep
black forest. It was here the enemyfirst penetrated. About 1000 yardsto the right
of the 2nd Platoon, Lt. Russell T. Blair and T/Sgt. Johnnie M. Taylor, with the 1st
Platoon, set up defensive positions on the forward slope of the hill. The 1st, 2nd,
and Hq.’s rifle squads were in line, with the machine-gun squad on the right flank,
and the mortar squad to the rear in a well fortified position, also with communi-
cations to each of the squads. The AT Platoon washeld in support in the village.

Company “‘C”, on the southern and western edge of town, used its 3rd Platoon
to outpost a roadblock on the road leadinginto the village from the southwest, with
the 2nd Platoon in mobile reserve. The AT Platoon was attached to “F” Company,
179th, and jointly held an anti-tank outpost with tanks and T.D.’s.

‘The Battalion CP waslocated in the south central part of Sarreinsberg. The Mortar
Platoon, Machine-Gun Platoon, and Assault Gun Platoonset up in the open ground
nearby to support the companies with fire. A forward aid station was set up on the
edge of town, anda basestation also was set up in St. Louis de Bitche, where the
vehicles and battalion rear CP werelocated.

A march order was issued by battalion at 0800, 2 January, but enemy patrols
were already pushing into our positions. “C” Company had mounted their vehicles
along the road leading southwest toward Meisenthal, with the rest of the battalion
vehicles ready to follow. Before they could get started, we learned of a German
breakthrough across the road some 2000 yards to the south of town, consisting of
tanks, anti-aircraft artillery, and infantry. The convoy was halted immediately.
“C” Company dismounted,setting up defensive positions along the road, with the
2nd platoon occupying positions on the high ground south of the town, and also
tying in with elements of the 141st Regt. of the 36th Inf. Division who had occup-
pied and defended the southern part of Sarreinsberg early that morning. A patrol,
consisting of 10 men under S/Sgt. Eugene M. Lynch, was dispatched immediately
to the west side of the road in the woods to determine if the enemy had cut us off
from the west as well as the south. The mission was not completed as the patrol
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was needed forfiring flanking fire on the main road in the direction of the attack.
A patrol from the 141st Inf. Regiment was sent down the main road south through
the 2nd Platoon’s position to determine enemy strength and weapons,butit wasfired
upon and forced to retire before they had gone buta short distance.

At this time four P-47 fighter-bombers led by anartillery liaison plane camein
and bombed andstrafed the woods and road just west of Althorn. A prisoner of war
which we took later that daytestified to the damage doneto his unit by the planes,
andits effect was obvious to us also by breaking-up and disorganizing a coordinated
tank and infantry attack in progress. “C” Companythen pulled on back into Sarreins-
berg and set up defenses along the road on the westside of town.

Asthe road to Meisenthal had been cut, we were left with but one road open and
that was to St. Louis de Bitche. Enemy patrols were aggressively probing our po-
sitions, and by 1145 a full-scale attack was in progress against “B” Company at the
eastern side of town. Withdrawing, as we had previously been ordered to do while
engaged in these fire fights, was impossible, but we managedto send all vehicles
except those absolutely necessary to our operations to St. Louis de Bitche.

The main attack came into “B” Company’s positions, and as they advanced up
the winding road and through the woods they were screaming and yelling in broken
English to surrender. They evidently were hopped up or drunk by their actions.
“B” Company’s reply was an openingwith all they had,rifles, BAR’s, machine-guns
with free traverse, and 60mm mortarsfiring round after roundinto their positions.
The enemywasfiring as they moved forward with all they had,but it wasn’t enough
this time, so they went back into the woods to reorganize. They came back in even
greater numbers, and some penetratedthelines right on up close to the Battalion CP,
where they were fired on by security guards; with the assistance of the Machine-Gun
and Assault Gun Platoons, whofired point blankinto their positions, they were again
repulsed and run out of town. The Mortar Platoon continually pounded their po-
sitions. z

‘The attacks against our east positions of “B” Company continued throughout
the day, and while they were going on we contacted elements of the 141st Regiment
of the 36th Division and 179th Regimentof the 45th Division which were moving up
to Sarreinsberg. “‘C” Troop of the 117th Cavalry was with us. Their radio was our
only means of getting artillery fire, as we were completely away from any of our
ownartillery. We also had one officer and 23 men from “C” Company, 62nd A.LB.,
and four T.D.’s of Company “B”, 645th TD Battalion. All of these units were con-
solidated with our own defense. Onebattalion of the 36th Inf. Division was thinly
defending a sector of the village of Goetzenbruk and extending on north along the
road to Lemberg, but they weren’tin sufficient strength to give us any support other
than flank protection. During the day ten prisoners of war were taken, and infor-
mation wasgained that the unit attacking us was part of the 257th V.G.Division.

During the night of 2 January, the 2nd Platoon of “B” Company withdrew from
their outlying positions to the edge of town approximately 250 yards away, and into
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houses which were to the left of the 4th Platoon’s position. Shortly after midnight _

the enemyattacked in force down the road and openfield. While all the men were

ordered to hold their individualfire, the enemyinfiltrated to within twenty yards of

our position.
Headquarter’s Mortar Platoon was called upon for emergency close-in fire,

which wasbrilliantly directed by Lt. Alvin Sweitzer. The resulting mortar fire was

very accurate, but, althoughit slowed the German advance,it did not haltit. Lt. Sand-

hoff’s mortars followed the Germans down the field until they were twenty-five

yards in front of our position, when Lt. Sweitzer called for more mortar fire.

‘That's too close”, Lt. Sandhoff yelled on the phone. Lt. Sweitzer said he knew it,

but we had to take the chance. He said, “Be sure your bubbles are level, and give us

‘on the way’ so we canhitthe floor!” The mortar rounds came in as called for, right

on top of the enemy not more than thirty-five yards from the house. Once again the

attack was thrown back and dead Krauts could be seen strewn over the field, many

still clutching their burp guns and panzerfausts in a death grip.

‘Thesilence was broken only by our mortarfire and by gutteral cries of “Com-

panie,fiinfte companie, vorwarts ... Otto . . . komm her. Fiinfte companie, companie,

companie”. Their cries may havefilled us with fear, but they hadlost the element of

surprise. It was a moonless night, andall that could be seen were the occasional dark

forms and shadow-like figures as the Boche slowly moved towards our position.

When the nearest Kraut was well within hand grenade distance of the platoon

positions, the order was given to open a murderous cross-fire from the houses, which

began mowing down the enemy, and which stopped their advance.Fourofthe leading

krauts were apparently instantly killed, but others, more fortunate to be in a

slightly defilade position, began noisily digging into the frozen ground not more than

a hundred yardsto ourfront. Intermittent mortar fire failed to discourage them. One

of the enemy infiltrated into the 4th Platoon’s house. $/Sgt. Edward D. Collins

tossed a fragmentation grenadeinto the room, and silence reigned. The next morning

the German walked out of the house with a burp gun and surrendered.

Whenthe attack was at its height, “B” Company had-asked for reinforcements

and “C’” CompanysentLt. Robert E. Lingle’s 2nd Platoon, which arrived at about

0300, to reinforce “B” Company’s precarious position. This platoon was scheduled

to make an attack at 0700 to regain the four abandoned houses of “B” Company’s

original position, but instead the Germans attacked, this time after a three-minute

artillery and mortar barrage. Pfc. John R. Hultmen continued to fire and man his

machine-gun from the window of the house while some of his companions sought

cover.

After firing had ceased there werestill Germans behind the stone wall and in

foxholes only a short distance from our positions. Pfc. Robert J. Erickson and Pvt.

Robert J. Michael crawled out toward the Germans’ positions, tossed hand grenades,

andfired theirrifles into the surprised Krauts, wounding several.
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Shortly after this a call notified $/Sgt. Eugene M. Lynch ofthe 2nd Platoon of
“C” Companythat there was a Kraut in a foxhole right in front of the house. Sgt.
Lynch proceededto toss grenadesat the foxhole, andfinally the stubborn Kraut came
out. Two more were picked up close by playing dead, but were persuadedtogive up.
Then the company commander came out, cleanly shaven, sober, and all that a
typical true Germanofficer usually is. Not long after these men gave up,the balance
of the company camein from the four houses with white flags waving, andall total
there were 38 that gave upatthis time. Later, T/Sgt. John J. Conroy boldly led a
patrol up to the four houses in which there werestill a few of the enemy.Lt. Alvin
Sweitzer pulled his assault gun into position and shelled the houses. After this pre-
paration, the patrol went up toward the houses, but were momentarily pinned down
by .50 cal. machine-guns from friendly elements along the high ground 1000 yards
to the left who failed to recognize our men and mistook them for retreating Krauts.
Identifications were finally established and then the patrol assaulted the houses,
capturing eight Krauts. All told, a German companyof about 80 men had been com-
pletely annihilated, its men almost without exception being killed or captured.

Throughoutall this action, our positions all over Sarreinsberg were receiving
heavy mortar and artillery fire. A Nebelwerfer (Screaming Meamie) fell on the
Battalion CP andinflicted much damage, knocking outa light tank parked in front of
the CP. “B” Company wasreceiving the weightof all enemyactivity, but beatit off
with practically no casualties to themselves. Theaid station atfirst on the southwest
end of town had been shelled and of necessity moved into town just across from the
Battalion CP. Thelitter haul from the forward elements to the most forward troops
was about 1500 yards. The hills were impassable to vehicles, so litter squads had to
be used to carry the woundedfrom the frontlines back to the aid station.

Onthis date, 3 January, Major Green traveled to Wingen, France, and contacted
Lt. Col. Hodges of the 117th Cavalry Reconnaissance Squadron, where he gave our
situation, and was told that we would be relieved by the 45th Division; however,this
relief was noteffected, and at a later date we were assigned to the 45th Division,
which attached us to the 2nd Battalion, 179th Infantry Regiment.

Early that afternoon we could again hear tank movementin the valley, and at
1550 tanks and infantry were observed advancing along the road towards “B” Com-
pany’s 1st Platoon. When they came into range, Pfc. James N. Anders opened fire
with his machine-gun,scattering the infantry. The tanks stopped, presumably fearing
to advance further without infantry support. Pfc. Anders keptfiring at the enemy
on each side of the road,inflicting casualties. The enemy tank then opened fire on
the 1st Platoon’s position with 88’s and machine-gun fire. S/Sgt. Harold Chandler
kept his mortarfiring constantly, expending 385 rounds.'Lt. Sweitzer and Pvt. David
Glick from the Assault Gun Platoon were observing and adjusting artillery and
mortar fire when the enemy tank came around a turn in the road. They spotted it
and started firing tracer ammunition atit, alerting a TD nearby. The TD pulled up,
fired one round, and knocked the tank out. Another tank was missed by the TD, so
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pulled away before another shot could be fired. Completely beaten, the Krauts

withdrew after having suffered severe casualties.

As the battalion had moved into Baerenthal on 1 January, Service Company

combat trains and maintenance followed and set up their CP in Sinswiller. Due to

the change in battle conditions, Transportation and Maintenance were ordered to

shift to Ingwiller. On arrival there, trucks were immediately dispatched to Saverne

for diesel oil which was badly needed by a TD unit attached to CCR. On 2 January,

enemy action cut off supply roads between Service Companyandbattalion fighting

elements. On the morning of 3 January, word came through that battalion needed

ammunition and rations badly. Lt. Norman W. Michelson and Mr. Brasher started

out with seven trucks for the battalion, but were forced to turn back because of

weather and road conditions and enemyaction. One of the trucks, driven by Pfc.

Steve Chovan and assisted by Pfc. R. A. Handschuck was struck by mortarfire,

seriously wounding the driver. Later that day, Lt. W. O. Eckel, who had been at

battalion, succeeded in reaching the Service Company CPby

a

circuitous route through

St. Louis de Bitche. Overthis icy, nearly impassable route the supplies begantoroll.

Ammunition was being used in large quantities, so made up the bulk of the loads.

On 4 January, Transportation and Maintenance moved their CP’s to St. Louis de

Bitche, and for the next seven days continued to use this route which involved one-

hundred miles of travel. Even the one passable open road to the battalion, though

kept open by continual patrolling, was continually subjected to mortar andartillery

fire and enemypatrols.

During the early morning hours of 4 January, the shelling of our area increased,

and at 1000 we vacated our CP in Sarreinsberg and moved to another location in

Goetzenbruck, closer to the CP of the 2nd Battalion, 179th Infantry, to whom we

were then attached. By 1400, enemyactivity was reduced to mortar and artillery

fire; our southern flank, which had been wide open during this period, was in the

process of being closed by elementsof the 179th Infantry Regiment(the 1st and 3rd

Battalion) which were pushing up from the south, but were a considerable distance

away and moving very slowly %

"The aid station and Hq. Co.’s CP were also moved near our new CPlocation.

‘The Mortar Platoon had taken up new positions in the valley just east and between

Sarreinsberg and Goetzenbruck. The Assault Gun and Machine-Gun Platoons moved

with Hq. Co. and were used on call, in addition to furnishing road blocks near the

CP and the west entrance to town.

Our own activities throughout the morning were confined to directing mortar

and artillery fire on known enemy locations. At about 1430, an enemy force was

spotted moving into positions about six-hundred yards from our northern perimeter.

This location had been under close observation during daylight hours because the

sounds of digging and movementhad been heard during darkness. Mortar fire from

our 81mm mortar platoon wasdirected on the spot, and very shortly enemy soldiers

were seen rushing out of a house which had received three direct hits and started to
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burn. The soldiers dropped to the ground, so the mortars started a systematic

pounding of the area. As the house burned, a crew of enemy soldiers was observed

pulling a short-barrelled gun mounted on wheels away from the structure. The

mortars immediately adjusted on it, whereby the second round killed some of the

crew and upset the gun. The gun was demolished with the next three rounds, and

then small groups of enemy could be seen running away from the area.

Therest of the day and night was spent laying mortar fire in the defiladed

approachesto our position, with two mortarsfiring intermittently on a building at

the road junction north of Althorn, France, which had been designated as an enemy

battalion CP by a prisoner-of-war.Bythis time, the P.W.’s taken by our own battalion

and other friendly units in the area had identified nine companies of the 457th

Volks-Grenadier Regiment operating against Sarreinsberg. P. W. reports on the

damage done by our mortars andartillery indicated that we were battering enemy

positions, especially the Battalion CP at Althorn, with great accuracy.

At 1715, a patrol led by Lt. George A. Miller was dispatched by the 3rd Platoon

of “C” Company to determine the foremost enemyposition in the vicinity of the

crossroads north of Althorn. The patrol located an 88mm towed-gun and a very

elaborate defensive set-up. Pushing on farther they were fired upon, so returned to

the CP closely followed by a mortar barrage.
Up until 5 January enemyactivity had reserveditself to intermittent mortar,

artillery, and nebelwerfer fire. On this date, we began toreceiveartillery of heavier

caliber than that previously noted. Rounds estimated to be 240mm fell regularly on

the town. They were evidently reaching for the 81mm mortars which were firing

some 300 rounds per day. The enemy fire was well directed, as it landed all around

the mortar positions. It became necessary for the mortar crews to run out when

missions were called for, set their mortars, fire, and then scramble back upthe hill

to cover.

Ouractivities consisted of consolidating our lines and replacing “B’” Company

with “C” Companyin orderto allow them to relax a bit in the comparatively quiet

southern sector of town. Tentative plans for an attack against German positions in

the woods south of town were made. The Reconnaissance Platoon wascontinually

running day and night patrols back and forth from Goetzenbruck to St. Louis de

Bitche, where our rear CP was. This was to keep our main and only supply route

open for incoming supplies and evacuation of wounded. The CP personnel and

vehicles in St. Louis de Bitche had not escaped action either, as they had been con-

tinually shelled, and, with the limited personnel, maintained a vigilant guard for

possible infiltration.
On 6 January we were alerted to launch an attack through the woods north of

Althorn while a Battalion of the 179th Infantry approached from the southwest, but

that unit did not reach the required position, so our activities then consisted of

engaging enemy combatpatrols throughoutthe night, after a day devoted to mortar

andartillery firing by both sides. “Turkey Shoots” were held on this day as they
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had on several days previous, firing into the woods south, southeast, and east of
townto harass and demoralize the enemy. Although results could never actually be
learned, theycertainly must have been little concerned as to what wasgoing on.

On 7 January new plans for the attack on the woods south of town were made.
“B” Company was to move into the woods from assembly positions along the road
southwest of Sarreinsberg, some 1000 yards from the edge of town,with the assault
guns in direct support. Mortars andartillery were to lay a barrage which was to be
lifted at the command of the C.O., 2nd Battalion, 179th Infantry. They jumpedoff
at 1200, “B” Company ontheleft, “E” Companyof 179th on the right. Both received
very heavy mortar and machine-gunfire as they reached the west edge of the woods.
AT mines prevented assault guns and two tanks from the 191st Tank Battalion from
moving up; the leading elements of “B” Company were completely pinned down by
mortar and small armsfire, with the 1st and 3rd Platoons in the woods and the 2nd
Platoon in reserve on the edge of the woods. As the enemy mortarfire lifted, men

pushed forwardbutran into a curtain of machine-gun fire at a draw in the woods so
were pinned downagain. While everyone was taking cover and waiting for the word
to attack again, T/Sgt. John J. Conroy was ordered to have a row of tellermines
removed,but finding no volunteers, he removed them himself.

Many menof the 3rd Platoon, “B” Company, including the platoon leader,
Lt. Loken, had been woundedby the heavy barrage,so the platoon was putin support

with the 4th Platoon. With the attack stalled by automatic weapons, Lt. Sweitzer of

the assault guns made a hasty survey of the ground,then lead his two M-8 Assault

Guns around the mines, thence attacking the woods from the northwest. The M-8’s
fired directly into the well-dug-in emplacements of the enemy.

As the assault guns were moving along with the infantry, they moved over the

hill and started downbutslid most of the wayontheslick, icy ground. They got
ahead of the infantry, so stopped at the foot of the hill and started firing at bunkers
to their front. Sgt. Joshiah Stephens, who wasclose to the woods, was taking care of
the nearby targets while Sgt. Leo Bartus, about 20 yardsto his left, took care of

those farther away with his 75mm and .30 cal. machine-gun, mounted on top of the

openturret. Firing and moving,the two tanks saw that they were getting too far away
from the infantry, so they stopped and gave the whole area a good working over.
There were several tunnels which the guns couldn’t hit, so Sgt. Stephens dismounted
and attacked themwith hand grenades and a “grease” gun. Cpl. Fred Riccardi, seeing
what was going on, also dismounted and fired with his carbine. When the infantry
caught up with them, they remounted andstarted to fire and move with them. The

enemyshells started coming in again. A couple of Krauts, seeing the tanks coming
towards them, crawled out of their holes and gave up. As the two tanks crossed a
small path running out of the woods they saw someinfantry and a tank moving
towards them. Not knowing whether they were friendly or not, the guns traversed
aroundto preparefor a fight. Two “B” Company men,seeing what was about to take
place, ran up andtold the tank crews that those were friendly troops of Company
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“B”, 179th, and stopped them just in time. The guns then moved on along the edge
of the woods attacking the bunkers. Cpl. Wilbur Widmannfired at a bunker,hitting

the tree just behind. As he started to fire another round, a Kraut appeared and his
head was removed by one of Widmann’s 75 rounds. Word wasreceived to wait for

the infantry, as they were suffering quite a numberof casualties from mortar and
artillery fire. When “B” Company did come up, it was decided to hold up and dig
in, for “E” Company on the right was moving too slowly. The assault guns then
moved into the woodsso the infantry could deploy and dig in around them, and a
patrol was sent out to see what was ahead. The patrol was detected, and ran into
heavy small-arms and mortar fire. Medics were sent out to aid the wounded men of
the patrol but were fired on also, so one of the assault guns accompanied them then
to recover the wounded. The attacks made by the assault guns during the day had
accounted for eight machine-guns, caused numerous casualties among the enemy,
broke the backbone of the Germanresistance, and even captured four P.W.’s.

While the assault guns had been moving forward in this attack, the 2nd and 1st
Platoons of ““B” Company also moved forward in the attack through the woods,
firing machine-guns, BAR’s, and rifles from the hip, and eliminating several ma-
chine-gun nests as well as capturing many prisoners. The white-clad men of “E”,
179th Regt., on the right had difficulty in keeping up with the attack. Several times
“B” Companyhad to hold up the attack until they could catch up. The objective was
shortly reached about 1000 yards ahead, which wasalong a high ridge dropping off
into a deep draw,wherethe attack halted and everyone dugin for the night. Foxholes

were dug, and dug deep with logs placed on top, as the tree bursts from enemy
mortar andartillery fire would have been terrific in this type of wooded terrain.

“E” Companyof the 179th Infantry wastied in on “B’ Co.’s right. “C” Company
sent a patrol to contact “B’” Co.’s left flank, and then spreadoutalongflat terrain to

accomplish a tie-in of the two companies that would give us a solid line from some

350 yards south into the woods, south from Sarreinsberg, on a line running north all
the wayto the north side of town. The flat, open, high terrain madethis extension
possible, and our automatic weaponseffectively covered the entire line.

The night was bitter cold, with snow all over the ground. The menalso began
suffering from exposure and lack of food. Lt. Joseph F. Price, with the aid of 1st
Sgts., peep drivers, and Supply Sargeants, rounded up blankets, food, and coffee and
carried them by peep and onfootto the positions, so the men managedto get through
the night. Casualties were being evacuated by the medics and everyoneelse available,
back to the aid station by hand-carried litters, then peeps. As we were completely
away from our own unit,casualties had to be evacuated through the 179th Inf. Regt.
This was a never-ceasing job, to bring back and care for the wounded.

During the same night, “B” Companysent out several reconnaissance patrols
and kept constant watch for enemy activities. Two English-speaking Germans, armed
with machine-guns, infiltrated thelines to positions where Pfc. Joseph Lowinger and
S/Sgt. Ronald C. Henwood were digging a foxhole. When the Jerries approached
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and called, “Comrades”, Lowingerreplied, “Nix comrades”, and using his shovel in
a threatening manner he demandedtheir surrender andgotit.

All units held their positions on 8 January, as the attack was not continued
because the unit of the 179th Infantry which was supposed to be moving up on our
right (southern) flank, had not been able to move as quickly as planned. There was
no enemy activity in that sector, but patrols were engaged by “C’” Company along
the entire front of their sector. Prisoners taken in these patrols reported their missions
as being, “To determine whether the houses were occupied by American troops”—
they found out.

The usual artillery and mortar fire was exchanged by each side; this situation
continued throughout 9 January also, with everyone consolidating and improving
elaborate defensive positions.

During 9 January a relief of “B” Company by “C” Company waseffected.
“C” Company sent out a patrol of twelve men along the north edge of the woods to
determine whether the Germansstill held the high ground west of the road junction
north of Althorn. The patrol ran into an enemypatrol at the corner of the woods
west of the road junction and were pinned down by automatic weapons. Our patrol
finally withdrew though undercover of “C’”” Company’s heavy machine-gun.

During the night of 9—10 January, Germanartillery and mortars laid a very
heavy barrage on “C’” Company’s positions. The heavy shells detonated, for the most
part, in the tops of trees, spraying the entire woods held byour troops with a deadly
hail of shrapnel. This barrage lasted, without interruption, until 1000, and the only
thing that saved “C” Company from more than six casualties it suffered, was the

extremely well-built dugouts the men had made.
At about 1000, 10 January, “E” Company of 179th Infantry, with two M-8

Assault Guns from our Assault Gun Platoon, launched an attack through the woods

to Althorn. The attack was proceeding slowly but smoothly, whenthe assault guns
got a little ahead of the infantry and were forced to wait for them to catch up. As
they came up and around one of the guns, a shell landed between the two guns,
wounding several infantrymen. At the edge of the woods, the road took a sharp left
turn and ran downhill to Althorn below. One tank moved on down with the men,

while the other moved to the edge of the woods and fired across the valley to the
right. Moving on into the edge of town, the men were “sniped” at by the enemy in
houses and the church steeple. Several well-placed rounds soon put an endtothis.
In the first three houses 52 Krauts were taken, merely by Cpl. Fred Riccardi pointing
the muzzle of the 75 at the house.

Atthe end of the street that the tanks and men had moved into town on, more
snipers opened up andreceived the same fire the others had. When the troops had
first come out of the woods and were overlooking the town, an officer from “E”
Companystated he had seen a Kraut tank move away from the end of town, under
fire. When the main street, running perpendicular to the street the assault guns were

moving down, wasreached,the officer gave Bartus instructions to load up with an
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HEAT,turn the corner, and knock the Kraut tank out. Riccardi traversed the gun

around to the side of the tank so that he wouldn’t have to waste any time in getting

the enemy in his sights. Sgt. Bartus told the driver, T/4 Frank Nicholls, to move on

to the street, while Pfc. Uno Tervo, the loader, put the HEAT in the chamber. The

tank got about one-fourth ofits length past the house ontothe street, when the Jerry

tank, evidently just sitting and waiting, opened up. The first shell, an HE,hit the

house on the right. Another quickly followed, hitting the tank. It immediately burst

into flames. Then T/4 Nicholls was seen jumping over the side, badly burned.

Riccardi jumped over the front end of the tank, and a Kraut machine-gun opened up

on him. Nicholls had wriggled his way through Bartus and Terve, both of whom

never managedto get outofthe assault gun as the Kraut tank fired two more rounds

into it. The road was blocked, so the men were told to take up defensive positions

in the four houses they already held. Upon taking count,it was discovered that there

were only eleven infantrymen and four men from the remaining assault gun left.

Later that afternoon, contact was made with the forces attacking the town from

anotherdirection, and, although they didn’t comeinto town that night, it was a relief

to knowthat they were nearby. A horrible night was spent, with Jerry trying to take

the houses back. The next morning T/Sgt. Kenneth Earhart, who had comeon foot

with the tanks and had been their only communication with the foot troops at the

time, was told to take the assault gun and return to his unit.

‘As the attack on Althorn was nearing completion, the rest of the battalion held

their positions until relieved at 0600 on 11 January by the 2nd Battalion, 179th In-

fantry.
Relief was effected in the following manner: “I” Companyof the 141st Inf. Regt.

relieved “B” Company during the night of 10—11 January. “B” Company then mar-
ched to St. Louis de Bitche, arriving there before daylight, and moved out, mounted,

at 0800 for Ringeldorf, France. Headquarters Company, less Mortar and Assault

Guns, departed from Sarreinsberg, with Battalion Headquarters Detachmentvehicles

at 0530 and arrived in St. Louis de Bitche at 0600, departing from there with “B”

Company for Ettendorf, France. “C’ Company was relieved by “FP” Company,

179th Inf. Regt., at 0600, and marched to St. Louis de Bitche by squads, with the

81mm Mortar Platoon, Assault Gun Platoon of Hq. Co., and 1st Platoon, ‘‘B” Com-

pany, acting as rear guard. This march unit departed from St. Louis at 0905 for

Bueswiller, France.

During the march from St. Louis, the march objective for the battalion was

changed to Forstheim and Laubach, France. Company “A” had already reached
Laubach, after rejoining us for the first time since 1 January, while the rest of the

battalion closed in Forstheim at 1805. On 12 January at 0540 the march was resumed.

Company “A” and the Medics marched to Hoelschlock, and Hq., Hq. Co., “B”, and
“C” marched to Merkswiller, closing in at 1135. Service Company moved from Etten-
dorf to Forstheim by infiltration, 12 January.
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During the period of 1 January to 12 January the battalion had suffered 96
battle casualties, had stood off untold numbersof attacks, captured some 120 P.W.’s,

andinflicted heavy casualties on an enemy of much greater numbers than ours. The
units, identified by the P.W.’s taken, which opposed us during the operation were:
Companies 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 from the 457th Regiment; 13 and 14 from the 466th

Regiment, supported by an unknown numberof tanks; and 6—75mm Howitzers and
10—105mm Howitzers, all part of the 257th Volks-Grenadier Division. Little credit

was given the battalion for its valiant and proven,effective power, as we were

attached to another unit during the entire operation. It is firmly believed, however,

that the battalion, in its strategic position at the mouth of the valley, leading from
the wooded,hilly country of Foret Domaniale to the open country toward Saverne
Gap, actually stopped the spearhead ofa terrific, German-coordinated attack of tanks
and infantry, that would probably never have been stopped until it had satisfactorily
crossed the comparatively open country and closed and denied allied troops the use
of the important Saverne Gap.
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CHAPTER IV

BATTLE OF HATTEN

Weary from the two weeksbattle in Sarriensberg and Goetzenbruck, the bat-
talion, after closing into areas around Merkswiller at 1135, 12 January, prepared
and hopedto be able to geta little rest, or at least a night's sleep; but things were
happening fast and furiously all over the 7th Army front, so rest was just a little
too much to expect. Those fortunate enough to do so, went immediately to bed on
arrival in the area, but they were very few. At 2030, 12 January, CCR, to whom we
were now attached,issued ordersfor the battalion to move to Niederbetschdorf pre-
paratory to attacking Hatten the following morning, as there was another German
drive gathering momentum in that area. Reconnaissance was madeto select a route
to the line of departure andto see if it could be reached. At 0300, 13 January, the
battalion, dreary-eyed and tired, marched to Niederbetschdorf, arriving at 0430.
The vehicles were left there, and at 0630 the battalion marched to the line of de-
parture.

On 12 January, at 2030, at the same time the battalion was alerted to move to
Niederbetschdorf, Major Green had received an order from Col. Hudelson of CCR
to dispatch a ten-manpatrol, led by an officer, to contact the C.O. of S-3 of CCA
at Kuhlendorf, France. He was to obtain answers to the following questions: (1) Is
the road Kuhlendorf to Niederbetschdorf open to our troops; (2) What is known of
enemy troop dispositions south of Hatten; (3) Are the enemy in woods south of
Hatten and Rittershoffen; (4) Can the road junction southeast of Hatten be reached;
(5) Is the stream southeast of Hatten fordable; (6) And do roads from Niederbetsch-
dorf allow for passage of vehicles into woods south of Hatten and Rittershoffen? The
patrol led by Lt. William Driscoll was directed to reconnoiter the area south of
Hatten and obtain answers to any questions that CCA couldn’t answer, and to be
back at 2400. The patrol returned with information that (1) Road Kuhlendorf to
Niederbetschdorf was open; (2) There were no enemyin either the woods south of
Hatten nor the fields north of the woods; (4) Nothing definite could be determined
about the road junction southeast of Hatten, as the time limit did not allow for

reconnaissance; (5) Not Answered; (6) Roads from Niederbetschdorf were negotiable
by vehicles.

With this information the following attack order was issued: German hold
most of Hatten in unknownstrength. Onebattalion of friendly infantry occupy the
western edge of town, cut off. CCA attacking in Rittershoffen; CCB is north of

Rittershoffen, in Corps reserve. CCR attacks Hatten from the south, with the mission
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of reestablishing a M.L.R.east of Hatten, and advancing to the east astride railroad
tracks, with the 47th Tank Battalion on the left, the 19th A.I.B., with 3—“C”—47th

attached,on the right. Artillery will shell Hatten and smokeoutthe southeast portion
of Rittershoffen. Units cross L.D. at 0800.

Our battalion jumped off at 0800, 13 January,on the south side of the railroad
tracks running east into Hatten, with Company “A”ontheleft, “‘B” on the right,
and “C”in reserve. The Assault Gun Platoon supported us with fire on the rail-
road station south of Hatten. The Machine-Gun Platoon supported “A” Company,
and the Mortar Platoon supported the battalion from positions near the railroad on
the L.D., where the Battalion O.P. was located. The Battalion C.P. and all non-
essential vehicles were in Niederbetschdorf. The 3rd Platoon of “C”-47 had attached
one section of three tanks to “A” Company and one section of two tanks to “B”
Company.

Atthe sametime that our battalion jumpedoff on the south side of the railroad,
the 47th Tank Battalion had jumped off on the north side to proceed to a high ridge
just west of town, where they were to have set up base offire until our battalion
could move into town from the south. They did partially reach this ridge, but were
stopped cold by hail of anti-tank gun and direct tank fire. A look, out across the

fields on both sides of the railroad tracks, would make anyone shudder,forartillery
and mortarfire was falling everwhere, and tanks were being knocked off one right

after another in the exposed, open fields. The enemy just had too many anti-tank
weapons and tanks well placed, dug in, and on the commanding ground. To add to

the fury, a raging battle was also going on with CCA in Rittershoffen, the next town
just to our west, but we were too busy to pay muchattention.

Under cover of smoke, Companies “A” and “B” moved outacross the bullet-
and-shell-swept field, which was clear and level for three-thousand yards; “C”

Companyfollowed in reserve. Slow butfairly steady progress was made despite the
terrific shelling, until the companies got within about 300 yards of the southern edge
of town, where a devastating hail of automatic weaponsto the front andleft front

pinnedthem to the ground, stopping them cold. Attached tank platoon wascalled up
to engage the enemy automatic weapons, but three of the tanks were immediately hit

by direct anti-tank fire and knocked out. Some of the tankers climbed out of the
burning tanks and dashed into the town, where they were presumably captured.
Contact with the other tanks was lost, so Major Forest T. Green went across the
open field to the woods to send them forward, where he was caught in a heavy “tree
burst” barrageofartillery fire. Fortunately, he was not hit. He gave instructions to
the tankers, but they were never able to move forward and knock out the automatic

weapons. “C’” Company, though in reserve, was following within a few hundred
yards of “A” and “B”. They got caughtin theterrific, “tree burst” barrage, with the
ist and 3rd Platoonsgetting the worse ofthe fire. The 3rd Platoon managedto take

partial cover in shell holes, but there was actually no good protection from the con-
tinualshelling.
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Casualties were mounting in the companies; the aid men with the assistance of
all were braving the heavy fire to care for and evacuate those possible. The situation
was desperate, for the companies could not move forward nor flank the enemy

positions, and the enemyfire was incessant. Tanks could not be brought forward, as

they would have been knocked off as soon as they came into the open. Everyone was
either aiding the wounded,trying to dig in, or find a small spot to take cover. The
situation became so desperate that the companies were ordered to withdraw at 1055,
while an attempt to lay a smoke screen was made. As they started pulling back

toward theline of departure, everyone wascarrying or assisting in bringing back the

wounded.Before Lt. Jack R. DeWitt would permit his 2nd Platoon of “A” to with-

draw, they had to find a way to evacuate Pfc. Marrion C. Gilbert, who had been

woundedwhilefiring at a sniper who was causing casualties in the platoon; however,

Gilbert died before he could be moved, so the platoon continuedits withdrawal with

a small rear guard. As the platoon was withdrawing, two Germans jumpedinto the

same ditch, under cover from the platoon’s fire. The railroad track had to be crossed,

but in doing so everyone would be exposed. The first few men made it across all

right, but the two Germans soonstarted shooting at everyone who raised his head.

$/Sgt. Mike Auer used a white Phosphorous grenade to screen the crossing as the

rest went across.

“B” Company had lost communications, and as they were badly in need of

artillery support and smoke, T/Sgt. John J. Conroy volunteered to run the gauntlet
of fire to restore communications, so stripping himself of all excess equipment made

a dash across the field. The situation became steadily morecritical. A field of fire

was laid down as the company started to withdraw, leaving nine dead or dying and

evacuating some twenty-five wounded. Among the many gallant deeds performed
was Pfc. Roy Thompson’s picking up an abandoned machine-gun andfiring it from

the hip, as everyone else started firing with all they had. Thompson washit by

shrapnel, but still wanted to fire; however, S/Sgt. RaymondL. Hart took the ma-

chine-gun from him, and with the aid of Pfc. Samuel L. Lhobercarried him to safety.

‘The bravest act of the day was the futile attempt of Pfc. Jan Bradley to evacuate

Pfc, Don Reaghat great dangerto himself. The company,inspired by those and many

other acts of extreme bravery, managed, after much difficulty, to reorganize on a

line along the east-west road running south-west of Hatten.
‘Though the companies had withdrawnback to the L.D., there wasstill one group

unable to withdraw, because they were too close to the fire that was pinning them

down, just south of town. This group consisted of Lt. Robert L. Policek, 499th For-

ward Observer, Captain Ernest H. Spokes, 2nd Lt. Joseph Osborne, T/Sgt. Floyd

Haskins, S/Sgt. Charles A. Raymond,Pfc. Frank S. Bonnane, Sgt. Harry Wood, Pvt.

Marlowe D. Gephart, Pfc. Marvin Murphy, and Sgt. Jack B. Monney, all of “A”

Company. Lt. Policek called for artillery, which scattered the Krauts everywhere

andinflicted heavy casualties on the enemy, but there were alwaysstill more to keep

the group down. Smoke wascalled for in order that a withdrawal could be made,
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but the smoke just wasn’t falling where it would do any good. Lt. Policek and Pfc.

Bonnanothen took off across the field, after crawling and running, while their with-

drawal was covered until they reached the tanks, where Lt. Policek directed their

covering fires. Then, on back to the Battalion C.P. he ran, where he contacted his

artillery battery and adjusted smoke, while the men who remained in the dugout he

hadleft, managedto pull out, carrying the wounded that they were able to evacuate.

Lt. Policek waskilled later in the day when attempting to enter Hattenin a halftrack.

Duringthis time, Pfc. Arthur Wellens hadleft a covered spot to aid a wounded man

and bring him back to the dugout. When the group withdrew from the dugout,Pfc.

Wellens stuck by the wounded man until later when he could be evacuated.

It was 1530 in the afternoon before complete withdrawal could be effected back

to the original L.D. A hasty reorganization along this line was made, preparatory to

either launching another attack or taking up a defensive position between the Ritters-

hoffen Railroad Station and the north edge of the woods. During this operation, a

collecting group of twolitter squads from the Medics had followedthe attack and set

up an auxiliary aid station in the railroad station at the Battalion O.P. Sixty-two

casualties that morning had been taken care of in the aid station that was too

crowded to even move around in. One aid station was notsufficient, so a private

home across the street was usedto alleviate the situation.

Thetank battle on the north side of the railroad wasstill raging, with artillery

and mortarsstill falling heavily everywhere. At 1630, orders came down from CCR,

directing that the battalion go into Hatten on tanks to reinforce the 2nd Battalion

of the 315th Inf.Regt., 79th Inf. Div., who were cut off in the western end of town.

Planes had flown over in the morning dropping food and supplies to this unit, as

they had no supply routes open at all; but most of the supplies dropped,fell into

enemy hands.
It was growing dark fast, but light was hardly a problem,for the whole town of

Hatten was ablaze, casting ugly shadows over the snow-covered countryside. At

1650, “A” Companyreluctantly loaded on medium tanksstanding by and headed for

town, with “B” and “‘C” Companies following as fast as the tanks could shuttle them

forward. Headquarters Company’s Mortar, Assault Gun, Machine-Gun and Re-

connaissance Platoons were left in position south of Rittershoffen to establish a

defensive line from the railroad station to the edge of the woods. Artillery, mortar,

and small arms rounds were flying everywhere as “A” Company started downthe

open field, north of the railroad tracks toward the western end of Hatten. The men

soon gladly scrambled off the tanks and cut north on foot to the road leading into

town. There was complete confusion as they began to bunch up, and companies ran

together trying to take cover along the road bank until an entrance into town could

be made. Manycasualties were sustained, including Lt. Joseph M. Murphy, “C”

Company Commander, who walked back to the aid station though wounded. Lt.

Richard M. Young assumed command of the company. While the troops waited in

the open fields and along the road, shuddering with each round that camein, recon-
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naissance struck ahead into the edge of town and contacted the friendly troops there.

As quickly as possible, the companies moved oninto the edge of town,taking as much

cover as possible, and attempting to avoid the brightlight from fires. The companies

for the night more or less moved into the same buildings occuppied by the 2nd Bn.,

315th Regt., who were assisting in reinforcing and outposting the small area of the

town occuppied. To putit mildly,the friendly troops were glad of our entrance, for

we hadnotonly reinforced their positions but opened a thin supply route that they

had been completely deprived of for several days previous. “A” Company took up

positions on the eastern perimeter of the main street, “B’ Company moved in with

“B” Companyof the 2nd Bn. at the east end of the block, and “C” Company moved

into position on the southern perimeter, which was the street just south of the main

street. The whole area being occuppied was actually only about one and one-half

blocks square along the main street at the western edge of town. “A” Companythat

night did use its 2nd Platoon to occupy outposts in houses on the north-eastern part

of oursector. During the night a German patrol attacked their houses, set them afire,

and aftera fire-fight the platoon was forced to abandonthe burning houses.Artillery,

mortar, and tank fire continued to pour into town all during the night, so verylittle

rest was had by anyone. A Battalion C.P. was set up in the same “room” with the

C.P. as that of the 2nd Bn.
Late that night when we were trying to get situated, an order came down from

CCR that we were to continue the attack in the morning in conjunction with the 2nd

Bn., 315th Infantry. Tentative plans were madefor the attack to start at 0800 next

morning, 14 January; however, the attack didn’t get under way until around 1100.

“A” Company, together with “E” Co. of the 2nd Bn., was to have attacked north to

the main north road, then to go east through town. “B” and “C” Companies were to

attack after “A” Company had reached the Hatten-Stundwiller road, with “B” Com-

pany turning left up the road to meet “A” Company, and “C’” Company to continue

east through town.

This attack started around 1100 when “A” Company, with two medium tanks

attached, jumped off and movedalong the road to the north road at the west end of

town. “E” Company, 2nd Bn., movedeastfirst, cutting north across the wooded area

toward the first road junction of the north road. “A” Company, though harassed with

mortar andartillery fire, reached the north road andstarted fighting its way down

the street eastward. They were met with intense small arms, sniper, bazooka, and

direct tank fire. Each house had to be taken individually by first firing a bazooka to

make a hole,if doors and windows were not available, then throwing hand grenades,

and mouse-holing from house to house. The two tanks werealsofiring into the houses

and spraying the street and buildings with machine-gun fire. A German tank on one

oftheside streets was spotted; hence word was given to one of the attached tanks to

be careful; however, the tank’s gun jammed.It wastherefore, hit by the German tank

before bazookas could be used against it. The tank crew piled outof the tank and,

instead ot running into the buildings on the south side of the road, ran into those on
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the north side occuppied by the Jerries, so were captured. Lt. Robert Donovan and

Pfc, Edward Pahel threw grenadesat the exposed membersof the German tank crew;

then Pvt. Hendrickson and Pfc. Pahel moved in with a bazooka and put the tank out

of action. The tank crew was captured.

Looking from the window of the most forward house held by the company, a

man was seen motioning the other men on. As it was assumed it was the friendly

troops from the 2nd Bn., T/Sgt. Robert Anderson started in that direction but was

fired on by a sniper and never returned. Lt. Donovan, who was immediately behind

him, was woundedin the leg and evacuated. Theattack continued slowly and under

heavy fire. When contact wasfinally made with “EB” Companyat the road junction,

both companies continued on downthestreet until after dark, when a German

counterattack with infantry and tanks started from the north. “E” Company pulled

out, leaving the right flank exposed. It was a desperate situation; “A” Company was

ordered to withraw immediately back down to positions on the north side of the

street. The withdrawal was somewhat disorganized, but the company managedto get

back across the wooded areato the road to join the rest of the battalion.

‘The battalion during the day had set up its own C.P. in one of the houses, with

wire and radio contact to each company. Contact with CCR and our rear C.P. in

Niederbetschdorf had beeninsufficient, so the Commandhalf-track was sent forward

to Hatten, with a relay station at the railroad station, where Hq.Co. C.P. and Bat-

talion C.P. were located. The Commandhalf-track,artillery F.O.’s half-track, and

the wire peep were the only vehicles that were kept in Hatten, for there was neither

room nor cover for them. The two tracks were kept in a partially protected barn

behind the C.P. and the peep was kept under a shed next door. A forwardaid station

had beenset up in oneof the houses in Hatten and manned by Capt. Charles F. Haw-

kins, T/3 Robert Munson, T/4 Clinton M. Cox, T/4 Henry R. Drake, T/5 Daniel

Sperberg, Cpl. Ernest E. Guenette, and Pfc.Stanley Weinberg. There was no route

of evacuation forthe first two days, so wounded had to be cared for andleft in the

aid station until later.

‘The formerBattalion O.P. in the railroad station south of Rittershoffen proved to

be the hubofactivity between Hatten and Niederbetschdorf. Not only wasit the com-

munications center, but also the C.P. for Hq. Co., O.P. for directingartillery fire on

the southern part of Hatten, emergency aid station for the wounded coming out of

Hatten, control point for all vehicles moving into and out of Hatten, and a defense

line to avoid penetration from the east and southeast. One light tank from the 94th

Ren. was used extensively to carry personnel and supplies and to evacuate wounded

from Hatten, making some 13 trips back and forth in the face of artillery and anti-

tank fire. The O.P. received considerable shelling from artillery and tank but

withstoodit all. On the night of 14 January, an enemypatrol of some ten men boldly

passed by the guards into the building, opened the door, and tossed in a grenade,

causing butlittle damage. Another grenade was thrown into a radio vehicle outside,

but no one washurt. After the excitement, the patrol ran, but were engaged by small
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armsfire. Next morning revealed that the patrol had departed leaving about six
Teller Mines, a bazooka, and ammunition behind. Bloodstains on the ground indi-
cated the patrol had beenhit, but evidently the wounded were carried off.

Throughoutthe night of the 14th, mortar andartillery fire fell heavily on our
positions. An enemy patrol that penetrated to the center of the sector was also
engaged in fire fight that resulted in the capture of four andkilling of five. During
the early morning hours, a strong German attack was launchedagainst “F” Company,
2nd Bn., 315th Inf. Rgt., who held the eastern perimeter of town. After a shortbattle,

in which German flamethrowers and bazookasset fire to the two houses, “F” Com-

pany fell back four houses and, from the new positions, beat off the German attempt

to follow up their gains. This was merely one of numberless attempts by the Germans
to attack and set fire to our buildings with flamethrowers, bazookas, and by any

other meanspossible to deny us use of the houses.
Ammunition, food, and supplies were getting scarce, and the route back to the

O.P. during daylight was impossible for use, since it was under perfect observation
and direct tank fire from the ridge just north of Hatten and Rittershoffen, as well as
from the southern part of Hatten. Supplies had to be brought in at night; hence, a
dump was set up along the road on the western edge of town, where companies
could pick up supplies. The supplies had to be brought in on half-tracks. The
wounded were carried back on these tracks. This dumpwaslocated by the enemy and
shelled continually, making it not only difficult but very dangerous for those who
came from the companies to pick up their supplies. No amountofcredit could reward

the men well enough who worked so hard and courageously to bring supplies to
the dump in Hatten, and also those whocarried supplies to their companies and
platoons. Anyone coming into Hatten by daylight had to comein by tank, for small
armsfire was continual along the supply route, and even the tanks were subjected to
heavy artillery and tank fire. There was no safe place—no safe way to do anything.

As fast as possible, artillery and defensive fires had been adjusted in and Lt.
David L. Graninger, L.O. with our battalion for the 499th AFA Bn., worked con-

tinually day and night to get these fires just right. A wall of artillery fire had been
adjusted all aroundourpositions, with concentrations given numbers. Each and every
manin the battalion know these concentrations, for every man was actually a forward

observer ‘and had a chance to adjust. The concentrations used were not exactly
normal, as most of them were adjusted of necessity to within 35 to 50 yards of our

positions, for this was where the enemy came and had to be stopped; one of the

concentrations was fired, and upon detonation almost half the shrapnel went into our
positions, but that was just right as the enemy was coming in close, so it had its
effect. The concentrations had to be so close that when an “on the way”wasgiven
everyone stayed in the cellar or took cover. There was one concentration that will

never be forgotten by the battalion, for it was fired more frequently thanall the
others and was actually only a few yards in front of our positions. This was con-
centration “Five Zero Nan”, covering the street and housesat the eastern end of our
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sector, where tanks and infantry continually attacked. The front lines for all was
either the next house or right out of the window.

Throughout the day of 15 January, a great amount of mortar andartillery was
fired by both sides, causing buildings to crumble oneafter the other. Civilians, by the
hundreds, were in the basements of houses, with little or no food. It was noplace for
a human being to be walking around. Our “B” Co. replaced “F” Companyof the
2nd Bn.; and companies were reorganized, with positions developed to afford better
coverage of the surrounding terrain. By now, enemy troops opposing us had been

identified as being from the 125th Panzer Grenadier Regt. and the 22nd Panzer Regt.,
both units of the 21st Panzer Division. It was learned that companies opposing us
were changed daily in order that the troops would be fresh. It was as mucha benefit
to us as a hindrance, for the fresh troops not knowing the situation well enough
could be caught off guard.

During the afternoon of 15 January, the battalion received an order to launch
an attack on the main street, moving to the eastern end of town, and make a junction

with elements of the 47th Tank Battalion, which was to come into town from the
south. ““C” Company was designated to attack. Two medium tanks from the 47th

Tank Bn. were in support of “‘C’”. As “C” assembled for the attack, a terrific mortar
barrage waslaid on the area by the Germans,breaking up the assembly three times
before the attack finally got under way in darkness. As the men movedonto the main
street, the tank with the leading element also movedout, but mortarfire on the street

junction completely scattered the infantry. As the infantry was reorganizing, the

tank was accidentally knocked out by another American tank, so the infantry went
on down the street with no tank support, as the crippled, burning tank completely
blocked the street. The company moved on downthestreet to the first road junction,
whenthe 3rd Platoonraninto heavy fire from the enemy, who had worked around to
the platoon’s flank. The intense fire was so heavy that the platoon had to give up the

foremost house and move back to the next one where the 2nd platoon was located.
It was suicide to try to move any further that night, so the company stayed in place,
reorganized, and outposted positions.

During the night of 15 January, “A” Troop of the 94th Ren. wasalso sentinto
Hatten, dismounted, to reinforce us. They were used as infantry, and caught the

brunt of one of the most deadly German counter-attacks, suffering very heavy
casualties. Attached from the 94th was their 81mm Mortars, which were also of

great assistance with their highly accurate fire.
On16 January, “C” Company continuedits attack, mouseholing, using bazookas,

and every means available to make progress through the battered houses,in the face
of direct tank fire, automatic weapons, small arms, bazookas, and sniper fire. By

1300, however, the fire power of the enemy was so great that the company could go
no farther. More houses were demolished by direct tank andartillery fire; hence the
company was compelled to withdraw from several more houses, moving two platoons
into a barn that was the only thingleft to get into, not already overcrowded. All did
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their share in helping carry the many wounded back to the aid station. A German
was spotted in the rubble near the barn. An attempt was madeto fire on him with a
BAR,but the BARfailed to fire. Every weaponin the barn was then cleaned and test
fired, the noise arousing a German tank, which pulled up close-by andfired point
blank into the barn, killing two men and wounding severalas the platoons withdrew
from the barn. The proposed attack by the 47th Tank Battalion into the southern
part of Hatten was also stoppedflat.

In the afternoon, one platoon of “A” Company, commandedby Lt. Joe Osborne,
jumpedoff to attack the north street, and entered the first house after a short fight
capturing two Germans.Starting into the next house, the platoon became surrounded
on three sides and was caughtin a heavycrossfire of small arms. Thesituation was

desperate, for there was too much opposition along the street for the platoon to
handle. Lt. Jack R. DeWitt and his platoon hurriedly went forward to give assistance
to Lt. Osburne’s platoon; both platoons then pulled back into their previous po-
sitions under cover of smoke. The remainder of the day and night was spent in
reorganizing our units, while the usual mortar and artillery fire fell in the area.
During the night, an enemy force consisting of one Mark IV and a squad of int
fantrymen moved to a position 100 yards from Company “C’s”eastern position on
the main street. “Five Zero Nan” moved them back little and dispersed them for
the time. Probably the greatest morale builder came during the night as mail and
doughnuts were brought in, to the joy of all.

One T.D. had been knocked out at the busy and dangerousintersection in the
eastern part of our sector some time before we had moved into Hatten. Though the
tank had been knockedout, the gun was apparently in good condition andin a per-
fect position to fire to the east, down the main street. It was decided to try to put
the Negro crew back in the T.D. under cover of darkness, which they had consented
to do. T/Sgt. John J. Conroy of “B” Company accompanied the crew down the
street giving them instructions, when one of the crew asked what his chances were

of coming outin one piece. “Oh, you’ve got a 50-50 chance”, replied Conroy. “Lawd,
50-50, dat ain’t enough for me”, said the scared Negro, and dropping the am-
munition, he turned around andtook off up the road. The gun wasneverfired.

At 0800, 17 January, Company “A” received heavy small-armsfire from the

east, and by 0850 the fire had become a full attack, with troops moving in against

“C” Company. “C” was forced to fall back two houses in the face of direct tank fire
from the main street. Artillery, mortar, small arms, and bazooka fire soon brought

the attack to a halt. By 2200 the sector was very quiet, with only occasional mortar
roundsfalling instead of the usual, constant drumming. However, a new type of
shell came in and burst with a time-fuse arrangement, emitting a showerof sparks,
but no loud explosion or fragmentation. Next morning we discovered propaganda
leaflets, so believed they had come from those shells. ““B” Company replaced “C”
Company on the eastern perimeter of defense during the night. “C’” Company took
up positions on the southern flank. At 0530 an enemy tank moved up along the
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main street until it was within 150 yards of “B” Company’s outpost. Artillery was

adjusted on it; hence the tank moved back andfired three rounds into one of the

houses occuppied by our troops; eight-inch heavy artillery was then adjusted onit,

within 200 yards of friendly troops, whereupon it withdrew completely.

That evening a bitter loss was suffered when Capt. Thomas E. Conboy, C.O.

of “B” Company,wasinstantly killed by mortar fire, returning from the Battallion

CP. Lt. Russell T. Blair took charge of “B” Company in place of Capt. Conboy.

Muchof the credit for “B” Company’s successful defense of heavily, besieged po-

sition must goto the vigorous and able leadership of Capt. Conboy.

‘The 18th was the most quiet day we had in Hatten, and except for the usual

mortar andartillery fire, our positions were not molested until 1820, when a sudden

burst of small armsfire hit “B” Company’s outpost. The enemy tank returned to

its position on the main street, fired once against “B’’ Company's positions, but

“Bive Zero Nan”ran it off again. Although it was comparatively quiet, it wasstill

unsafe to even step outside a house, as a sniper would take a shot from nearby

positions, or the uncanny mortar fire would pick off anything that moved. There

was rubble everywhere and always more houses burning. The supply dump had to

be moved to a better spot and better organized, so T/Sgt. Joe Levine, Battalion

Operations Sergeant, voluntarily, with the aid of several other men, moved the

dump to a barn behindthe C.P.and organizedanefficient supply system. An attempt

was madeto lay a telephoneline back to the O-P., but before the crew went 200 yards

the line had been hit a dozen times with mortar fire. With the peep almost wrecked,

the crew hadto give it up and return. A better system was organized for evacuating

all the wounded in Hatten to a house that had beenselected in “A” Company’s area.

From here they were to be taken by half-track back to the aid station in Nieder-

betschdorf; this system worked very efficiently.

Things were comparatively quiet in Hatten that day, but at the rear Battalion

CP. in Niederbetschdorf it was a little different. Shelling in the town had been

rather intermittent and everything comparatively quiet until a heavy round came

into the building and detonated. Miraculously none were killed, but three officers

andfive enlisted men had to be evacuated dueto injuries. During the day a German

jet-propelled plane bombed and strafed Niederbetschdorf, causing considerable da-

mage. The aid station was also a busy place, with the ever-increasing number of

wounded being brought in. An average of 40 to 50 men a day were treated for

wounds,necessitating a day and night watch to care for and evacuate the injured.

The aid station was evacuating wounded for the 19th, 94th Ren. 47th Tank Bn.,

elements of the 315th Inf. Regt. of the 79th Div., and men from the 42nd Inf. Div.

During the first day of attack, a total of nine ambulances were in continuous use,

evacuating casualties.
In the late afternoon of the 18th, “A” Companyonthe north spotted the enemy

trying to infiltrate so attempted to adjust mortarfire on them. When this was found

ineffective, they adjusted artillery, forcing the patrol to withdraw. Things remained
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rather quiet after that except for a few brief skirmishes. They were too quiet, in

fact. We felt there must be something up—andthere was. At 0720 on 19 January

a sudden barrage of mortar, artillery, and direct tank fire hit our positions. 120

and 85 mm mortar shells, and some with delayed fuses, started falling in such

profusion that it was impossible to even attempt to count them or make a close

estimation. They kept falling just like a hail storm, for our area was small and

their fire could be concentrated. Untouched, not even a small bird would have had

much chance of flying through such deadly hail; in fact, on all sides birds, cows,

dogs, horses, and chickens were to be found lying. Buildings were crumbling every-

where, but there wasn’t a thing anyone could do but take as good cover as possible

and wait. The Battalion C.P. received eight direct hits. Casualties among the guards

at the windows and doors were high, even though this was one of the best protected

buildings in our area. Theterrific barragelifted at about 0915. At the peak of this

uncanny barrage, we were receiving direct fire from the ridge directly to our north

as well as along the main street and from the southern end of Hatten. The aid station

washit three times, wounding Capt. Charles Hawkinsandkilling two other aid men,

and setting the building on fire, so that the aid station had to be moved to the

rear of the Battalion C.P. The 94th Ren. started an ambulance into Hatten that

morning but it was knocked out. T/5 Tate and Pfc. Joseph O’Conner then drove

our own ambulance into Hatten through the barrage and evacuated 27 casualties.

These were the first casualties evacuated from Hatten by daylight, and although

it drew

a

little enemyfire, it was in more danger of being accidentally hit by one

of our owntanks. The C.P. of the 2nd Bn., 315th Inf. wasalso hit, forcing them to

moveinto the basement of a house across the street.

While this tremendous enemy barrage was going onatan estimated 3000 rounds

per hour, wecalled for all the artillery support we could get, and we got it. There

were seventeen battalions of artillery, who gave us supporting fire. With both the

enemy’s and our ownartillery fire pouring into Hatten, words could never describe

the sound or effect of those fires. Not a single building in Hatten had remained

untouched, and all there was left anywhere was just a battered house or two or a

wall ready to collapse at any time.

When the enemy barrage lifted ad 0915, enemy personnel moved in against

both the northern and eastern defenses, apparently expecting little opposition after

theis barrage; but they were wrong again, for our small arms andartillery scattered

and broke up the attack. As they were trying to assemble in a draw in the woods

to “A” Company’sfront, artillery was thrownin on them, inflicting heavy casualties,

so they failed to attack again. Over in “B” Company’s area the Jerries had brought

up tanks and infantry. Mortarfire fell in one of the houses,sealing up temporarily

their escape route through the wreckage of buildings. Shrapnel knocked out their

radio, but they managed to get out and withdraw downthestreet. Three or four

houses back a line was formed by the AT Platoon, and facing the Krauts withrifles,

carbines, bazookas, and hand grenades they made a heroic stand,inflicting heavy
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casualties, and forcing the enemy to withdraw and reorganize. The rest of the
company formed another line and outposted the barns, but the enemy never got
past the first line. A German, white, camouflaged tank was broughtup in the field
to the south of the houses, blasting into houses and barns,inflicting heavy casualties

until one of our medium tanks was brought up into position, forcing it to withdraw.
Pfc. Joseph Lowinger was all over Hatten that day with a bazooka, looking for any
German tank. His search was rewarded when he found one.Hefired a round into
the turret, but didn’t stay around to see the results.

The night of 18-19 January was exceptionally quiet—even the ever present
mortars were not firing into our positions, except with sporadic fire. We’re still
holding on to what wehadleft, but our casualties had been great and oureffective
strength very low. We were anxiously awaiting reinforcements, because the men
were physically and mentally exhausted and very badly in need of a rest.

January 20 was another rather quit day, but there was some enemy activity in
the southern part of Hatten taking place. Capt. Guy A. Pederzani and Lt. Grainger
went to the barn on the side of the area over-looking the entire southern part of
Hatten and started firing mortar andartillery at personnel and gun emplacements
spotted there. Krauts were scrambling everywhere as they continued to fire; but

shortly the Germansstarted firing at our positions. It was not only difficult to pick
up and adjust rounds, but the barn wasgetting a little too hot. We ceased firing

and evacuated the barn just in time.
The unusual quiet extended throughout the day and even 50 mm mortarfire

had replaced the 120 mm stuff, to which we had become accustomed. At 1600 we
received orders to pull out of Hatten and fall back to positions near Haguenau to
straighten out the line, as we were sticking way out in front.

The news that we were to withdraw was taken several ways; we were glad to
get a chance to get out from underthis “tight” spot, and yet we had effectively
withstood everything they could throw at us andfelt that we should have the chance
to continue the attack and take Hatten with a little more help. There was the dread,

too, of having to move out on foot, back across the open,flat field along the rail-

road to Niederbetschdorf, which was under continual small arms, artillery, and

tank fire,
Detailed Plans were made for the withdrawal, for there was ammunition, weap-

ons, knocked-out tanks, rations, and unmovable AT gunsthat could not be carried

back and it was going to be a difficult task to break contact with the enemy, who

wasstill right in the back yard. God was with us that day, for it was snowing hard

enough to obscure enemy observation. Just as it began to get dark at 1800, the

wounded and a few vehicles, heavily laden with all equipment possible piled on

them, started back across the field to Niederbetschdorf. Outposts of the companies,

with a rear guard, were to remain in place until the last elements withdrew, and

then under commandof Lt. Jack R. DeWitt, withdraw with the tanks, T.D.’s, and

demolition squad, who were to blow up all equipment left. After the vehicles and
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wounded movedout, the rest, at fifteen minute intervals, started marching back in
order of A-94, G-315(—), A-19(—), C-19(—), E-315(—), F-315(—), B-19(—),
outposts, rear guards, and demolition, with tanks and T.D.’s. As the remainder of

Bn. Hq.started moving out, right after “B” Company passed by, a half-track, from
our battalion, loaded with every kind of equipment, went dead from a piece of
shrapnel that had cut the gas line; therefore, it had to be abandoned. The outposts
and rear guards had quite little fire fight as they began to pull outof their po-
sitions, but managedeffectively to break off contact with the enemy. They marched
part of the way back across the field, then mounted tanks and T.D.’s moving on
into Niederbetschdorf, where the battalion quickly reorganized, mountedonvehicles,

and started in convoy to Freidolsheim, France. Men virtually collapsed in their
vehicles, unmindful of the jolting and uncomfortable half-tracks; most slept for the

first time in over a week as the column slowly moved along. The roads, jammed
with traffic that night, were very slick. Other units were also moving back to
straighten their lines, adding to the road congestion. It wasn’t until 0930, 21 January,
that the battalion closed into Friedolsheim.

When the wounded had comebackto the aid station in Niederbetschdorf from
Hatten their faces were all smiles, if they were able to smile, for they knew they

were safe, safe from an unbelieving “Hell”. During the eight days battle in Hatten,
our battalion had suffered 194 casualties. True, we had paid dearly, and though
we had never taken the town, we hadinflicted heavy casualties on the enemy, had
again stopped the nose of the threatened German breakthrough, and delayed their
drive until positions farther back could be consolidated and the line straightened
out. We, who were there, will never forget, as we had inflicted extremely heavy

casualties on the enemy. Just how manycasualties we inflicted on them wewill never
know,butcivilianslater told us there were daily streams of Jerry casualties evacuated
through town, behind the lines and the dead were never buried together, so we could
never find out just how many casualties they had suffered in Hatten.
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CHAPTER V

REORGANIZATION AND DEFENSE OF ALSACE

Uponclosing in on our new area in Freidolsheim, everyone was interested first

in getting a rest and cleaning up. The town was exceptionally nice, though too

small, and the people very friendly, especially at the Catholic School, where we were
allowed to use the auditorium andotherfacilities. It didn’t take but a few days for
everyone to get back to normalcy, for we were some ten miles behind the lines,
and the only disturbance was the distant roar and flash of guns that we were well
accustomed to by now. There was the usual job of establishing road blocks and
outposts as a precaution, but these were easy posts compared to the ones we had
just come away from. Duffle bags were brought up andclean clothes obtained, along
with personal items.

On 24 January, Capt. William F. George became commanding officer of Head-
quarters Company, and on the same date Lt. Gray Thoron became commanding
officer of “B” Company.

Lt. Jack R. DeWitt was assigned to, and became commandingofficer of “‘C”
Company, 25 January, receiving his Captaincy, 1 February. On 8 February, “C”
Company was moved to the next village of Landersheim, France.

During the period 21 January to 17 February, while the battalion was stationed
in Freidolsheim and Landersheim, France, our activities were more or less limited

to rehabilitation of personnel, receipt of reinforcements, resupply of equipment,
maintenance, scheduled training, and Special Service functions. During this period
the battalion received ninety-nine new reinforcements in addition to the lightly
wounded, who returned to us after short periods of medical care.

All entertainment possible was conducted. There were a number of movies
shown, a stage show by the 68th A.I.B., and our own show that received good
publicity and was well received. Pfc. LeLand Anderson of the Medical Detachment,
who directed the show, also wrote a battalion song that was accepted as such.

While in Freidolsheim, passes became available to us for thefirst time, allowing

an officer and a few enlisted men at a time to take trips to Paris, Brussels, and

Nancy. It was always a scramble to see who would orcould go, but rosters were kept.

The new reinforcements were given special training, and shortly blended in
with the general battalion training, including the basic subjects of firing of small
arms, heavy weapons, road marches, combat experiences, and practical exercises.

The exercises were of two types: (1) the attack of a ridge-line by a rifle company,
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supported by tanks, and (2) the attack of a village by a rifle company,reinforced by
a tank platoon andartillery. The first exercise was participated in by each company,
with one platoon from one of the other companies acting as defense. The second exer-
cise was participated in by each companytwice, one exercise involving the attack of

Freidolsheim from the north, the other attacking Freidolsheim from the south. One
company acted as defender of the town on each attack. Various platoons of tanks from
the 47th Tank Battalion were alternated on these problems to the mutual benefit of
ourselves and the tankers. It was here we ironed out many of the problems con-
fronting tank-infantry coordination, which proved very beneficial in the months

to come.
Time was sufficient for all to catch up on belated letter writing and the war

news in general, which we were so far behind on, except in our own small sector.

News looked good and we were hoping and dimly expecting the European War
to end before we were again committed. This was too good to be true, though, and
we shortly learned there was a long way to goyet.

On 18 February, the battalion was detached from CCR and attached to CCB,
receiving as an attachment the 2nd Platoon of Company “C”, 25th Tank Bn. At
2030, 18 February, orders were received from CCB directing the battalion to relieve
elements of the 409th Infantry Regt., 103rd Inf. Div., in Ettendorf, Pfaffenhoffen,
and La Walck, France, and assumeresponsibility for that sector. Company Com-
manders were given warning orders and instructed to contact elements they were
to relieve by 0800, 19 February. At 1400 that afternoon, company and detachment
commanders were assembled and issued orders for the moveto the assigned area.
Billeting parties went forward to select locations for housing of personnel.

Thebattalion started the mounted march at once by companyinfiltration, and
by midnight had closed in to their assigned areas, starting relief of elements of the
409th Infantry immediately. The enemy occuppied the line running generally north,
bordering on the Moder River, though Pfaffenhoffen and La Walck were in friendly
hands. Across the Moder River Valley, the enemy had perfect observation, so it

was not safe to take vehicles north of the ridgeline, running generally east from

Schalkendorf to Ringeldorf. Both “A” and “B” Companies, with time interval
between, moved up mounted as far as Schalkendorf and Ringeldorf, respectively,

dismounted, and went on foot to their positions, while vehicles moved back just

south of Ettendorf in a battalion pool where vehicles were dispersed. The other
companies and detachments were able to move mounted to positions.

Company “A” occuppied the O.P.L.R. in La Walck and Pfaffenhoffen. Com-
pany “B” completed the relief of the 2nd Platoon, “G” Company, 409th Inf. at 2245

and occupied the M.L.R. on the high ground south of Pfaffenhoffen, France. “C”
Companyoccupied positions in Ettendorf, France, and constituted battalion reserve.

Headquarters Company attached the Machine-Gun Platoon to “B’” Company; the
81mm Mortar Platoon wentinto positions, with two squads directly behind the two
squads on the extreme left flank of “B’ Company, whose mission was to provide
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general support for the battalion; the Assault Gun Platoon with its new 105 Howitzers

went into positions near Ettendorf, tied in with the 501st AFA F.D.C. for direct
support of the battalion; and the Reconnaissance Platoon was used to operate two
observation posts twenty-four hours daily, in addition to maintaining a mounted

patrol to contact the C.P. of the unit on our left. The 68th A.I.B.initially occupied
positions on our right, and elements of the 409th Inf. Regt. were on the left. Bat-
talion Headquarters was located in Ettendorf, as were Hq. Co. C.P., the Medical

DetachmentBase Aid Station, and Battalion Maintenance. Service Company remained
in Freidolsheim and transported supplies and ammunition to the battalion by truck.

At 0100, 20 February,Patrol No.1, consisting of S/Sgt. Clinton H. Hildabrand
and four other men from “C” Company,left the O.P.L.R. at La Walck with a mis-
sion of reconnoitering the high ground north of La Walck to determine whether the
enemy were occupying the position. The patrol reachedits objective without drawing
any enemyfire and found the positions unoccuppied at the time.

“A” Company on the O.P.L.R. continued to organize its positions, making a
solid front to prevent Germanpatrols slipping through. Surveys of the area were
made and plans drawn upto construct additional concertina wire, trip flares, and
anti-tank mines along the O.P.L.R. A forward aid station was set up in Pfaffen-
hoffen, with Capt. George A. Hager,Jr. in charge. All outlying houses on the northern
perimeter, as well as the flanks, had to be occupied and outposted, for it was too

easy for enemy patrols at nightto slip over the ridge andinfiltrate up to positions.
“B” Company on the M.L.R.along the high ground south of Pfaffenhoffen made

surveys of its positions, drawing up plans to construct such additional wire en-
tanglements, gun emplacements,trip flares, and foxholes required to make theline
inpregnable. The AT Platooninitially occupied positions on the left flank of the
M.L.R.to give protection against possible tank attack. All positions were dug in
on the forward slope of the high ground as there were only two buildings in the
sector, with one used for the company C.P. No movementcould be made around the
positions during daylight, because the enemy had perfect observation. When daily

reliefs were made they were made only at night to deny observation and giving
awayof positions.

“C”Company,in battalion reserve, occuppied positions in, and outposted Etten-
dorf, with prepared positions around the perimeter of town for its defense. In ad-
dition, the company was used to make practically all patrols and raids as long as
they were in reserve.

Artillery observers had excellent O.P.’s in both “A” and “B” Companysectors,
were able to pick out anything that moved, and they usually fired at everything
that moved.It was an artilleryman’s paradise. The enemy did shell ourpositions,

but mostof the fire was intermittent mortar andartillery fire, for they knew well
what they would receive in return if they did any extensive shelling. Everyone walked
around down the road into Pfaffenhoffen and La Walck with but little danger of
being fired on, except when occasional small barrages were thrownin. Moving north
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from La Walck, however, was impractical because of small armsfire. Since vehicles
could not go all the way into “A” and “B” Company’s positions during daylight,it
was necessary to carry supplies in during the night or drive up just so far, dismount,
and go on foot the rest of the way. A complicated telephone wire system was in-
stigated so practically everyone had contact; and at night in the isolated outposts
so frequently subjected to enemypatrols,it felt good to be able to talk to someone.
Reports of any activity were reported—it was a constant job to write down the

many happenings that took place, but the actions were well rewarded, as everyone
knew what was going on,at least as much as possible.

The open area from the O.P.L.R. in La Walck, north for some 700 yards was

a gradually-sloping field toward an east-west ridge line that started sloping down
again beyond the ridge. The field was heavily mined, with shu mines everywhere,

makingit difficult and dangerous to move across. It wasn’t advisable, but numerous
times men walked during daylight up to the ridge without being fired on, as the
enemy normally occuppied it only during the night to avoid our penetration.

At 0200, 20 February, Lt. Joseph Osborne and seven men of “C” Company
formed reconnaissance patrol No. 2, reconnoitering the high ground ‘just south of
Bitschoffen. At the edge of Bitschoffen they located a three-man, machine-gun out-
post that fired at them andthen ran off into town. The patrol returned to La Walck

intact.
Again on 22 February, at 0200, Lt. Osborne, with a raiding party of twenty

men from “C” Company, started out from La Walck with the mission of capturing
the machine-gun outpost located by the reconnaissance they had made two days
previously. The party assaulted the position but discovered it was not occuppied.

They then reconnoitered all of the surrounding area, locating many positions, all

of which were empty.
‘The battalion had instigated a system ofcalling in the photo-interpreter from

division, who furnished recent and old aerial photos of our front for comparison,

whereby changes in enemy positions or movements could easily be detected. The
patrols were briefed on their mission previous to the time they started out so each
man would know just what to do; and each man wasallowed to observe the photos.
It proved to be a very satisfactory method, and also before the men went on the
patrols they were well acquainted with what they were to do and whatto expect.

‘There was an enemy horse and wagon, thought to be a chow wagon making
the rounds of the guards, which was out every night. When this wagon was reported
by any of the outposts, several barrages of artillery would be brought in on the
suspected place. The forward observer, Lt. John Meyer, zeroed in artillery con-
centrations for the use of the outposts when he was not on the spot. The Second
Platoon Mortar Squad of Company “A” discovered that the Germansat a-certain
outpost pulled back just as daylight broke each morning. One day they waited for
them to leave their post and then laid in a perfect barrage on the Jerries.
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A well-hidden enemy observer was discovered by the Second Platoon Mortar
and Machine-Gun Squads, so they prepared to get him. S/Sgt. William Johnson,
Machine-Gun Squad leader, set up two light guns. S/Sgt. Weldon Schickel, Mortar
Squadleader, set up the mortar and prepared his ammunition. The forward observer
brought both the machine-gun and mortarin on the target, after laying in little
artillery. With Pfc.’s Elmer Hornback, Robert Holyoke, and Earl Duncan on the
mortar and Pfc.’s Howard Wruck, Eelmus Brooks, Kenneth Barrett, and S/Sgt. Er-
win Eisle and William Johnson on the machine-guns, the enemy observer had no
chance. Soon a group of German medics came out and carried the wounded away.

They were allowed to complete their mission unharmed. No more observers were
seen in that particular spot.

One night the Second Platoon Mortar Squad discovered a Germanpatrol of
seven men moving past the outpost. Pfc.’s Wruck and Brooks quickly ran upstairs
to man the machine-gun, while the rest of the squad fired at the patrol with their
personal weapons. The patrol sent up a red flare that wasa signal fortheir artillery
to give them support. The menrealized what the flare meant, so they all took cover.
The enemyartillery came in, one shell landing about five feet to the left of the

machine-gun, knocking down a cornerof the building, allowing the Germanpatrol

to escape.
At 1930, 22 February, S/Sgt. Knud V. A. Jensen of “C” Companyled a patrol

of four men, whose mission was to determine the condition of the bridge north of

Bitschoffen. The patrol reached the Kindwiller-Bitschoffen road, were challenged
by a German guard, and fired upon as they withdrew. They continued farther to
the east but were finally forced to withdraw completely when fired upon from

Bitschoffen.

$/Sgt. Steven L. Zabloudil of “‘B’” Companyled a nine-man patrol on 24 Fe-
bruary, starting at 0100, with a mission of ambushing German patrols. The patrol
reached the crossroads between Kindwiller and Bitschoffen, and lay in ambushuntil
time to return to its own lines without seeing any Germans. Though no Germans
were contacted, the patrol brought back two Teller Mines from a mine field found

on the crossroads.

At 2000, 24 February, Lt. Joe Levine of “B’ Company led a four-man patrol

towards the western edge of Bitschoffen, with the sole mission of capturing a P.W.
They heard many sounds made by enemy personnel, but could not locate any, sc
finally withdrew without completing the mission, but with much information of

mine fields and emplacements unoccuppied. At 1100, 25 February,Lt. Mike Auer

of Company “A” led a four-man patrol to the ridge north of La Walck also with
the mission of taking a P.W. The patrol moved boldly across the open, sloping
terrain, reachedits limit of patrol route, located enemy emplacements, a minefield,

and barbed wire entanglements, but contacted no enemy troops. The patrol returned

intact at 1300,
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Higher headquarters at this time had been continually after us to capture pri-
soners, or even just one. They were so anxious to obtain a P.W.that almost anything
would be granted to the man who broughtonein. Loud speaker systems were used
trying to encourage the Germans to give up and come in and propaganda leaflets
were used, butstilllittle results. The main reason they didn’t surrender was because

they couldn’t. It was reported that in each German companythere was a rabid SS’er
who would kill anyone attempting to give up, and they were also threatened that
if they did surrender their folks at home wouldbe killed. Some wanted to give up
and did surrender in the wooded areas on our flanks, where they could take cover;

however, our front was wide open, and not only were they afraid we would shoot

them but there was the danger of their own troops shooting them for trying to
give up.

At 2200, 25 February, Lt. Robert Lingle led a 10-manpatrol from “C” Com-
panyup to the sunken road just south of Bitschoffen. They were to set up an ambush
to capture a P.W. They heard a group of Germans some distance north of their
positions and saw two Germans on the sunken road. As the ambush party spread

out to cover the area through which the Germans would walk, a machine-gun opened
up on Lt. Lingle’s party from a position east of the La Walck-Bitschoffen road.
Warned bythefire, the two Germans ducked into hiding beyond the crest of the
ridge. The patrol eventually withdrew under intermittent small arms fire and re-
turned to ourlines.

During the 25th of February plans were made for a company raid onBitschoffen,
so Capt. Jack R. DeWitt of “C” Company wasbriefed on the plans. Preparation for
artillery and small arms, supporting fires, was completed, whereby “C’’ Company
madeits plans, briefing its personnel. The next day also was spent in completing
the study of plans for the raid. All non-commissioned officers were shown the

ground over which the raid would move. Aerial photos were studied carefully and
all information previously obtained regarding the area was carefully studied.

During the night of 26-27 February, “C’” Company moved from Ettendorf to
Ringeldorf by truck, then on foot to La Walck ready to make the attack. A Battalion
O.P. was set up in the last house in La Walck on the eastern road to Bitschoffen,
with an emergency aid station close by. The night was clear and bright, with nearly
a full moonshining as the company moved downthe road to the L.D. They jumped
off quietly as the two flank security detachments moved out, traveling diagonally
to the flanks; one to the east and one to the west, to set up machine-guns onterrain
giving them observation and grazing fire along the flanks of the company. The
First Platoon under Lt. Osborne moved along the west side of the La Walck-Bitsch-
offen road and Lt. Robert Lingle, with the 2nd Platoon, moved along the east side
of the road toward the sand-pit. The 3rd Platoon remained in supportin the orchard
just on the west side of the road along with Company Hq. The AT Platoon was
split, with the 1st squad having’ the mission of moving to the right of the road toward
the sandpit and knocking out one of the machine-guns just short of the pit, while
the 2nd and 3rd squads movedto the left of the road.
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There was noartillery firing, for the raid was to be a surprise. The platoons
moved slowly and cautiously along,as the field wasfilled with shu mines and booby
traps. The 2nd squad of the AT Platoon swungaroundtohit the machine-gunnest,
but found it unoccuppied, so continued on toward the sand-pit. Suddenly they and
the whole 2nd Platoon were fired upon by machine-gun fire from the sand-pit and
pinned to the ground. Everything cut loose then. The 1st Platoon had succeeded in
getting all the way to the road intersection in the edge of town when, they, too,
came under heavy small-arms and mortar fire, which killed one man. Lt. Lingle lost
contact with his right flank security, so went over to find where it was. While he
wasgone, the heavy fire had caused confusion and disorganization in the platoon,
so they had started to pull back before support could be sent forward. Meantime,
the 1st Platoon was getting anxious to make the assault on the town to get out from
under the heavy fire, but with the right flank unprotected, it was useless to try
to make the assault. Medium,trajectory, 75mm fire was also being received directly
by the 2nd platoon from the woodseast of Bitschoffen; the situation looked bad until
the companycould pull back to reorganize. It was too near dawn to go any farther
so orders were given for the whole company to pull back into La Walck. As the
Ast Platoon was pulling back, they were receiving machine-gun fire from the sand-
pit to the east across the road. Cpl. Gordon Johnson from the 3rd AT squad set
up a machine-gun firing at the enemy machine-gun, keeping them down as the pla-
toon pulled back to safety. The company finally managed to pull back, a count
revealing three men killed and two wounded. After pulling back into La Walck,
the company marched on foot to Ringeldorf, where they loaded on trucks and went
back to Ettendorf; here the men were given hot coffee and food.

Around 1100 that morning, Sgt. William Johnson of Company “A”led an eight-
man patrol over the area “C” Companyhad attacked the night before, with the
mission of recovering the body of one of the men who had been killed. The mission
was accomplished with nodifficulty.

The days spent in our sector were considered quite a rest and it almost seemed
like civilian life, since everyone, including civilians, moved around in Pfaffenhoffen
as though nothing was wrong except for a few incoming shells and a shattered
building here and there; yet the enemy was only about a half mile away in the
next town, watching every move we madebut no one paid any attention. Plenty of
wine and food was had by all and it was rather a joyous “vacation”. Nights were
completely different, though, as everyone was on the alert for attacks or patrols,
and the men in the houses on outposts were plenty nervous. No outposts were
relieved unless warned first by phone that someone friendly was on the way, for
everything that moved wasfired on,or a flare wasfired to determine what was com-
ing off. Innumerable flares were fired and there was hardly ever a period of over
thirty minutes when someflare was notfired. Sleeping at night in or near the houses
on outpost just couldn’t be done, so sleep had to be obtained during the day.
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Company “A”, which had been enjoying its stay in La Walck, reluctantly gave
up their positions and on 28 February, after an order, “A” and “C” Companies
exchanged positions, with “C” occupying the O.P.L.R. in La Walck and “A” taking
overpositions back in Ettendorf. The AT Platoon of “A” Company wasattached
to “C” Company and remainedin position in Pfaffenhoffen, for the AT Platoon of
“C” was acting as security guard at CCB. “‘B” Companystill remainedinits original
position on the M.L.R.

At 0300, the morning of 28 February, patrol numbernine, consisting of ten
men, went out with the mission of taking a P.W. The patrol went to the crest of
the ridge south of Bitschoffen, waiting in ambush forfifty minutes, patrolled farther
north, then returned to ourlines at 0518 with information on new but unoccuppied
enemy positions along the ridge.

At 0300 on March ist, a raiding party of 55 men led by Lt. Mike Auer of “A”
Companystarted on a mission of hitting the southern end of Bitschoffen to take
prisoners. It was pitch dark when the party slowly made its way through the mine
field toward the ridge to the north, where they were to cut east and enter the town.
It was very quiet, nothing at all happening to the raiding party, when an outpost
of the 2nd Platoon suddenly broke in on the phone announcing that there was an
enemy patrol just outside their house, and that they were going to shoot a flare
to see what was there. They were immediately told to hold up for a second as a
flare would have exposed the raiding party out on the ridge. The raiding party
wasnotified that a flare was about to be fired and to take cover, which they did,
but there was nothing there but the bare ground to hug. Theflare was fired. A burst
of fire was heard around the house, but it was our men on the outpost doing the
firing; no enemy had been seen. The enemy had evidently disappeared or someone
wasjust

a

little too jumpy.At anyrate, the flare had disclosed Lt. Auer’s position,
so his raiding party suddenly became engaged in a hot fire-fight. The surprise
element was lost and, dawn not being long away, the party withdrew back into
our lines. Although the mission of taking P.W.’s was not accomplished, they did
bring back much valuable information on the disposition of enemy troops, mines,
and new defensive works.

During the next two days, the battalion sector was rather quiet, with a little
exchange of mortar and artillery fire. We sent out a reconnaissance patrol that was
fired on through error by friendly troops on the flanks and forced to return. The
matter was taken up through regular military channels and cleared up.

During the 3rd of March,tentative arrangements for the relief of the battalion
by the 68th were made with representatives of CCA. The usual contact patrols with
adjacent units were maintained, and at 1700 a coordinated fire plan, resulting in
the employmentofall available weapons, covered the wooded area east of Bitsch-
offen with concentrated fire.

March 4th was spent in routine patrolling and improvement of defensive po-
sition. We were notified that several of the gun positions the Reconnaissance Platoon
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and other outposts had taken bearings on had been very accurate; hence, counter-

battery fire had eliminated several of the positions. At 1900, memorandum was

received directing the relief of CCA. The relief became effective at 2000.Patrolling

and improvementof positions continued until 1800, 5 March, when another coordi-

nated fire plan was conducted, with all weapons again firing into Bitschoffen and

the wooded area east of it. Immediately after this firing, a propaganda broadcast

was directed through the public address system to the enemy.

The next day an order was issued, which was to become effective upon com-

pletion of relief of the Battalion by the 68th A.I.B. A skeleton staff from Hq. and

companies of the 68th had come down during the day to get information on our

defenses in order to make quick effective relief. By 2400 the entire battalion was

on the road back to our new area some ten miles away. By 0110 that night we had

closed into our new area, with “A” Company in Ingenheim and the rest of the

battalion in Saessolsheim, France.
We remained here for the next few days, resupplying, cleaning up, training,

and did

a

little practice firing with the 57mm AT guns and 50 cal. machine-guns.

Again there were the usual outposts for security. One day it was necessary to set

up road blocks to try to locate a 2 1 ton truck that had been stolen somewhere and.

contained top secret classification.

An order was received from CCB at 1037 on March 10 directing that all staff

officers and company commanders be prepared to make a route reconnaissance to

an area we were to take over, so at 1430 the groupleft to make this reconnaissance.

At 1645 all platoon leadersleft the battalion area also to reconnoiter the positions

we were to take over from elements of the 2nd and 3rd Bn., 142nd Infantry, 36th

Inf. Division.

The battalion started moving by vehicle at noon on the 11th, with Bn. Hq.

Hq. Co., and Medical Detachment in Ohlungen. “A” moved into Uhlwiller as bat-

talion reserve. “B” Company moved mounted as far as Ohlungen, where vehicles

were parked and men and equipment moved by foot and peep under cover of

darkness to their position on the Moder River to constitute the left front of the

battalion. “B” Company’s front at this time was approximately 2500 yards. “C”

Company also moved as far as Ohlungen mounted, then parked their vehicles and

under cover of darkness marched by foot and with peeps to their area. Their area

was along the ModerRiver, extending from “B”’s right flank at the west edge of

Schweighausen, through and including Schweighausen east to tie in with the 141st

Inf. Regt. on the western edge of Haguenau. “C” Company’s front at this time was

some 1500 yards wide and included the town of Schweighausen. Our battalion had

completed relief of the 2nd and 3rd Battalions of the 142nd Infantry by 2215.

Our mission here was to defend the area assigned along the Moder River;it

was somewhatlike the area of La Walck just to the west, which we had been oc-

cupying just a few days previously. It was a little rougher here, though, especially
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for “B” Company, which had to stay in dugouts in the woods. On ourleft flank
was an elementof the 94th Ren. and on the right in Haguenau, the 141st Inf. Regt.
It was just a stone’s throw across the Moder River from ourpositions to enemy
territory and evencloser then that at times, because the dense woods madeit possible
for enemy patrols to comeinto our thinly occuppied area.

The Assault Gun Platoon was in position near Ohlungen, supporting the bat-
talion; the Mortar Platoon wassplit in two sections, with one section being attached
and set up behind “C’” Company in Schweighausen, and the other behind “B” Com-
pany in direct support. The Reconnaissance Platoon was held in Ohlungen for
battalion use, with the exception of the men who wereused to man O.P.’s in Schweig-
hausen. The platoon of medium tanks attached to us from the 25th Tank Battalion
was placed in Schweighausen also in support of “C”Company.A rifle platoon from
“A” Company was detached and sent to provide security for CCB Headquarters.

Hardly had we gottensettled the first morning when a German deserter walked
into “C” Company’s sector and gave himself up. He claimed to be an Alsatian and
provided us with much valuable information regarding enemy dispositions. A patrol,
led by Lt. Joe Levine of “B” Company, boldly movedinto the Germanlines through
the woodsto the railroad, where the patrol ran into a friendly patrol from the unit
on the right, almost getting into a fire fight before recognizing that they were
friendly troops. The patrol continued on for a short distance, then ran into enemy
outposts, and after a brief fire fight withdrew into ourlines withoutlosses.

Positions were continually improved. “B” Company in the woods, of necessity,
had to dig in well and put logs on top of their dugouts, for there was a goodbit
of artillery and mortar dropping into their positions day and night, and the “tree
bursts” were little too much for open foxholes. “C” Company was having trouble
just across the Moder River to their north from a factory where German observers
poured artillery and mortarfire into their positions. It was a funny feeling to take
a look out the windows across the small river and see Germans looking right back
at you. Numerousartillery duels and some small arms fights were had, and the
stairs leading from the top stories of our buildings to the basements showed signs
of use, for, as you could hear the rounds coming in, the top floors weren’t the place
to be. The 1st and 2nd Platoons of “C” outposted and occuppied the town, while
the 3rd set up and outposted the woods to the east of Schweighausen along the
southern bank of the Moder. The AT Platoon of “C” was used as support in the
town andto dig emplacements. Theartillery had placed observers in Schweighausen
and on “B” Company’sleft flank, and although they did a goodbit offiring, the
range of their observation was extremely short, with most fires placed close to our
positions as defensive fires, and harrassing fires placed and adjusted at noises in
the woods,

The tanks were mostly held to keep off any tank or mass attacks, and fired but
verylittle. On one occasion, however, a tank pulled up along side one of the houses
occuppied by our troops andfired acrossthe river into the factory, then immediately
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pulled away to take cover. Nice firing, but shortly after the tank pulled away ar-

tillery was adjusted on where it “was”, so we had to take to the basement until the

shelling was over. The 94th Ren. on oneoccasion senta patrolacross the open ground

north of Schweighausen, but before they could get across they came under heavy

small-arms and mortar fire, suffering the loss of two men and several wounded

before they were able to withdraw.

Though “A” Company in Uhlwiller was in reserve, they were outposting the

town and running patrols. Lt. Mike Auer led a patrol of eight men into the woods

north of the Moder, with a mission of capturing a P.W. Two menwere left a short

way from the battalion lines with a telephone by which they could call for help if

needed. The rest of the patrol continued onits mission. The patrol had to crawl

a-hundred yards through water, staying in it for some time, despite the uncom-

fortably cold air. The patrol advanced on a machine-gun nest in hopes of capturing

gunners. After being very careful notto let the enemy realize what was going on,

they advanced only to find the position unoccuppied. The patrol returned then to

friendly lines, but the two men whowere left with the telephone spotted two Ger-

man soldiers working around behind the patrol. The Germans disappeared,

however, without causing any trouble.

On 13 March, approximately 25 rounds of heavyartillery, estimated to be

150mm,fell into Ohlungen, and moreof the same,in addition of 120mm mortar,

fell in Schweighausen. No casualties were inflicted by this fire, although some vehicu-

lar damage was sustained. The battalion in the afternoon engaged in a coordinated

fire plan to harass Germantroops in the woodsto our front.

Positions were continually improved and men made themselves as comfortable

as possible. Little movement was made during the day because of perfect enemy

observation. Vehicles other than peeps were not brought up to positions during the

day. The majority of supplies were brought up at night.
We knew something big was in the air when wereceived news that the whole

7th Army was on a big push,starting from the north and extending on down to our
positions, which werestill the farthest east of any troops, as we were but a short
distance from the Rhine. On the 15th of March, from 0645 to 0745, the battalion

engagedin big, coordinated,fire plan to create a diversion to our front and flanks.
‘The Assault Guns, mortars, machine-guns,artillery, and even the rocket tank, with

its 60 rounds, fired into the woods north of our positions, while fake smoke screens

were put down. The 94th Ren. was pulled out of position, leaving our left flank
position wide open. The situation was further complicated by an order to assemble
the battalion and put it on an one houralert. It wouldn’t be easy to maintain our
positions and assemble the battalion all at the same time, with time having to be
allowed for companies to gather up equipmenton positions and march back to their
vehicles, mount up, and move to an assembly area. To comply with the order, “C”
Company wasleft in position to protect the left flank of the 141st Inf. Regt. “B”
Company was assembled,less security patrols and a skeleton outpost on the M.L.R.
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The AT Platoon of “B” Companyrelieved the rifle platoon of “A” at CCB Head-
quarters. Our orders were received from CCBat 1800. “A” Company wasattached
to the 47th Tank Battalion and moved out of Uhlwiller to join them at 2000. By
2200 we had received our attachments, which were: “C” Company, 47th Tanks;
2-B, 94th Ren.; and 1-B, 125th Engineers.

The big drive we had waited for so long was on now as the 36th Infantry
Division, with elements on both ourleft and right flanks, jumped off, attacking to
the north in the direction of Soultz-Sous-Forets and Wissembourg in the Siegfried
Line. Elements of the French Army were to attack along the Rhine on the right
flank of the 36th Div. until they were pinched out. We were to remain in position
until the attack got under way, then pull out and pass through the regular infantry
units.

The fight for the northern part of Haguenau had goneslowerthan anticipated,
so we did not move as quickly as expected; we remained in position. A unit com-
manders’ meeting was held, and all commanders were briefed on the probable em-
ployment of the Combat Command. Plans were made for organization of the bat-
talion and attachments, with a combat patrol of reinforced companystrength to act
as advance party of the battalion. Probable routes to be followed were discussed,
probable enemy strong-points, and the manner and necessity of by-passing these
points.

Thebattalion alert was changed to a two-hourstatus, with “B” Company con-
tinuing to screen the battalion front with active patrols and skeleton outposts. These
activities continued throughout 17 March, and on the 18th, the battalion patrol,
consisting of C-19, 1-C-47, 2-B-94, 1-B-125, the Tank Dozer of the 47th Tk. Bn.,
and Battery “A”, 499th AFA Bn., was alerted and assembledat Schweighausen. All
otherunits in the battalion were placed on a one-houralert as of 0855.
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CHAPTER VI

SECOND DRIVE INTO GERMANY AND THE RHINE

We had finished ourlittle “rest” period, and though minds were somewhat

filled with skepticism, there were now but few men ready and eager to put the

finishing touches on the war. It was going to be even longer than we had anticipated,

for there were still many rough days ahead. The men who had been with us on the

first drive to the German border had knownthose lost to the enemy; then par-

ticipated in the battle for Hatten and adjacent towns; were eager and anxious to

strike back again, for we were to move over almost exactly the same route originally

taken. We were coming back this time, a more experienced, better organized, and

a more sober outfit, determined to hit them hard, kick them out forever, and square

a few little items. Memories of previousactionsin this area werestill fresh and will

be forever—and there was no doubt we meant business this time.

At 1425 on the 18th of March, orders were received directing us to move out

at 1525. We then moved out on what was to be a long, hard, grinding task. We

proceeded through Haguenau, then north through the Haguenau Forest, which had

already been cleared by elements of the 36th Infantry Division now moving fast

northward, with little or no resistance. The battalion was ordered to hold up at

Schwabwiller, where all vehicles pulled into town by 1800. A Battalion C.P. was

set up and the town completely outposted by 1900. Here we spent the night peace-

fully, learning that the 36th Inf. Div. had already advanced to Wissembourg with

no resistance. The Germans were in full flight, moving back behind the Siegfried

Line and even the Rhine, as the whole front was pushing them swiftly backward.

The 47th Tank Battalion, 499th Armored Field Battalion, and the remainder of

CCBhad followedus in column and set up in Surbourg.

We maintained a state of readiness. The next morning at 0940 we were placed

on an hour alert, with the Combat Patrol on a 30 minute alert. We were close to

Hatten,so several men took quick trips over to see what the place looked like. There

just wasn’t any Hatten left. No house, outhouse, or a single building was worth

occupying, and there were few civilians around, for there was no place to stay. The

town wasflat; there was no question aboutit. Tanks, both ours and the enemy’s,

were strewn all over the fields, so dozers had to be used to clear the streets for

traffic. Strangely, though, the small section of town on the western edge, the part

of which we had occuppied, wasstill about the best part of town,if you could call

it a town. You could then see that the Krauts were not the only ones who had been

busy there. Lumps came in our throats as we visited the small cemetary where some
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of our boys had been placed, though we knew not who. There, too, were a cor-

responding number of German graves, and they had taken care not to bury any

moreof their own troops here than ours. We already knew, however, that they had

terrific losses and had taken the bulk back farther for disposal.

A warning order was issued by CCBat 1830 that afternoon, directing movement

of the battalion sometime that night; hence, the Reconnaissance Platoon moved out

to reconnoiter the bridge between Hatten and Buhl. They returned shortly with

information that the bridge had been completed at 1900. The battalion billeting

party left at 2000 that night, and the next morning at 0710 the battalion moved out

in column through Hatten, Buhl, Siegan, Salmbach,to Schleithal without any action.

We cameinto Schleithal at 0915, with the remainder of CCBpulling partially into

town, part in the fields, and some remaining in Salmbach; but there waslittle room

here, since the French had practically taken possession of the whole town.

We were placed on a forty-five minute alert upon arrival. We then outposted

the town and immediate vicinity, relieving Task Force Blue of the 68th Inf. Bn.

Contact with the 4st French Army onthe right was made and maintained. Liaison

was established with CCA of the 14th A-D., now on ourleft in Wissembourg, probing

at the Siegfried Line. Routes to Schaidt, Freckenfeld, and through the forest north

of Schleithal were reconnoitered, as we didn’t know just which direction we might

be called on to go.
For the most part, we spent two peaceful days in Schleithal although we were

right at the Siegfried Line. Our big guns right in the backyard were continually

blasting away and wereceived intermittent artillery fire in return. The battalion

even had a picture-show while we were here, withlittle attention paid to shelling,

as we were used to such, at least about as used to it as you ever get. One platoon

of “B” Company was used to screen our front just south of the Lauter River,asit

was exposed. Numerouspatrols were madeall through the woodsto gain information

about the enemy,friendly troops, and to act as a buffer for the screening platoon.

CCA onthe left was having plenty of trouble but making steady progress in breach-

ing the Siegfried Line.

The AT Platoon of “C” Company went on a patrol into the woods, where

they came upon a road block. Ten men went forward to investigate and were fired

on. One man was wounded and, while the rest of the platoon gave supporting fire,

the ten men withdrew to safety. Two other patrols from “C” Company were sent

into the woods to gain information of the enemy and, though picking up information

of positions, they encountered no resistance. Another small patrol was sent from

“C” Companyinto the woodsnorth of the Lauter to keep in contact with the French,

whowere attacking north through the woods. After having great difficulty in getting

the French to decide just where they were to attack, the information was brought

back to us by ourpatrol, so plans could be made accordingly.

The battalion alert was changed to a 90 minute alert on the morning of the

22nd until 1630, when it was changed to an instant alert, so all vehicles were com-
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pletely loaded, even the personnel being ready to move immediately. At 1830, the
alert was changed again and the march order and objective given. The objective,
Germersheim on the Rhine River, was a long way off.

The morning of 23 March at 0507 the battalion moved out, mounted, with “C”

Company’s combat patrol still as advance party, followed by the remainder of the
battalion and the rest of CCB. We moved through Wissembourg, then west and
north through the mountains, crossing the German border at 0700 and entering the

assembly area at Silz, Germany, at 0815. As we were coming downthe valley, we

came upon elements of the 103rd Inf. Div., whom we were supposedto pass through.
Aboutthe time we came in contact with them, we observed an enemytrain, mostly

diorse drawn, all along the side of the road, which their column had caught and
completely destroyed. There were hundreds of horses, wagons, and all kinds of
equipment strewn everywhere and prisoners were coming out of the woods from
all directions.

Werolled along with little opposition, while the Krauts were pulling back as
fast as possible, but as we approached Rohrback, the head of the column was fired
on by an 88 AT gun. “C” Company immediately dismounted for the attack with
the 2nd Platoon on theleft of the road and the 3rd onthe right. Three of our tanks
out of the advance party pulled up the road and knocked out the AT gun with the
second round.By the time the gun was knocked out, the platoons had moved forward
into position and rushed 200 yards across the open field into town, as small arms
fire was raging. Three of our men were wounded bythe small armsfire, but the
enemyfell back fast, leaving about twenty men as rear guard, all of whom sur-
rendered very shortly as we raced through the town. “C” Company again mounted
up, and the march was immediately resumed toward Herxheim.

Just as the head of the column slid downthe ridge leading into Herxheim the
enemy opened up with 88'S, flak guns, and automatic weapons. The fire forced
the advance party to hastily move back with their vehicles out of the deadly anti-
tank fire, coming from the pillboxes to the front and flanks. “C” Companypulled
back to Rohrback to reorganize. It was evident that the position was too strong to
bypass or run through,so plans were quickly made for a coordinatedattack. Mortar,
AT, and flak-gun fire was beginning to pourin heavily, so tanks were brought up
to blast away at the pillboxes and strong positions. Afterall, this was the impreg-
nable Siegfried Line we had bumpedinto, with its dragon teeth and immense pill-
boxes that normally require weeks and monthsofspecial preparation, withall types
of equipmentto penetrate. True, they were lightly defended and the whole Siegfried
outflanked, but it was still a formidable barrier.

At 1530, a coordinated tank-infantry attack was launched; as the tanks pulled
up on the ridge overlooking town, they laid down a baseoffire while “B” Company
on the right side of the road jumpedoff, following a tree line leading into town.
Before the troops could get up to the tanks, two were knocked out by 88’s and there
along the road were two of “C” Company’s half-tracks that had been previously
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knocked out. The flak, mortar, AT, and small armsfire was heavy as “B” Company
made its first assault with the tanks towards the dragon teeth intermingled with
barbed wire. The fire was too heavy, so the companypulled back as casualties began
to mount rapidly. Two men had been killed and fourteen wounded,including the
Company Commander, Lt. Gray Thoron. The medics were busily running back
and forth in peeps, dismounted with litters, and using the Weasel or any other
available means of transportation to evacuate the wounded. Capt. John E. Donahey,
Executive Officer, who had been commanding the advance party task force, was

also wounded in the leg and had to be evacuated. Lt. John Conroy took command
of “B” Company and hurriedly reorganized the company to continue the attack.
The west end of town was thoroughlyshelled by ourartillery and tanks as “B” Com-
pany attacked again. This time a reconnaissance car from the 94th Ren. wentalong
as the company advanced,firing as it moved; hence the first few houses in town
were taken, with 26 prisoners. The tanks were forced to withdraw, after losing a
house within the dragon’s teeth, but the 2nd Platoon held the houses taken, and
the 3rd and ist Platoons came in from positions in the field to help. In taking the
first few houses, S/Sgt. Jack Crider and Pvt. Donald L. Stamps had courageously
rushed the houses and so confused the enemy that they were unable to deliver
effective fire on the rest of the platoon. S/Sgt. Willard S. Elliott, himself wounded,
voluntarily stayed with his platoon and helped evacuate the wounded underfire.
The 1st and 2nd Platoons of “C” Company moved on the right flank of “B”, for

the attack on the town was made to give flank protection. Then, as “B” Company
started into town, the two platoons also swunginto the buildingsto assist in clearing
the town. A 60mm mortar had beenset up at the edge of town and, with perfect
observation, was catching the enemy every time he moved,inflicting heavy casualties.

It was dark as “B’ Company andtwoplatoons of “C”took the first few houses,
and laid down a base of fire, so tanks and the rest of the battalion could move

through the dragon’s teeth into town andassist in clearing it of enemy troops, who

were withdrawing rapidly. The impregnable Siegfried had been cracked at this
point in one afternoon by one armoredinfantry company reinforced with two more
infantry platoons, and a company of medium tanks, with no special preparation
whatsoever.

As most of the enemy troops had surrendered or withdrawn rapidly, the rest
of the town, andit was no small town, was very shortly cleared. A hasty reorgani-
zation was made and the column resupplied with gas and ammunition ready to
continue the march. “A” Company inits entirety was released back to our control
around midnight, giving us our complete battalion of infantry plus the same com-
pany of 47th Tanks and elements of the engineers and reconnaissance. The battalion,
reinforced, moved out of Herxheim that same morning at 0230, with “A” Company
now constituting the advance party, moving through Herxheimweyher and oninto
Rulzheim at 0400, where elements of the 36th Inf. Div. had already moved in from
the south, without a fight. The friendly troops were contacted, so we immediately
assumed responsibility of outposting the town, for their unit was to moveoutshortly.
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At 0700, 24 March, CCB ordered our Combat Patrol, now consisting of A-19,

1-B-47, 1-B-125, and 2-B-94, commanded by Capt. Ernest M. Spokes, and supported
by one battery of field artillery, to move to Germersheim. The mission was to

contact a friendly unit that was supposedto be attacking the town or,if no friendly
unit was there, to attack and seize the bridge over the Rhineat that city, holding it
until properly relieved. The rest of the battalion was alerted to the possibility of
assisting in this operation. This was a wild chance for us to seize a bridge across
the Rhine, as the air O.P. said the bridges looked intact.

The combat patrol moved out, but ran into a blown bridge. A short reconnais-
sance revealed a bypass, so very soon they were back on the main road. As they
entered the wooded area southwest of town, they received scattered small armsfire.

Fighting on through this opposition, the leading elements reached the clearing at
the edge of the woodsoverlooking the flat open terrain some 1000 yards from town.
After preparations for the attack on the town were made, a huge cloud of smoke
arose from the site of the Rhine bridge. When the attack started, they began to

receive heavy, direct 77, 88, mortar, artillery, and small arms fire. One of our

attached medium tanks was knocked out, but not until it had destroyed a German

self-propelled gun, attempting to move from the woods into town.
Germersheim is a good sized town,onflat terrain that extended for an easy

2500 yardsin all directions west of the Rhine. The open flat country gave no pro-
tection whatsoever against flat trajectory weapons and not only were they facing
fire from Germersheim but well-prepared positions across the Rhine. The town
itself was an old German Garrison, with many strong buildings and well defended

by many troops, who werein pillboxes and dugouts. It was obvious that there were
no other friendly troops attacking the town,so it looked like a goodbattle.

The remainder of the battalion was ordered into the engagement, arriving at

the spot to find thelittle task force reorganizing and suffering a few casualties from
artillery and mortar fire in the woods it had withdrawn to. After a short recon-
naissance, the remainder of the 47th Tank Battalion was brought up to assist and
plans were made for the attack. The decision arrived at was to attack across the

open terrain, frontally, with tank and infantry teams onboth sides of the road,
following an artillery preparation. The road leading into town from the southwest
was to be the axis of advance; the line of departure the edge of the woods. “A”
Company, with a company of tanks, moved to the L.D.on the north side of the road,
and “B” Company, with a companyof tanks, movedto the L.D. on the south side of
the road. “C” Company remained in reserve ready to assist or break through.

Theartillery preparation wasfired as the tanks and infantry moved forward,
tanks engaging enemypositions by fire and infantry moving along with them. Slow
progress was madeatfirst; then the attack was completely stopped by a tremendous

barrage of artillery, flak, AT, and automatic-weaponsfire. They were firing AP
that would hit the trees and clip them off like toothpicks. Our infantry started
taking all cover possible to get out from underthe terrific fire and were suffering
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manycasualties, but even digging in would not have helped against the tree-burst-
ing artillery and mortar shells falling everywhere. The tanks would attempt to
moveoutof the trees into the open to fire and then pull back into cover, but every-
time they pulled back they only drew the enemyfire right on top of the infantry.
The tanks were then ordered to move on into town so the infantry could follow
close by. An ammunition dumpright in the path of the 1st Platoon of “A” Company
washit, blowing up rightin their faces. Four men were instantly killed and nineteen
were wounded asa result of the terrific blast. There were a number of enemy am-
munition dumps and minesin the field, and great care had to be taken to avoid them.

The tanks proceeded to moveon,firing with all they had and doing a wonder-
ful job of gaining the edge of town at 1530, at which time the infantry caught up
with them to continue the attack. There were many wounded menin the field; hence,
the medics unhesitatingly went forward, exposed to the heavyfire, giving first aid
and evacuating them asfast as possible.

Onreaching the edge of town, “B” Company was caughtin a crossfire of small
arms, but the tanks soon eliminated that. Lt. Joe Levine, platoon leader of the 3rd
Platoon, wasseriously wounded while leading his platoon in an attack on a dugout.
After movinginto the first houses and clearing them,as well as the numerousfoxholes
around them, the company, instead of going straight on into town, swung to the
south and east skirting the edge to flank the town, heading for the bridgesite.
Fighting through the houses, a group of Germans were spotted in a house nearby,
so T/Sgt. Ronald C. Henwood of the 2nd Platoon took two men and wentto in-
vestigate. From that and the next house these men took 250 prisoners.

“A” Company entered town on about the same line as “B” Company and also
swung around to skirt the edge and flank the town from the south and east. Tanks
were unable to go through the center of town because of road blocks, but were able to
skirt around the edge with the infantry. The tanks had given excellent support and
at times were even out in front of foot troops, holding up so they could catch up.
Sniper and small armsfire were deadly, but the drive continued around to the east
of townto theinitial objective. To the dismayofall, it was found that both highway
and railroad bridges across the Rhine had been blown. Oneof the bridges had
apparently been blownonly that morning.

Shortly after the leading elements had entered the edge of town, “C” Company
moved into the town mounted on their half tracks to speed the operation. As “B”
and “A” Companies had swungto the right around the edge of town, “C” Company
headed forthe center of townto cutit in two. They also were met immediately by
a hail of sniper and small armsfire. Slow progress in clearing the town was made
because of the many snipers and the ever increasing amount of mortar,artillery,
and direct fire from across the river. Although the far side of the river was pre-
viously bombed andstrafed at 1500 to reduce the enemy fire power, there wasstill
plenty ofit left.
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Bn. Hq., Hq. Co., and parts of the Medical Detachment movedinto town right
behind “C” Company,with the Bn. C.P. set up in the edge of town. Companies con-
tinued clearing the town until dark, when the P.W.’s started coming in by droves.
At dark the companies halted and set up outposts around the areas they occupied
and aroundthe tanks. There waslittle activity during the night, except for the heavy
barragesof artillery, mortar, and direct fire that were thrown in. No one moved
around much,for snipers were still numerous andalert for any movementthat could
be easily picked up in the bright light of the burning buildings.

Next morning at 0800, 25 March, the companies continued mopping-up opera-
tions, still clearing the town house by house and taking more prisoners. A German
officer and medic came out of a large building across the square from “C” Com-
pany’s 2nd Platoon waving a white flag. Pfc. Henry Ferry went out to accept the
surrender, but the officer said he wished to speak to an American officer. He was
taken to Lt. Robert E. Lingle, to whom ho surrendered his company of 54 men and
4 officers, turning over his sword in true military fashion. Early in the morning,
“B” Companyhad captured a wet, naked Germanofficer who had swam across the
Rhine from the east side into Germersheim; for what we were never able to find
out. Elements of the 12th Armored Division started moving into Germersheim after
it had been almost completely cleared, but were directed to pull out as the situation
was well in hand.

The town was completely cleared by 1400 that afternoon. “B’” Company then

occupied positions on the bank of the Rhine to deny the enemy a crossing into Ger-
mersheim. “A”, “C”, and Hq. Companies outposted the town, as resupply and reor-
ganization of the battalion was instigated. We had received word that we would

be on the move again just as soon as relief by elements of the 36th Division could

be effected. The road leading into Germersheim wasever a sore spotto all vehicles
moving in and out of town,for it was under perfect observation and almost con-
tinuousfire. It was dangerous moving gasoline and ammunition trucks by this spot,
as well as trying to evacuate wounded or making any other movements. Several
vehicles and trucks were hit and badly damaged onthe hot crossroadsright at the
edge of town.

You could hardly tell there was a war going on, because everyone had picked
up a bicycle or motorcycle and was riding around town with the greatest of ease,
paying no attention to the incoming shells that were ever present. The fight that

day andthe several days previous had been anything but easy, for we had suffered
141 casualties and the men were weary from constant moving and lack of sleep and

food. We had captured well over 1000 prisoners, though, and the enemy was now

pushed back to the east of the Rhine, not only along our front but everywhere.
There were no enemytroops at all now west of the River along the Allied Front
except in isolated places where there were small pockets.

During the night of March 25th, the relief of the battalion began, as we were

ordered to move out whether proper relief had been made or not, due to the fact
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that the other unit had accepted responsibility of the area after 0530. That night,
{ however, as we were moving, a tremendousartillery and smoke barrage wasfired

on the Germanpositions just east of the river. This was done purely as a diversion-
ary action in order that a bridge could be put across the River at another spot by
a friendly unit.

Relief still did not come, but, as ordered, we mounted vehicles (many trailers,

cars, bicycles, and motorcycles now were part of the column) and started the long
motor march to Oberhausen and Berbelroth, Germany. We dreaded moving on the
southwestern road out of town, as it had been under constantartillery and flak fire

and the enemy had zeroed in on it perfectly from across the river. We managed to
make it across the open ground with no casualties; however, while in the open, three
planes flying low from east to west passed rightover. It looked like an aerial attack,
since warning of enemyaircraft in the area had been sent out. As luck would haveit,
they were friendly planes, so we settled down for a peaceful and uninterrupted

ride to our new area.
Thebattalion closed in on its new area in Oberhausen and Berbelroth, Germany,

at 0915, 25 March. Men were quickly put in billets, such as they were, and began

cleaning up and trying to catch up on their sleep. The control of civilians was in-

stituted, for we were now in Germany; hence, a thorough, systematic search of the
area was made. We wereright in the middle of the Siegfried Line and were com-
pelled to clean out the many pillboxes and forts that were in our area. All trucks

in Service Company’s Transportation Platoon, less the few trucks absolutely neces-
' sary forbattalion supply, were sent to the 3rd Armyto haul infantry personnel and

equipmentacross the Rhine. They barely made it back before we moved out. These
next few days were spent peacefully, resupplying and getting our equipment back

} in shape. Everyone was enjoying his acquired motorcycle, car, or bicycle, and it
i looked like a Sunday afternoon in the park. It soon came to a stop though, when

orders wereissued thatall such vehicles and equipment would haveto be discarded.

Lt. Evan Jones was assigned as Commanding Officer of “B’” Company.
We were placed on a two hour and forty-five minute alert at 0600, 30 March,

and given orders for an expected move. Overlays showing the route of march were
issued. Next morningthe billeting party reported to CCBto precede us to our new
assembly area. Preparations were made for the move and everything was loaded,
with the men trying to geta little sleep when possible.
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CHAPTERVII

FIGHT FOR LOHR AND GEMUNDEN AND DASH FOR HAMMELBURG

Oberhausen, Germany,had given us a nice rest of a few days, butit had hardly

been enough. In fact, no amount of rest could have been enoughto suffice for the
coming weeks of hard continuous moving and fighting that we were unknowingly
about to participate in. It was not only Easter but “April Fool’s Day” when the
Battalion started on its long road march moving towards the LP. at Kappelan, Ger-
many, which we crossed at 0425. About the most anyone knew was that we were

moving to the north to make a crossing of the Rhine into Germany, where a bridge-
head had already been established.

The day was perfect for a road march,clear and cool. Werolled along through
Bergzabern, Landau, Kinnweiler, Geinsheim, Meckenheim, Niederkirchen, Weisen-

heim, Frankenthal, Pfeddersheim, and then on across the Rhine River at 1130, a

short distance east of Worms, where engineers had built a pontoon bridge. Cameras
snapped as the crossing was made, and a quick glance up and downtheriver revealed

bridges blown everywhere (a sight we were nowto see at every crossing of each
stream or gulley). The Germansleft no bridges intact unless by accident or surprise
attacks caught them before blowing. It was a peculiar feeling crossing that river.
We had been in Germany before, but somehowitreally felt more like we were really
in enemyterritory now, and we were, for civilians were as much our enemy as were
the Germantroops.

After crossing the Rhine, the column continued moving on through Biblishausen
and Darmstadt along the famous Reich-Autobahn to our assembly area in Habitz-
heim, Germany. Here the battalion closed in at 1600 that same day. Troops were
billeted, but just about the time everyone had cleaned up after the long dusty ride,
gotten a bite to eat, and crawled into bed-rolls for a little rest, the battalion was

alerted for an immediate move. Company Commanders were called together and
orders for the alert move were given, as everyone set his watch ahead one hour.
We were now in time zone “B” and moving ever eastward. At 0345, 2nd April,
orders were received directing an immediate move across the Main Riverto exploit

a breakthrough of German defense lines accomplished by the 3rd U.S. Infantry

Division.

We moved out of Habitzheim at 0357 followed by the 47th Tank Bn. and the
remainder of CCB, supported by the 499th AFA Bn. Crossing the I.P. at Lengfeld,
Germany, at 0418, we continued on to the Main River to Worth, Germany, where
we crossed on a pontoon treadway bridge. Moving through rear elements of the
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3rd Inf. Div. and following a route through Erlinbach, Mechenhard, Sheit, Eschau,

Winterbach, Krausenbach, northeast of Bischborneshaf, and on east to Rechenback,
we ran into the advance elements of the 3rd Inf. Div., who were supposed to be
clearing the remaining rear guard elements of the enemy from the high ground east
of town. Shortly, we learned that there was much more than a rear guard left

behind by the enemy. We had no more than passed through the 3rd Inf. Div.
and started down through the valley when we hit a roadblock approximately a
mile out from Rechenback. Tanks quickly demolished the roadblock and the
column continued on toward Lohr. The column had hardly started moving when
heavy sniper fire was received from the woodedhills rising on both sides of the
road. Tanks, half tracks, and everyone opened up with all they had, spraying the

woods; the noise through the valleys sounded like a major battle. The sniper fire
continued, however, as did our ownfire, but the column continued on toward Lohr,

where it again ran into heavy small-arms and sniper fire at the western edge of
town. The whole column along the road was an easy target for snipers in the hills;
and it was unsafe to ride along the road in an unprotected vehicle. We received
numerous casualties along the road, including Capt. Ernest M. Spokes of Company
“A”, who was evacuated. Lt, Francis X. Bingham then assumed command of the

company.
“C” Company was at the head of the column when Lohr was reached, with two

men from each squad of the 2nd Platoon assigned to ride on the three tanks that
comprised the leading elements. When heavy small-arms fire stopped the column,
the men riding on the tanks werethe first to suffer casualties. The heavyfire finally
forced the remaining mento leave their guns. The entire company was underfire,
and many men werehit in the half-tracks when attempting to dismount. The 3rd
Platoon, mounted, then bypassed the 2nd Platoon that had dismounted and engaged
the enemy with fire. The three tanksstill in front of the 3rd Platoon succeeded in
knocking out a German tank at a road block and gained the edge of town. Two of
our tanks, however, took the wrong road, ran into AT fire, and were knocked out

after having first eliminated several of the enemy guns. The crews of the two tanks,
under cover of supporting fire, managed to abandon the tanks and join the 3rd Pla-
toon moving into the edge of town. The one remaining tank was reinforced by two
other mediums, and together with the 3rd, 2nd, and 1st Platoons of “C” Company,

swung to the left and continued the attack. At the crossroads, stood a German

Mark IV tank, abandoned and destroyed by its crew when caught by our column.
The 3rd Platoon wason the side of the street where there were buildings, so escaped
the bazooka fire; however, the 2nd Platoon lost three of its tracks from bazooka
fire coming down the main street. By this time, the 1st Platoon had managedto get

its tracks behind the comparative safety of the buildings, along with the remaining
tracks of the 2nd Platoon. The Company C.P. wasset up just around the corner
to the left, while the remainder of the company reorganized and continued down
the street with two tanks. Several more prisoners were taken before reaching a
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clearing at the northwest edge of town. The lead tank was knocked out by bazooka
fire from behind a log pile along the road. The company by-passed the log pile

and secured a factory on the left and a mill on the right of the road. The company

was then held up by darkness and a blown bridge at the edge of town. Outposts

were immediately put out and another tank came in to reinforce the remaining tank,

as the companysat tight for the night.
Hq., Hq. Co., and part of the Medical Detachment in column had followed

“C” Company into town, where a Battalion C.P. and anaid station were set up.
The Assault Gun and Mortar and Machine-Gun Platoons immediately occuppied
the high commanding groundto the north of the main street. ““B’” Company, imme-
diately behind Hq. Co., had been ordered to attack the southern end of town, as

“C” Company was moving to the north. They were then to swing around to the
east to cut off the town. Dismounted, “B’” Company started with its attached tanks
to clear the houses and move on toward their first objective, two large hospital

dormitories on a hill, more or less isolated from the rest of town. The 2nd, 3rd, and
4th Platoons, with tanks in support, assaulted the buildings frontally and received
a little sniper fire. The 1st Platoon with its tanks, flanked the position from the east

and suffered three casualties from sniper and bazookafire that also knocked out one
medium tank. By dark the buildings had been taken and the company ordered to

hold up andsecure positions for the night. T/5 A. J. Thompson voluntarily used

his half-track as an ambulance to evacuate wounded.

It was evident the enemy intended to defend the town, and stubbornly, too.
Night had overtaken our attack, and, as the companies stood fast and secured their
positions for the night, plans were made for a coordinated attack the following

morning. Enemy artillery and mortar fire harassed our positions all night. Plans
were for the attack to jump off at 0700 the following morning, with “A” Company
and a platoon of medium tanks from “C’”-47 to attack straight east through the
main street of town. “C” Company, with its attached tanks, and “B” Company, now
attached to the 47th Tank Bn., continued to hold the flanks. When “A” Company
reached a point approximately half-way through the town, “C’” Company was to
attack east through the northern sector of town. Simultaneously, the 47th Tank Bn.,

with our “B” Company attached, would launch an attack around the south and then
slice through the eastern edge. Artillery, mortars, and assault guns had a perfect
O.P. on top the high hill just on the north edge of the main street and were ready
to fire on anytargets.

Company “A” jumped off at 0700 on the 3rd of April and fiercely fought its
way slowly through the heavy sniper, bazooka, and machine-gun fire. Upon reaching
the center of town, the company held up for the other companiesto attack.

“C” Company started their attack toward the east and, though met by small
armsand sniperfire, succeeded in reaching its objective in short order.

“B” Company jumped off at the same time as “‘C’” Company, its 1st Platoon
and seven tanks going on a separate mission, pushing toward a knocked out bridge
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over the Main River in the northern part of town. They met intense sniper and
bazookafire, losing one tank and several men killed or wounded, Lt. Robert Slaper

retrieved a tank that had been knocked out in the attack the night before. The ob-
jective reached and the enemy cleared out, this small force held positions for the
time being. Meanwhile, the balance of the company had continued on toward the
center of town, where they split again. The 4th Platoon went to the right toward
the river, while the 2nd and 3rd Platoons continued on toward the extreme southern
end of town, then back north toward the center of town, where they contacted “A”

Company. The 4th Platoon in its drive had lost one tank and one man hurt due to
direct artillery fire from the east across the river. Taking several houses, the platoon
soon had the bank of the river cleared, thoughstill under fire from across the river.
Lt. Evan Jones was wounded by enemyfire and hadto be evacuated. Lt. John Conroy
then assumed command of the company.

Caught by the suddenattacks onall his flanks, the enemy attempted to withdraw
his troops, but our mortars, assault guns,artillery, and heavy machine-guns, from
positions on commanding ground, cut them down viciously as they moved towards
Sackenbach. Enemycasualties were heavy, and the defensive position into which the
German troops were moving became untenable, so the badly disorganized troops
spread out with little semblance of a defensive line.
. When “B” Company, with the attached tanks, reached the bridge at the north-

eastern edge of town, they found it completely destroyed. A hasty reconnaissance
revealed a small bridge that had been overlooked by the retreating enemy. Seizing
the opportunity to strike a decisive blow, the infantry-tank team dashed into Sacken-
bach and engaged the disorganized enemyin a heavy, swiftly-moving,fire fight that
completed the demoralization and defeat of the German troops, inflicting severe
casualties on the badly battered defenders.

This was no timeto let up the attack, though, as they were on the run and we
were determined to exploit the real sreakthrough we had fought for and made.
“A” Company immediately scrambled on its attached tanks, passed through “B”
Company, and swiftly moved into Sackenbach.

As the company wasentering the town,its column of tanks was cut when heavy
mortar fire forced the rear third of the company to leave its tanks. The bulk of
the columnrolled through Sackenbach toward Nantenbach. About halfway between
these two villages, Krauts suddenly rose from foxholes in the low ground to the
right and on the high bank to the left of the road. They opened fire on the middle
of the column with panzerfausts, grenades, and machine-pistols from about twenty
yards range. Those on the bank were shooting down onthe tanks, knocking out
two mediums.A terriffic hand-to-hand battle resulted, leaving six Americans and
about thirty Krauts dead. T/Sgt. Herbert J- Leese, platoon sergeant of the ist Pla-
toon, was found with his fingers locked about the throat of a German T/Sgt., who
held a bayonetin his right hand. Sgt. George W. Bennett and Pvt. Henry Bochner
died coming to his aid. Pvt. Aubry W. Finley was found with four Germans,in-
cluding the crew of a machine-gun,all of them apparently killed by him.
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‘The forward group then moved into Nantenbach, where they were joined by
the rear group shortly after dark, and the companyspent the night there.

“B”, 19th and “B”, 47th Tank Bn. occuppied Sackenbach. “A”, 19th, with an

attached platoon of tanks from “B”, 47th Tank Bn., remained in Nantenbach. The

remainder of our battalion, as well as the 47th Tank Bn., remained in Lohr. The

prisoners taken during the fight for Lohr was more than three hundred andfifty,
with a battalion staff included. Casualties inflicted on the enemy were heavy but

undetermined. Three tanks and several trucks and horse-drawn vehicles were de-

stroyed. Our casualties suffered consisted of fifteen killed and forty wounded, some

of which were caused accidentally by ourartillery falling short.

The first day of the attack on Lohr, T/5 Robert E. Tate and Pfc. William J.

Rudometkin from the Medical Detachment took a peep forward to recover wounded

men of the attached platoon of the 94th Ren., whose armored car had been knocked

out by bazooka fire. They were captured and, when they failed to return, T/3 Ro-

bert S. Munson went out to find them, and was captured himself. The next day,

when the town was cleared, all three were recovered, reporting they experienced

excellent treatment while in the hands of the enemy. They were never even searched,

and the peep with Munson was used to evacuate a Germanofficer casualty to a

hospital some distance behind thelines, while the other two were used to administer

first aid to wounded Germansin a hospital.
Preparations were made to continue the attack next morning,so at 0700, 4 April,

with “C” Companystill at the head of the column, the battalion moved out of Lohr,

picking up our other elements in Sackenbach and Nantenbach, with the 47th Tank

Battalion and the remainder of CCB following.

To support our column, there was a squadron of P-47’s overhead and oncall,

as we moved along the road to Langenprozelten. Just as the head of the column

reached the town, however, it was fired on by numerous snipers and automatic

weapons from the houses and the hill just behind. There were also snipers firing

into the column fromacross the river. A light tank at the head of the column was

hit by a panzerfaust, bursting into flames. “C” Company immediately dismounted

and started to clear the first houses in the edge of town, but the intense fire from

the hill madeit impossible to get acrossthe railroad and highway. Tanks beganfiring

into the center of town to demoralize the enemy, and the planes strafed the town.

This support was too far off to do any good, though, andartillery was adjusted

on the hill right behind “‘C’” Company’s positions. It was perfect firing by the ar-

tillery on the hill that knocked out and completely disorganized the enemy forces

there. A small armsfire fight was engaged in as the enemy began to shake loose

from their dug-in emplacements, but shortly those who were not killed began to

surrender, and when they found we would not shoot them upon surrender,the entire

group gave up. “A” Company had dismounted and moved up with “C’” Company

to help. By the time they arrived, “C” Companyhadstartedits attack again, clearing

the houses as they went, with “A” Companyfollowing. It became apparent there
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was no determined resistance beyond the edge of town, so tanks were brought up,
with “A” Company placed on the left and “C” Company onthe right of the main
street. They.moved quickly through the town to the far end across an overpass on
the railroad, where vehicles were to be brought up. Troops mounted, and the march
to Gemunden continued. The town had been cleared by 1400.

Before the vehicles could be ordered to the front, however, enemy mortar fire
started falling near the bridge, where our troops were, so it was evident that Ge-
munden was well defended. Tanks immediately pulled up on the ridge to fire into
townandartillery was also shelling it. An air mission was called for; and the town

bounced up and downas bombshitall over it; then the planes gaveit a goodstrafing.
It was a good townto defend, though, with a high hill rising behind the north edge,
where an old castle stood. The river flowed all along the edge of town onthe south
side, leaving but one entrance for use, and that an openrolling field, with little
protection.

“C” Company, dismounted, attacked the town, moving alongthe railroad tracks,

to take what cover could be had, but were held up at a railroad junction just at the
western edge of town. Murderous, automatic, weapons’ fire pinned them down, as

mortar fire started falling all around their positions. The tanks started moving

down the main road into town to give them support, but as the lead tank attempted
to go through the underpass into town,it was hit by a panzerfaust and burst into
flames. The two tanks following it were thereby blocked. One was later disabled

by a panzerfaust and the other got stuck in the mudasit left the road. With “C”
Company pinned down, “A” Company was sent forward, dismounted, to follow
along the main road on the left of “C’’ Company, giving close support to the tanks.

Lt. Francis X. Bingham, then acting Company Commanderof “A” Company, had to
be evacuated because of an injury, so Lt. William N. Driscoll assumed command of
the company. “A”? Company advanced along the road as heavy mortar concentrations
started falling in their positions also. They continued on, however, until reaching
the railroad alongside ““C” Company, where they were also pinned to the ground

by small armsfire.
Artillery fire poured into Gemunden, knocking out the enemy positions around

the castle. Tanks, T.D.’s, and the rocket-tank were pulled up and fixed into town.

The air mission called for came at the same time as our other heavy weapons were
firing, causing the town to literally bounce up and down under the heavy impact.

Fires were burning all over town andit looked as though nothing could have re-
mained,but still the enemy kept defending stubbornly. It was growing dark and
the mortar fire the companies were receiving made it impossible to stay in the open
fields. They had to, and did, get into the edge of town to take cover. The 2nd Pla-

toon of “A” Companygotinto the railroad station. They then covered, while the ist
and 3rd Platoonsof “C” scrambled into the first two houses by the railroad, where
they found three men from the tank that was knocked out. The 2nd Platoon from
“A” and the 2nd Platoon from “‘C” by-passed the houses just taken and ran into the
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next few houses. The 1st and 3rd of “C”followed in these houses, then continued
under cover of the fire from along the bank, through the railroad underpass into
the next few houses. They continued clearing houses until reaching the river, where
it was discovered that the bridge had been blown and there was no way to get across.
The companies outposted their positions and held up for the night.

Early the next morning, a squad from “B’” Company, 125th Engineers, put
assault boats on the river and ferried the 1st Platoon of “C” and the 2nd Platoon
of “A” across under cover of protective fire from the other platoons. A creek was

the next obstacle to be crossed, but the men ran into a house right up against the

bridge, jumpedoutof the attic onto the bridge, and crossed the creek on the second

span, which wasstill intact. The sniper fire was still savage as the men cleared the

next few houses. Lt. Joe Osborne, along with a medic and his platoon runner, was
captured in one of the houses. Three of the enemy were guarding the group when
S/Sgt. Joe Antolik came up and was shot by oneof the guards. The three men were
liberated about three ‘hours later when Pfc. Dahl, with several men, crossed from

house to house into the upstairs room of the house where the three men were held.
‘As Dahl was coming downthestairs one of the guardstried to shoot, but Dahl shot
his hand with a BAR and the other two surrendered.

The 2nd Platoon of “C” Crossed the river in assault boats and joined the 1st,

but received considerable sniper fire from the boxcars along the railroad tracks on

either side of the river. Tanksfired into the boxcars, setting several afire. Both “A”
and “C” Companies then assembled quickly, with “A”on the left and “C”on the right
side of the main street, attacked east through town, clearing it house by house. Fires
from the burning buildings were causing so much smoke that it was difficult to see
and hard to breathe. The wrecked, burning buildings were dangerous to move about

in, for they were continually crumbling. The companies had moved about two
blocks east in the town when they contacted elements of the 3rd Inf. Div. coming in
from the other direction. These troops had met no opposition in the east end of
town. There were still numerous snipers in town, so the Machine-Gun Platoon from

Hq. Co. was brought up into townto fire at them. The town was completely cleared
by 1800 at which time elements of the 62nd A.LB., 14th A.D. moved into town to
assist in outposting. There was joy in the ranks as rumorsofrelief spread, but that
rumor was quickly put down when newsof a continued attack early next morning
was received. With the town outposted, the men tried to get something to eat and as
much sleep aspossible, for they were worn out and heavy-eyed from lack of sleep.

Late that night under cover of darkness, the engineers built a bridge across the
river and a tank dozer came up to clean the debris from the streets, for there was
so muchrubble in the streets a peep couldn’t even pass.

A new mission was given Combat Command “B”that night. It was directed that
the Command moveto the large German prisoner-of-war camp near Hammelburg,
Germany, seize the military establishment there, and liberate the estimated fifteen-
thousand Allied prisoners who the Germanshad in the huge prisoner-of-war stockade
there. As our part of the mission, we were to proceed at the head of the column along
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a route through Hessdorf, Bonnland, Hundsfeld, and then north toward the objective,
with a mission of seizing all roads to the south and eastof the objective, preventing
evacuation of the camp by the Germans.

The 47th Tank Battalion, to which “B”, 19th was attached, was to follow us
in column to Hessdorf, then proceed along a route parallelto us on theleft, approach
the camp from the east and north, and destroy the fences of the camptoliberate
the prisoners.

“A”and “C” Companies had remained in Gemunden that nightafter it had been
taken and the remainderofthe battalion was in Langenprozelten, where the vehicles
of both “A”and “C” had been kept. At 0500 the morning of 6 April, the vehicles
were lined up, with “A” Company’s in the lead, and started to Gemunden, where
troops mounted in order. By 0610 the column was on the move to Hammelburg. The
column comprised the following in order of march: 1-“B”-94th, “A”-19th, 1-“A”-
47th, 1-“B”-125th (all as the leading combat element under command of the C.O.“A”-19th), Hq. and Hg.Co. ofthe 19th, A 47th (—), C-19th, Med. Det.-19th, Trains-
19th, Bn. Maint.-19th, with the 47th Tank Battalion and the remainder of CCB
following.

The head of the columnhit a roadblock about two miles out of Gemunden. One
platoon from “A” dismounted to inspect the block and were fired on by a group
defending the block. One squad was sent up on the ridge to the left of the road to
cover it and then come behind the block. In short order the gtoup holding the road-
block was overpowered and captured. After having been inspected for booby-traps,
the tank dozer was brought up and the road block removed.

The columncontinued its march without incidentuntil reaching Hessdorf, where
the head of the column missed the turn and continued to Hollrich. There it ran into
anti-tank fire as it turned back east to get on the right. The two leading tanks were
hit, but, although they had bad holes through their front armor, neither was com-
pletely disabled. Heavy mortar and artillery fire fell all along the road near the
column, causing a few casualties. “A” Company dismounted and started to move
into the edge of Hollrich to eliminate the enemyactivity that was holding the column
up, but before they made the attack, they were ordered to return to their vehicles,
turn around, and go back to Hessdorf to get back on the right road. Intermittent
mortar and direct tank fire from the ridge to our east was giving us trouble; this,
too, was the ridge we were aboutto cross.

In an attempt to get the column moving again, a heavy mortar,artillery, tank,
and tank destroyer fire was placed on the ridge, while “C’” Company dismounted
and moved up the sharp slopeto seize the wooded area on top the ridge. At the same
time “A” Company had mounted their vehicles, turned around, and the column
started moving up the ridge where “C” Company had movedon foot. As “A” reached
the woods, they were stopped, for tanks had been spotted on the hill overlooking
our route of march. z

As our column had been halted, the 47th Tank Bn., with “B’-19th attached,
by-passed our column, where we had turned off the main road at Hessdorf, and
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proceeded on their mission. Within an hour of the time they had by-passed our

column, we received word that the 47th and “B” Company had metbutslight oppo-

sition, and had reached and liberated the camp.

Meanwhile, we were still halted by the enemy tanks to our front. They were

identified as American tanks that had been captured, but werestill in good shape

and were the tanks that had just been firing on our column. The T.D.’s were brought

into position on the hill as artillery was adjusted on the tanks. It was remarkable

firing, for the artillery converged squarely on the tanks. As the dust cleared, the

'T.D.’sfired directly, knocking outall the tanks before they could move or maneuver.

These American tanks we were compelled to knock out were identified as tanks

from the 4th Armored Division, who just a short while previous had attempted to

liberate the camp.
When the tanks had been knocked out, we mounted again and continued on

our route through the wooded area across the open, rolling terrain, studded with

pillboxes and half-completed dragon’s teeth tank defenses. Our tanks and T.D.’s

demolished each pillbox as the column moved along. One German soldier came

staggering outofa pillbox that had received twoorthree direct hits, and surrendered.

Therest of the pillboxes were undefended. It was getting dark as we neared Bonn-

land, where the column was subjected to scattered mortar fire. One squad from “A”

Company was dismounted to check the town, but was recalled immediately. The

column continued on its march, moving through Hundsfeld and into the prisoner-

of-war camp, where the battalion closed in around 2200. A quick search for billets

was made and the men whowerenotused to outpost our sector of the camp dropped

into their bedrolls for some much needed, much deserved, rest.

Next morning, after a fair night’s rest, everyone took a quick look about the

portion of camp where we were billeted. It was an amazing sight to see the con-

glomeration of Allied P.W.’s. The bulk of them seemed to be Serbians, but there

were many Americans and other nationalities. It was a good feeling to see the joy

and appreciation shownbyall these men, who could not be grateful enough. We fed

a lot of them with the food we had to spare—they were humble with their thanks.

Someof them had been prisoners for as long as five years.

This had been a long,continuous drive since it had started on the west side of

the Rhine near the German border in Oberhausen, Germany. We had made excellent

progress, but as always we had paid dearly. Since our drive started from Ober-

hausen, we had suffered 114 casualties. Our compensation was the tremendous

territory gained and the many casualties we had inflicted on the enemy. We now

had the enemy disorganized and withdrawing on every hand, and we were learning

to fight better every day.
Ourstop in the prison camp wasshort lived, for we soon teceived orders from

CCBto get ready to move out at 1200. The order gave us but a very few minutes

to load and line up our vehicles, which had been parked during the night as best

as we could, and they were badly mixed up.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE “MASTER RACE” IN HAND

Somewhatrested, we piled into our vehicles to continue the attack,still wonder-

ing why the Germans didn’t give up, and when they would. They were completely

onthe run all along the front, but stubbornly resisting at many strong points. We
shortly learned, though, that there wasstill lots of fighting to be done. At 1300 that
afternoon, 7 April, we again were the leading element of the Combat Commandas

we moved out of the prison camp in the order of: “C”-19th, with its attachments
of 1“A’-47th, 1“D”-47th, 1“B”-125th, 1“B”-94th, comprising the lead combatele-
ments; Hq. and Hq. Co., with 1“B”-636th T.D.’s attached; “A”-47th(—), “A”-19,
19th trains, Med. Det., Bn. Maint., followed by the rest of the 47th Tank Battalion,

with our “B’” Company attached and the remainder of CCB still supported by the

499th AFA Battalion.
The column continued without incident until reaching Fuchstadt, where it ran

into a road block. The road block was quickly eliminated and the columncontinued.
Just east of Fuchstadt the road, or better identified as a trail, led into a heavily
wooded area, in which there were manyconflict-trails not even shown on the map,
so it was necessary to halt frequently to check the roads. The column had gone

but a short distance, when it got well off the assigned route and was some time
before proper orientation could be made. The column finally got back on the proper
road at Wasserlosen, after passing through Gressthal. Here in Gressthal the Combat
Command was ordered to split into two columns, with the 47th Tank Battalion
moving along to the left flank on a route parallel to ours.

The column had received spasmodic, time-fire artillery as it passed through
Gressthal, the fire becoming so heavy for a few minutes that it was necessary to
disperse the vehicles in the fields. Everything was rather confused for a few mi-
nutes, for we could see friendly vehicles moving down the road on ourright flank
and knewthat the 47th Tankers were on ourleft. It looked as though we were
receiving fire from friendly units, but it was finally determined to be enemyfire.
Moving into Gressthal, we made contact with and found out that the unit moving

along the road on ourright flank was the 62nd A.LB., then a part of CCR. From
them information was gained that the next town to our front, Wasserlosen, was

defended by the enemy.
Hasty plans were made and after a five minute artillery preparation on the

town, “C” Company,with its attached tanks moved boldly down the road. Entering
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the southern edge of town, an American tank with German markings was spotted
in the edge of the woods. The German crew was napping, so our tanks immediately
knocked it out as the crew scrambled out of the disabled vehicle and disappeared
into the woods. Theartillery preparation was very effective and had setfire to
manyof the buildings. The infantry-tank team then moved on into town, mounted-
up, and proceeded through town without meeting any enemy opposition. While the
head of the column had halted in Wasserlosen, the part of the column around “A”

Company’s vehicles were receiving time-fire and several casualties were suffered.
The column picked up speed and movedalong east then north towards Orlen-

bach, but the map again did not indicate roads properly, and it was necessary to
strike out cross-country, making our own roads and using compasses and oursense
of direction. It was getting dark as we approached thé edge of Orlenbach, where
the head of the column ran into a German oil storage plant, well fenced off. A quick
investigation revealed the gate was not booby-trapped nor the road mined, so one
of our medium tanks crashed the gate into the plant’s grounds, where fire that had
destroyed two of the buildings wasstill raging. The place looked deserted, but as
the head of the column approached the eastern gate of the enclosure, a number of
civilians were observed running towards shelter. The action indicated that enemy
troops were evidently present and that a fight would shortly take place. We had
learned previously, that actions of the civilians as we approached towns would in-
dicate whether to expect a fight or not. Orders by SHAEF had been givenall Ger-
mansto have townofficials, upon hearing our columns approach,to come out with
a white flag waving, indicating surrender, and that the town was undefended;

otherwise, it would be assumed that the town was defended and it would suffer the

consequences of ourblasting it off the map. We were moving fast and hadthe fire
power to back up our speed and they knew it. Most towns did want to surrender,
as they knew it was a hopeless situation for them; but, where the German soldiers

were, they had nochoice. They still were all enemy to us though, and were treated
as such.

Upon observing the civilians fleeing to our front, “C” Company immediately
dismounted a platoon and deployed it as security for the leading tank, for it con-
tinued moving towards the town. After reaching the road junction west of town,
a column of about 45 soldiers was observed standing in formation at the road junc-
tion. It was rather dark and, as we were moving along fairly fast, it was impossible
to determine whether they were prisoners-of-warornot, but because of the peculiar

situation, they were assumed, at first, to be prisoners-of-war and we did not fire

on them. The group finally spotted our column coming; they broke and ran asall
our weapons opened up on them. Severe casualties were inflicted as they scattered
wildly into the woods. A few dashed into the town of Orlenbach and returned our
fire from behind houses, Tanks and 50 cal. machine-gunsfired into the town,setting
fire to a few buildings; but the fight soon ended when six of them were captured
in the town andthe rest, who were not killed, ran into the woods.
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Ourroute did not take us through Orlenbach, so one platoon of “C”-19th, with

two tanks, were left at the road junction and western edge of townassecurity against

any enemy attempt to attack the column at that point, and the rest of the column

continued towards Eltinghausen.It was, also, dangerous to be moving a column that

could so easily be attacked successfully with bazookas and panzerfausts. Everyone

was on the alert; alert for the enemy and alert to the fact that the vehicle in front

could pull away without being detected and the columnsplit. When the head of the

column reached the center of town at 2200, a Germansoldier, running across the

street was captured. Another German was seen standing in a doorway, and was

quickly seized as hetried to slip back through the door. He was an officer. From him

we learned that there were a considerable number of troops in the town and that

the town had not been outposted, dueto the fact that our presence was not anticipated

for three or four more days. An attempt was made to get the officer to have all

the troops in town surrender, but it was useless. He was reluctant to do so because

of his “honor” and, having no time to waste, he waspassed downthe column as we

started advancing through the town.

Enemy mortar andartillery shells began falling in the town and small armsfire

was spreading on the streets along our column, The majority of firing by the enemy

was from small disorganized groups, most of whom were trying to get out of town.

Though there wasstill some small arms firing still going on, we decided to run

through the remainder of the resistance and continue on our mission. The head of

the column then passed on through the town, with numerous buildings ablaze, and

on along our route. We had hardly started moving when it was learned that the

column had split in two places and at one place had gone a short distance on the

wrong road, where it was now halted and waiting for guides. The Ren. Platoon

sent a couple of peeps out to act as guides. As they went back through town they

got into a fire fight, but managed to break away and continue on to bring the re-

mainder back again into their proper places in column.

With the column back together again,the battalion continued its way along the

route without incident other than having difficulty in maintaining the proper route

in the darkness. Just before daylight an order was received to pull all vehicles over

to the side and off of the road,as the 3rd U.S. Infantry Division had priority on

all roads in that sector at 0600. We pulled off of the roadsinto the fields and wooded

areas and remained there until 1325. It was a nice warm day and the break was

appreciated by all, as everyone stretched out to get a fast wink ofsleep, only to be

interrupted every once in awhile by an incoming artillery shell.

We were then ordered to move out and lead the Combat Commandtothe vicinity

of Munnerstadt. The route took us through Bad Kissingen, Nordlingen, and Munner-

stadt, while the battalion itself moved on to occupy the next towns of Burglauer and

Niederlauer. Placed on a two houralert, we outposted the towns, organized contact

patrols, and dispatched reconnaissance elements to perform route reconnaissance to

a new LP., that we were given at a crossroads northwest of Rannungen.
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At 0300, 9 April, we received orders to move and were on the road at 0415,
crossing the designated LP. at 0610. The column moved along with little opposition
until reaching Hoppachsdorf. We had, however, by-passed many enemy troops in
the woods and taken a numberofprisoners, with very little fire fighting. Our trains
at the end of the column had even taken several prisoners and had been compelled
to defenditself against small groups, who did not readily surrender. As our column
had pulled out in the morning, a combat patrol of onerifle platoon, one section of
medium tanks, a section of reconnaissance platoon, and a medical peep had been
dispatched to provide flank protection on our right and was moving alongparallel
to the column.

Upon reaching Hoppachsdorf orders were received to halt before going on to
Hesselbach, which we did, dispersing all vehicles in the fields. The next order re-
ceived directed us to launch an attack against Hesselbach. Some artillery began to
fall around ourpositions from the direction of Schweinfurt, but no damage was done.
Hasty plans were made as “C” Company dismounted and moved east toward the
town for the attack. The tanks and T.D.’s pulled up on the ridge giving supporting
fire. As the tanks and T.D.’s moved up, they spotted several horse drawn and mortor
vehicles leaving town and fired at them. Hits were scored andall but six vehicles
were destroyed, which escaped to the southwest, but were caught by our flank patrol
and destroyed. “C” Companywith its attached tanks swept right through Hesselbach,
with verylittle resistance and taking several prisoners. The town was soon cleared,
and “A” Company passed through “C”, picked up a section of medium tanks from
them, and attacked east to seize the town of Otterhausen and the high groundsouth
and east. The mission was accomplished with no resistance and the company out-
posted the high ground aroundthe town. “C”"-19, Hq. Co., “A”-47 (—), Service Co.,
Med. Det., and the Battalion C.P. were located in Hesselbach. The town was out-
posted and patrols sent out on regular schedule to keep contact with adjacent units.
One patrol attempting to contact friendly units in Uchtelhausen raninto enemy out-
posts and snipers, suffered two casualties, and returned after a spirited fire fight,
during which they inflicted several casualties on the enemy.

The next several days were spent in these locations, as we were resupplied,
cleaned equipment, and performed rigid maintenanceonallvehicles. There waslittle
activity during our stay here, although intermittent rounds of artillery fell in the
town and the road over which our supplies came into town came under increasingly
accurate and heavy fire from gunsto the south. It was dangerous to pass overthis
road,trucks being compelled to comein at nightorinfiltrate through in the daytime.
Several casualties were suffered as a result of this continual fire. At 0600, 13 April,
our previous movement orders were changed, although our billeting party had
already been sent some distance to the southwest. A new billeting party had to be
sent to CCB immediately, so after a hasty meeting of company commanders, giving
the change in route and plans, the column moved out of Hesselbach at 0700, with
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the exception of “A”-19 and “A”-47, both of which assembled in Buchenrod. We
were replaced on an immediate alert and moved out at 2000.

Combat Command “B”, of which we werestill a part, reverted to Division
Reserve during this movement. We followed CCA throughout the night, passing
through Grossheirath, south-east to the vicinity of Ranz, across the Main River to

Staffelstein, Kleukheim, and Schweisdorf to Schesslitz, where the column halted.

Patrols were then sent out to reconnoiter the route ahead and to contact adjacent
units. The march was resumed at 1340, 14 April, and we reached Trausnitz at 1500,

where the Battalion C.P. was established. “C”-19 and “‘A”-47 continued to Wiesen-
feld and occupied that town, while “A”-19, with its tanks, moved to Konigsfeld, with

the mission of clearing the town of any enemytroops beforeit could be occupied by
CCB Reserve. A combat patrol of a light tank, a half-track with one squad of in-
fantry, and two peeps preceeded “A”-19th to the town. As the patrol approached

the town from the west, an enemyanti-tank gun fired on the leading tank at a range
of 75 yards, penetrating the hull at the left front, and killing the driver instantly,
and fatally wounding all the other members of the crew. With the disabled tank

burning and its ammunition exploding,the rest of the patrol dismounted and moved
forward on foot, while one peep went back to “A” Companyto relay the information
of the anti-tank gun.

“A” Company guided by the peep, moved toward the town, with its attached
tanks, dismounted, and launched vicious coordinated attack on the town. Machine-

guns from the company were trained on the anti-tank gun to keep the crew from
manning it, while a medium tank moved up knocking it out with one shot. Many
enemy troops were discovered dug in on the high ground east of town. Artillery,
mortar, and tank fire was placed on the entire area, while the six machine-guns
emplaced on the high ground west of town swept the area with fire. The nature of
the terrain provided excellent opportunity for our troops to advance while receiving

supporting fires, as the town was located in a valley between the two high ridges.
Twoplatoons of “A”-19th, with a platoon of the medium tanks, moved boldly into

town, and as one platoon cleared the town house by house, the other swept through

the streets and assaulted the ridge east of town. Hopelessly trapped, many of the
enemysurrendered, while those that fought back were quickly spotted and destroyed.
‘The very few whodid try to escape by running away were either hit by the accurate
machine-gun fire or captured by the 47th Tank Battalion, which was moving into
the rear of town from the south.

“A”-19, with all its attachments, then occuppied Kotzendorf, and the remainder
of the battalion outposted respective areas. Hq., Hq. Co., Med. Det., and Bn. Maint.

occupied Treunitz. “C” Co. occuppied Weisenfels and the customary contact patrols
were maintained between units. Our “B” Companystill remained attached to the
47th Tank Battalion,

Another overlay showing the route of advance to the next assembly area was
received at 1530, 15 April, and at 1700 we moved out to Treunitz through Kotzen-
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dorf, Dresdendorf, Sachsendorf, Tiefenlesau, Hachstal, Waischenfeld, Kirchahorn,
and into Weiher, where we closed in at 2045, Once again the customary contact

patrols to CCB, 47th Tank Bn., and 499th AFA Bn. were dispatched to the Recon.

Platoon and the town was outposted. Remaining in Weiher throughout the 16th of
April, the 1st Platoon of “C”-19th, with its one section of light tanks from “D”-47,
were used to screen Weiher on the east. This screening force captured a total of
thirty-five enemy troops during its operation. New instructions gave a new route
and placed us on a 45 minute altert. At 0837 on the 17th we moved out, with Bronn
as our immediate objective. The 47th Tank Bn. was now moving along a parallel
route on ourright flank, with our “B” Company still attached. During this march
an order changed ourdestination to Ezelsdorf, and with the order came information

indicating that CCA, which was to change its route, was to swing further to the east

and squeeze out CCR, which was also to change its route and revert to Division
Reserve, allowing CCB to move up on the west and abreast of CCA to become an
attacking unit. ,

The march was uneventful until the Autobahn was reached when a combat
patrol of one rifle platoon, a section of medium tanks, and a section of the 94th

Reconnaissance was sent across it to provide flank security along a route parallel
to the Autobahn. The patrol ran into small isolated groups of enemy and routed
them. An order was soonreceived to clear the entire wooded area from the Auto-
bahn all the way east to the railroad that ran parallel to the road, an area approxi-
mately six kilometers wide and eight kilometers long. Sniper fire was received by
the column all along the Autobahn, and frequently out of the woods would come,

with little persuasion, one or two prisoners.

Animmediate attack was launched in the woods, with “C” Company on the
left and “A” on the right, each with its attached tanks. There was a considerable

distance between the companies as they jumpedoff, but they were to attack straight
towardthe railroad, then turn to meet each other andcut the enemy off, “A” Com-

pany made goodprogress, for they were able to follow a road throughthe thick
woods, but they did meet some resistance. “C’” Company made slow, but sure
progress. The undergrowth wasso thick that it was a slow process, and a great deal
of caution had to be taken to keep from getting right on an enemy machine-gun
nest before it could be seen; and there were plenty of them. It was gradually getting
dark, but the companies had made progress in clearing the woods. Some 85 pri-
soners were taken, with an estimated 50 killed, and only two casualties were suffered

by ourtroops. In addition, three 77mm anti-tank guns were destroyed and valuable
information regarding enemytroops in the nearby area gained,including information
that a tank-infantry attack was to be made against the Autobahn near our area
shortly after dark.

At 1900, when it was almost dark, we received our orders, mounted-up, and
moved outto continue the march.It was pitch dark as we moved on down the Auto-
bahn, with every man alert for the enemy and keeping a continous watch on the
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vehicle ahead to preventsplitting the column. We were meeting no resistance, but

it was difficult to maintain the correct direction after leaving the Autobahn. Roads

were confusing, bridges blown, and routes to be used in by-passing had to be recon-

noitered. On several ocassions Major Forest T. Green, the Commanding Officer,

personally went ahead of the column to reconnoiter routes. It was dangerous moving

along in column, for we were at a complete disadvantage in case of attack. Strict

blackout was maintained as protection against the usual night Luftwaffe prowlers;

but sure enough one did pick up the column by the light of a burning building

alongside of the road. He did a bit of ineffective strafing and dropped one bomb,

without damage. The column continued moving on through the night at a very low

rate of speed in order to keep the column intact, but with still no resistance. At

daylight we were still moving without resistance, across open fields, downtrails

onto fairly good roads, picking up speed as it became lighter. No resistance washit

until we reached the town of Hagerhausen, where we received a little small arms

and artillery fire. The town washit hard with our artillery, tanks, and small arms

fire, resistance quickly overcome, and the column continued on its march.

We found now that our immediate mission wasto cutoff the roads from Nurn-

berg to the east, denying German troops there a route of escape, for the city was

being attacked and the enemy falling back. Everywhere indications that the enemy

was weakening daily were growing more and more. He wanted to quit, but couldn’t

unless he had a good chance. Our combined penetrations had so disorganized him

that he couldn’t make a good defensive stand, except at strategic points, but we

seemed to hit most of these. He was falling as fast as he could, and our speed

was too much for his setting up many defenses.

Uponreaching the ridge just west of Peunfing, the column was fired on by an

anti-tank gun in the woods. The column halted, for a few enemy artillery rounds

landed nearby and suddenly a battery of “screaming meamies” opened up, falling

nearthe tail end of the column,but fortunately no damage was done. At about this

time several fighter-planes flew over, strafing the ridge nearby. A few nervous

fingers did fire at them before learning they were friendly. Artillery and tank fire

was directed on the anti-tank gun in short order, destroying it. A short round from

our artillery landed among a group of “A” Company men, but luckily only minor

burns were sustained. We mounted our vehicles again and continued on to the next

town of Ezelsdorf, where scattered resistance was met. “A” Company pushed on

through, with its attached tanks, until reaching the far side of town alongthe rail-

road, where it held up,after taking the few houses immediately on the opposite side

of the tracks. Here on therailroad was a complete supply and passenger train, with

full steam up ready to go, but the column had caught it before it could get out of

town. “A” Company,at this time, was receiving a good bit of sniper fire from the

town of Oberferrieden, which they returned as Headquarters Company moved on

into Ezelsdorf and assisted clearing all the houses in town. The Battalion C.P. was

set up in town and the town divided between Hq. Co. and “A”Co.in order to be
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outposted, as we hadreceived an orderto hold up here for the time being. Meanwhile
“C” Company was sent to clear the town of Derbach so that CCB could use the
town for a C.P. CCB actually established their C.P. in Rasch, and the 1st Platoon
of “B”-125th Engineers, who were attached to us, was sent to the underpass just
at the edge of Dorlbach to outpost and secure the underpass that was the only
suitable crossing of the canal. “C”-19 and “A”-47 then moyed on into Peunfing,
where they were billeted. Service Co. was, also, billeted in Peunfing, while the Med.
Det. and Bn. Maint. moved into Ezelsdorf.

Stringent security measures were taken to outpost each town andall units were
warned to be on the alert for enemy groups known to beactive in the area. We,
as well as the 47th Tank Battalion, were now outposting an extremely large area
and able to occupy a small percentage of the towns in the area. The total area
occupied by our Combat Command was some five miles square, and it was fairly
simple for the enemy to pass into towns in our area between other towns which we
actually occupied. To add to the touchy position that we were in, we were way out
in front of all other troops, who had not caught up with us after our continuous
drive of the past few days. Also, we were east andslightly south of Nurnberg in
the path of troops withdrawing from that city, for it was being attacked from
the west.

On April 19 a reinforced rifle platoon was sent to CCB to provide further
security for the town of Rasch. A combat team madeupof “C”-19 and “A”-47 were
sent to Grunsberg to clear the town of a reported group ofsixty “SS” troops,as well
as the wooded area, which required considerable shelling to reduce. However, after
a stiff fight the enemy groups were disposed of andthe entire area cleared by 2200.
‘The combat team occupied and outposted this location for the night.

At 2230 that night an enemy patrol of approximately fifty men attacked the
underpass at Dorlbach; they killed one and captured nineteen of the twenty-one men
engineer platoon that was guarding the underpass. One man escaped and returned
to the Battalion C.P. with full details of the short-lived fight. His story indicated
that the enemy patrol’s mission was to blow the underpass andalso seize the bridge
close by, which was the only other crossing on the canal opentotraffic, thus cutting
off our battalion from the rest of the Combat Command. Immediate steps were taken
to provide further security for that vital bridge and tanks moved from Peunfing
to oppose the enemy patrol. The enemy attack on the bridge, however, did not
materialize, and at 1000 the next morning “C”-19 and “A”-47(—) withdrew from
Grunsberg and attacked Dorlbach to clear it of enemy troops. The enemy was
caught in their fox-holes and the entire force of some twenty-five men were com-
pletely annihilated. Because of increased activity and agressiveness on the part of
the enemy,security around the town of Ezelsdort was doubled, with every available
man, including the Battalion Maintenance _personnel, on guard. The extra measures
were profitable, because two attacks of combatpatrol strength hit the town at 0030
and 0300, but were quickly driven off.
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At dawn on 20 April, “A” Company, with an attached platoon of tanks,

Jaunched an attack on Oberferrieden, with the mission of seizing the town and cutting

the main highway. Half of the 1st Platoon and all of the 2nd Platoon were on duty

elsewhere and were unable to join in the attack. Hq. Co.’s Machine-Gun, Mortar,

and Assault-Gun Platoons were to give supporting fires, while working with the

attacking force. After working up through the small town on the opposite side of

the railroad tracks, from which sniper fire was received, the company assembled

for the advance across an open field into Oberferrieden. After a shortartillery and

mortar barrage the company started moving into town, with the Machine-Gun Pla-

toon supporting and following. There was scattered resistance at the first and the

attack progressed well until it reached the church, where a panzerfaust wasfired at

one of the tanks, missing it, but exploding and injuring several men. The tank

backed up and fired several rounds of 76mm, while it peppered away with its

machine-gun. Sniper fire became increasingly heavier from both the town and hill

to the south, and, with no flank protection, casualties increased. The company was

ordered to withdraw after four men had been killed and six wounded, three being

from the Machine-Gun Platoon.

Plans were then made for a reinforced, coordinated attack, for it looked like

the enemy intended holding the town. “C” Company was brought up and given the

mission of moving around the flank andseizing the high ground south of town,

while “A” Company launched an assault against the town itself. During the early

morning, the town was pounded and pounded with medium and heavyartillery.

The rocket tank was brought up and fired into town, as the Assault Gun Platoon

poured its 105mm shells in and the Mortar Platoon cut loose with its deadly 81’s.

‘The town rocked from the shelling, and nearly every house was ablaze as the attack

jumped off shortly after at 0630. “C” Company, without difficulty, moved quickly

around to occupy the high ground designated, while “A” Company moved through

the town meeting very little resistance. Most of the enemy troops and civilians had

vacated the town after the shelling, since it was ablaze and there was no place to

stay. The town was completely cleared by 0930; we suffered only two casualties.

‘A reconnaissance patrol, of the Reconnaissance Platoon, was sent to Unterfer-

rieden to determine whether the town was occuppied—it was found to be empty.

At 1400 the battalion was alerted to the possibility of relieving the 47th Tank Bn.,

which was alerted to move to CCR. The order was received andcarried out as “A”

Company movedinto and occuppied the area that the 47th had occuppied.

Word wasreceived that Nurnberg hadfallen and the 99th U.S. Infantry Division

was to pass through and relieve us of our area. We were to continue our march

southward, but they never did come as had been anticipated. Over to our east CCA

was having a heavy fight in Neumarkt, which wasfinally taken after heavy concen-

trations and bombing bythe artillery and Air Corp, respectively.

‘The balance of the 21st was spent in reorganizing the defensive sectors of each

unit, and tying in with patrols of the widely-dispersed units of the battalion. The
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disposition of our battalion and attachments was: Hq. and Hq. Co.(less the Machine-
GunPlatoon and one squad of the 81mm Mortar), with 1-“B”-636 T.D.’s attached
in Ezelsdorf; “C”-19 (—), with 1-“A”-47 and the Machine-Gun Platoon in Oberfer-
rieden; “A”-19th, with 2-“A”-47th in Ochenbruch; 1-“C”-19th in Pfeifferhutte, and
one rifle squad of 2-‘C”-19, with one squad of the 81mm Mortars outposting the
bridge near Dorlbach; 3-“C”-19th in Schwarzenbach, guarding the underpass; and

4-“C”-19 attached to CCB in Rasch. “B” Company wasstill attached to the 47th

Tank Battalion.
Orders were received to attack to the south, with the mission of seizing Pyr-

baum and Rengersricht, where enemy troops had been reported entering. “C’” Com-
pany,with its attached tanks, launched the drive by moving through Unterferrieden,
then towards Pyrbaum. The remainer of the battalion followed in column, with the

exception of “A” Company, which was assembling from its scattered positions to
join us. As “C” Company entered the wooded area they encountered a long road-

block, consisting of trees cut so that they had fallen all across the road. Immediately
dismounting, the infantrymen moved aroundthe road-block andestablished a bridge-

head to protect the men clearing the block. At 1700, the rain, which had been

threatening all day, came.It rained throughoutthe night. The result was a complete

drenching of the terrain and restricting the heavy vehicles to roads; also denyingall

vehicles any cross-country maneuvering.
The roadblock was finally cleared and “‘C’” Company andits attached tanks

approached Pyrbaum, taking up positions overlooking the town. A combat tank-

infantry team, consisting of one tank and a squad of infantry, led by Lt. Robert

Lingle of “C” Company, moved boldly into town, reaching the first houses un-

molested. Immediately German troops began to close in on the team, which was

hopelessly out-numbered. The team coolly broke out of the ring of Germans, who

had formed around them, and withdrew. As the tank swung around on the muddy

terrain, it became mired and eventually was abandoned, the crew returning with the

infantrymen.
The rain had made all roads muddy and slippery, many of them becoming im-

passable. Under these conditions, “A” Company,after assembling with its attached

tanks, had great difficulty in getting on the movetojoin us, for nearly every vehicle

got stuck at one time or another. As a result it was 0500 the next morning, April 23,

when theyfinally reached the rear of the column in Unterferrieden. A coordinated

attack on Pyrbaum was planned to begin at dawn that morning, with “A” Company

leading, while ““C” and Headquarters Companies supported them with fire; then

“C” Company wasto assist in the final mopping-up operations.

At 0700 that morning the artillery laid a heavy, five-minute concentration on

the town, after it had been shelled intermittently during the night. At 0705 “A”

Company jumped off, leaving the southern edge of the woods north of Pyrbaum

and sweeping into town in two columns. Noresistance was encountered, so by 0930

the town was completely cleared and outposted. At 1030 the battalion left Pyrbaum

for Jarsdorf on an administrative march, where weclosed in at 2030.
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Onthis date, 23 April, the Division was detached fromthe Seventh U.S. Army

and attached to the Third U.S. Army.

Orders were received at 0100 the next morning for the Combat Command to

continue the attack to the southeast, with a mission ofseizing a crossing of the Alt-

muth River at Beilngries. The 19th was to move on the left, with the 47th Tank Bat-

talion following a parallel route on the right. “C’” Company was still at the head

of the column as we moved out of Jarsdorf at 0630.

The battalion proceeded without incident until it reached Obermassing, where

it was halted by a blown bridge across a stream too deep to ford. The attached

engineers,utilizing materials found in the town, with a good manycivilians, soon

built a bridge of telephone poles and heavy two and three inch planking, which got

the battalion across the stream by 1400. With the greater majority of the battalion

across the stream, the bridge broke, so those elements of the battalion that had

gotten across before the bridge had broken, continued the attack. Our right flank

combat patrol of one rifle squad, two medium tanks, a section of the 94th Ren.,

and two Medical peeps, again moved along a route parallel to our own. Nearly

every town we were going through now had its white flags of surrender waving

briskly, and the civilians actually waving and cheering at us as we went through.

Some thought, and most of them hoped, that the war was over, and it was for those

whom we passed. The section of the 94th Reconnaissance, that was at the head of

the columnpicking our route was under command of Sgt. Bernard Schmaltz, who

spoke German fairly well. As the column approached the towns, innumerable times

he would proceed to the edge of it and threaten destruction of the town if the Ger-

mansthere didn’t surrender without a fight. It worked well, for the Germans would

usually come walking out of the houses and foxholes with their hands over their

heads.Little attention was paid to them other thanitchy hands looking for a “p-38”.

They were motioned toward the rear of the column to be picked up by elements

responsible there.
The column proceeded on to Herrnsberg, then on the road to Littershofen,

where a road block and mine field forced us to stop. The engineers started work

on the block and mine field immediately, for it could not be by-passed, and by

1730 we were again on the move. Proceeding on through Littershofen, the column

ran into another mine field, but, after a quick reconnaissance, it was by-passed and

we moved on to Hirschberg, where we met and picked up our right flank patrol.

From Hirschberg the road started going down into the river valley to Beilngries,

located at the bottom of the valley on the river-bank. We had erroneously been

notified, some time previous, that the 48th Tank Battalion had already reached and

cleared the town; however, as our column was moving downinto the valley, a few

artillery shells landed along it, and a truck with Germans in uniform was seen on

one ofthe streets. No fire was delivered on them,for we thought there were friendly

troops in town, buttheartillery landing along the column and the Germans seen

in town made it a little confusing. About this time, however, a friendly column
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was seen at the northeastern edge of town. Contact was made with the unit and it

was found to be the 48th Tankers, who had just reached the town. Hasty coordinated

plans were made for taking the town. We movedright on in with no resistance at

all from within the town. We were now, however, receiving ever increasing mortar,

artillery, and direct tank fire from all along the ridge to our front.

Reconnaissance was made immediately and it was learned that the bridgesall

around the town were blown, with the exception of the two on the south. These two

were of no immediate value, as there was a third just beyond and on the same road

that had been blown. “A” Company immediately sent out a platoon to secure the

two bridges and very shortly another platoon wassent along as plans were made to

build a pontoon bridge, where the third had been blown. The remainder of the

battalion moved on into town as it was getting dark. The town was soon outposted,

with “A” Company moving on downto secure the bridge. We then learned that

there was no equipment immediately available and it would be sometime late in

the night or early morning before any could be obtained. The equipmentfailed to

come during the night; but, the Germans begantoincreasetheir tempoof fire around

the bridgesite so much,that it would have been almost impossible to build one anyway.

“A” Company was out in the open exposed to the cold, damp weather and

suffering casualties from exposure and exhaustion, as well as the enemy fire that

kept pouring in. It was obvious that the ridge to the south would have to be taken

to reduce the fire that was being brought on the bridge. Orders were received the

next morning from CCB directing that “A” Company cross the river and continue

along the road to Paulushofen; “C” Company was to move to the northeast to

Kottingworth, cross the river there, and on upthe hill to seize Paulushofen, con-

tinuing on after contact was made with “A” Company in Amtsmannsdorf.

‘The town of Beilngries was right on the Eltmuhl River in a valley, with high

ridges all around. To the south,in the direction of the proposed attack, the ground

began to rise steadily across open fields until it reached a heavily wooded area

extending to the top and beyondthe ridge. It was as perfect a defensive position

as could ever be hoped for, with either direct, front grazing or flanking fires for

a great distance. A determined enemy with proper equipment could hold the position

easily for a long time and at a high cost to any attacker.

Without having time to wait for an air support mission already on the way or

proper artillery preparation, we were ordered to get the attack under way. At

0900 the two companies jumpedoff to crossthe river, but had hardly started when

automatic weapons, small arms, mortar, and direct anti-tank fire pinned them to

the ground. Tanks and Assualt Guns were broughtuptofire into the enemypositions

and the 81mm Mortars were firing with all they had. Since the enemy was too

well dug-in and the resistance failed to weaken, our companies suffered casualties.

“A” Companywassuffering the mostcasualties, for the heaviest defense was along

the main road, where they were attacking. They had passed the river and were at

the edge of the woods, but could move no farther. Vehicles could not come across
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the river at all, as the bridgestill had not been built. There was no way to evacuate
the wounded, except by litter, but the enemy fire would not permit that. Pvt. Joe
Bienlein, an aid man, was killed by a sniper, while giving aid to one of the wounded
men. T/3 Munson and T/4 LaForge, of the Medics, attempted to cross the river
with the “WEASEL”, but it became flooded and wasstalled. LaForge worked on

it for three hours, finally started it, and managed to cross this time. They proceeded
to the companyattack area and on up the ridge to where the casualties were reported,
but failed to hear the lead scout of “A” Company yell at them to stop. They had
gone but a short distance beyond, when they were captured and taken back by

the Krauts.

“C” Company was also under heavy fire and receiving casualties. There was
no wayto evacuate their wounded back across the river except by rubber boat, but
this was under fire. T/5 Sperberg stood on part of a blown bridge holding a large
red cross flag, while Cpl. Guenette brought the wounded over in a boat. Enemy
fire ceased when the flag was up and as soon as the peep with the wounded departed
and the flag lowered,the fight would start again.

Pfc. Scala of “A” Companyrisked his life several times as he tried to keep
the communication line between Lt. Mike Auer and the mortars, whose fire he was

adjusting. The situation was desperate, so smoke wascalled for in order that the
company could pull back a little to take better cover and evacuate the wounded

up front. The artillery kept throwing in smoke and HEinstead of just plain smoke,
needed to screen the withdrawal. Sgt. Hanover ran back through the fire to inform
the artillery of the situation; hence, after a while sufficient smoke was put down to

effect withdrawal.
“C” Company, thoughstill under heavy fire, battled its way to the woods as

the enemy fell back to the top of the ridge. With machine-guns, bazookas, and hand
grenades they managed to drive the enemy from the ridge and back into the town.
While attempting to reach the ridge, Lt. Joe Osborn washit by small armsfire and
mortally wounded. Evacuation was difficult, so it was some time before he got back
to the aid station. He was evacuated on back to another station and we learned
shortly that he died of his wounds.

After gaining the top of the ridge, it was getting dark. A short reconnaissance
revealed that there were tanks and a good many enemytroops in the town.Asit
was impossible to get any of their own tanks up to engage the enemy tanks, the com-
pany pulled back along the edge of the ridge and called for all the artillery that
they could get on the town. They got it, for the whole town went up in flames.
When the barrage lifted, the company pushed vigorously into town and in very
short ordercleared it of all enemy troops. With ““C” Company in town, the pressure
waslifted from “A” Company;therefore, they proceeded right through the woods

along the road into Paulushofen, meetinglittle resistance. Both companies outposted
the town for the remainder of the night, awaiting construction of the bridge, and
also the battalion to meet them the next morning. The “WEASEL”, which T/3
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Munson and T/4 LaForge had been captured in, was retaken by “A” Company
that night as it moved up the hill. The two men, themselves, were liberated some
time later by CCA.

Just before daylight the next morning, the engineers had the bridge completed,
and with “C” Company’s vehicles in the lead, the battalion moved across the bridge.
The column started up the ridge, when it ran into a log road-block, which was
quickly disposed of as we proceeded on into Paulushofen. “C’” Company mounted
up as its vehicles came by and the columncontinued, with “A” Company mounting
their vehicles also as they came by. Elements of the 99th Infantry Division had
caught up with us during the night, so we felt a little more secure on ourflanks,
as we continued the drive.

Ourobjective was to make a run for the Danube River and seize a bridge that
the air O.P. said wasstill intact. We increased our speed and continued the march
south without opposition until the head of the columnreached a low ridge in front
of Forchheim, where mortarfire forced the columnto halt. “‘C’” Company immediately

dismounted and, after a short artillery preparation, started to attack the town, while
tanks fired at anti-tank weaponsat the edge of it. There wasa brisk fire fight as
the company, with the attached tanks, movedright on into town,taking it in a very
short time. Numerousprisoners were taken, when the town was completely cleared.
As the attack began, German soldiers were seen walking and riding bicycles back
and forth between twolittle villages a few thousand yards away on ourright flank.
All vehicular machine-guns opened up, and the Assault Guns and several tanks also
opened fire; several of the enemy werekilled and the rest disappeared. About this
time friendly planes were circling overhead, ready to bomb targets, when all of a
sudden two Germanplanesflying at tree-top level flew right by the column,strafed
with a shortineffective burst and madea fast trip to get out of the way of our own
planes near-by.

Just as “C” Company had cleared the town of Forchheim, “A” Company
mounted, passed through, and made a dash for Pforring toward the bridge. No
resistance was met as they raced through the town toward the bridge, but the lead
tank was no more than 100 yards away, whenthe bridge wentup in a puff of smoke.
The demolition squad, who had just destroyed it, was captured and found to be
just young kids, It was a let-downfeeling to have comeso close and just missed
capturing a bridge. Feelings would have been worse had not the Air Corps justat
that time put on a grand demonstration of bombing andstrafing in the town just
across the river.

The remainder of the battalion pulled on into Pforring and set up for the night.
“A” Company outposted the bridgesite and the southern part of the town, while the
remainder of the battalion, after clearing the town, outposted and settled down in
billets, so everyone enjoyed a much needed night’s rest. It wasn’t all rest though,
for the Krauts threw mortar, artillery, and even “Nebelwerfers” into the town all
night. Some of the incoming shells were very heavy and did damage, especially
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around Hq. Co.’s kitchen and C.P., where a three-quarter ton truck was damaged
as well as a good bit of the kitchen equipment. One of the heavy rounds hit the
CP. of “A”-47th Tank Bn., penetrating the roof and killing Capt. Thorpe, who,
with his company, had worked with us so diligently all during the long drive.

During the night our Assault Guns and Mortar Platoon suplementedtheartillery
fire, as we harassed enemy positions across the river. The next day numerous ex-
changes of troops were made. “B’’-19 returned to us from its attachmentto the 47th
Tank Bn., “A”-47 returnedto its parent unit, “A”-19 wasattached to the 48th Tank
Battalion, and “C”-48 was received by us as an attachment. 4-“A”-19 replaced
4-“C”-19 at CCB Reserve, while all other attachments remained as they were. The
rest of our stay in Pforring was spentin organizing our replacements and preparing
our vehicles and equipment for coming attacks.

We received an order to attack at the Isar River, so the column moved out of
Pforring at 1545, 28 April. We moved northwest to Ettling and Dolling, south-west
to Thoisting, Demling, and Grossklein, and west to Ingolstadt, where we crossed
the Danube River on a pontoon bridge at 1725. Proceeding south, then east, the
column moved without interruption to Ernsgaden, wherethe battalion billeted for
the night. Another overlay came down from CCBindicating a new route of march
to the Isar River. A billeting party was sent to our assigned area, which included
a number of small villages just off of the main road. A total of sixty-eight prisoners
were taken by this party, most of them between the ages of twelve and fourteen.
The battalion followed shortly afterward and closed in on the area at 1500, with
Hq. and Hq. Co., Med. Det., and Bn. Maint. and “B”-19 in Ziegebrouth, “C”-19
in Katharinazell, each unit outposting its own area. Our stay in this area was short,
but good for another night’s rest, anyway. We were ordered to continue on our
route to the Isar River and at 1630 we moved out, closing into another forward
assembly area in the vicinity of Kirchamper at 1900. Another order came down
immediately from CCB, and at 2130 we were again on the road. The Isar River
was crossed at 2400. We continued our route trough Moos, Pfrombach, Kirchberg,
and Schroding. Our combat patrol of two medium tanks from “C”-48, onerifle
squad from “B”-19, and a reconnaissance squad section from 1-“B”-94, protected our
right flank and followed a road paralleling our route.

The column continued until one of our medium tanks fell through a broken
bridge. Here the column washeld up for two hours, while recon patrols dashed along
the stream,trying to find an alternate route. When

a

suitable crossing was found,the
column was compelled to travel cross-country over the wet, soggy ground caused
by the recent rains. Upon reaching Erdmansdorf, we ran into a self-propelled anti-
tank gun and small armsfire. “B’’ Company dismounted,and after a short artillery
preparation, moved against the town with its supporting tanks. On ourleft flank
we heardartillery fire and enemy troops were observed moving south across our
front at quite some distance. Shortly after, an anti-tank gun beganfiring on our
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column from the edge of the woods onourflank, but the attached tanks as well as
our own Assault Guns soonsilenced that.

“B” Company, after a very short fire fight, proceeded on through the town,
with little resistance, and about thirty-seven prisoners were taken as well as two
self-propelled guns. After the company mounted up in their vehicles, the column
continued its march over the muddy, soggy roads, and across swollen streams,
over which most bridges were destroyed. Numerous small groups of the enemy
were observed hurrying to the south. Some enemy vehicles were engaged at extreme
ranges by the attached tanks and Assault Guns, with some damageinflicted.

Onourrightflank, the combat patrol had run into well-emplaced,self-propelled,
anti-tank guns and,in a brief but furious fire fight, lost both tanks, one peep, and
four men; forced to withdraw, the patrol returned to the column. The patrol had
hit the tail end of a retreating enemy column at Taufkirchen, Germany.

We moved along our route until reaching the road junction at Hubenstein, where
we were stopped by a blown bridge across the Gross Vils Creek at Moosen and
Maiselsburg. We were ordered to move to Velden and follow the 48th Tank Bn.
across the stream on the wooden bridge that they had installed there. By this time,
night had fallen and with it snow, which was wet and heavy; it covered the ground
and road, making cross-country movements an impossibility. In attempting to comply
with orders to cross the bridge at Velden, the battalion discovered that the bridge

at Bruck was half destroyed, usable only by peeps. We were, therefore, delayed
again, while a treadway section was brought up and emplaced. In the meantime,
CCAhadasked for and received permission to cross the bridge at Velden.

When wefinally crossed the bridge at Bruck and reached the crossing at Velden,
the approaches onboth sides of the bridge were badly chewed up by the tremendous
amountoftraffic it had handled. A half-track of the 68th A.I.B. had tipped off the
side of the small board bridge, and a great numberof vehicles were mired in the
wet, sticky mud on each side of the bridge. The 47th Tank Battalion was winching
its vehicles through the mire, but further use of the crossing was impossible until
extensive repairs were effected. A lumber yardin the vicinity yielded the necessary
materials, so a complete, wooden, planking roadway of one-hundred yards was
completed the next day at 1200.

The battalion pushed ahead; at approximately 1430 hours, they received in-
structions not to cross the Inn River unless a bridge could be seized intact. There
were no bridges to be found intact; in fact, we hadn’t seen but a few bridges that
were intact for a long time. We held up at Aschau, Germany, at 1750, where the
battalion and attachments were billeted. “B’” Company, however, was sent on to
occupy Gars, where it captured a small, German, guard companyintact, without a
fight, and liberated two-hundred andfifty American officers andfifty enlisted men.

Thousands of Germansoldiers were surrendering; thousandsofliberated Allied
soldiers and ex-prisoners of the Germans also added to the mass of humanity that
poured into our area. The end of the war was very near and everyone sensedit.
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We knew it had to be very close, for there wasn’t very much of Germany left to

fight over, and we, ourselves, were near the foot-hills of the Alps, as far south as

we could go. Our “A” Company, now attached to the 48th Tank Battalion, had seized

a bridge intact and crossed.it to reach a concentration camp. They were compelled

to ask for help to guard the camp, so it was sent to them. Aschau and Gars were

outposted by “C’” and “B”, respectively, through the night, without any disturbances

whatsoever. The next day at 1330 we were alerted for a possible move. This time,

for a change,it would be to the rear; hence, we knew that our days on the front

line in the ETO were now over. At 1600, a billeting party was sent to our new

assigned area, while movement orders were sent down to the companies. At 0530,

the morning of 4 May, we started our marchto the rear, not far away, where we

arrived at 1200, Bn. Hq. and Hq. Co., Med. Det., and Bn. Maint. were located in

the village of Leiperstadt, “B”-19 was located in Gebensbach, and “C’”-19 in Ober-

Gebensbach, with “C”-48 in a tiny village near Leiperstadt. The battalion proceeded

immediately to search the entire area, clearing it of all enemy troops and unauthor-

ized personnel. Official notice was received on the Sth of Maythat all hostilities

‘on the Western Front would cease at 1200, 6 May, and that no offensives of any

Kind would be made. Only defensive measures would be made for security.

At 2230, 6 May,the battalion was ordered to move to a new area generally in

the vicinity of Straubing, Germany. We crossed the I.P. at Gruntegernbach the next

morning at 0800 and moved but a short distance to our new area. Bn. Hq., Hq. Co.,

Med. Det., and Bn. Maint. were located in Straubing, with the C.P. of “A” Co. located

in Rieding. The “B” Co. C.P. was in Wambach, “C” Co., intact, was placed in Tauf-

kirchen, and Service Company moved into Hofstarring, “C” Companyinits entirety

was more orless detached from the battalion, for they were used to guard the Di-

vision P.W. cage that was located in ‘Taufkirchen, and at times had as many as

ten-thousand prisoners-of-war, “A”, “B”, and “Hq.” Co.’s, though their C.P.’s were

located in the larger towns, had to break their areas. Tt was an all day job to con-

tact each squad in any company, due to the large area covered and wide dispersion

of squads and platoons.

We had hardly settled in our new area on 7 May, when, at 1855, a letter from

the Commanding General, 14th Armored Division was received, officially announc-

ing that at 0001, 9 May, 1945 the war in the European Theater would be officially

over. Needless to say, though the war for us was already over. There was joy in the

hearts of all, as Lt. Col. Green read the message and informed all company com-

manders ofits contents. Though the official hour of the end of the war was not

known until the following night, those who were fortunate enough to have saved

a “bottle” for the long awaited occasion did not wait to pass it around. Naturally,

some of the “edge” had been taken off of the good news by previous word of the

cessation of hostilities, but the official signing of the peace treaty just made the

feeling a little more secure. The lights went on, not “All Over The World”, but

everywhere it was possible to get them in the European Theater.
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There was joy and a few shouts, but even that was short lived. It was hard
explain our feelings—but they were notreckless feelings. It was a rather gay,sot
feeling, for we knew this was not the complete end for all of us. There was
other warstill raging. It was not “their” war over there, it wasstill our war, <
we knew full well that there would be many of us who would go soon, to ag

do ourshare to bring that one to a speedy end. It might even be monthsbefore<
of us would or could go, but there would be time to think and “sweat out”
point system.

Thatnight at 0001, 9 May 1945, there were probably millions celebrating
great hour, but if you had passed through the area of the 19th Armored Infan
Battalion, you would have seen no one but essential guards on duty awake <

moving about, for a weary group of 1080 Officers and Enlisted men weretrying
catch up on alot of much needed, much deservedrest.



CHAPTER IX

INVENTORY

Forall activities man engages in, whether they be civil or military, he must

at one time or another account for those actions to society and to God.Before sdciety

and God, we, of the 19th Armored Infantry Battalion, are ready and willing to

make this account, with a clear conscience and without expectation of praise, glory,

or mercy. We know wehavefulfilled a hard job, and believe we have done a good

job; as good as it was humanly possible for us to do. There is believed to be a

limit to what a human being can do andstand, and there is. We have been strained

to the limit on several occasions, but through the Grace of God and the unbeatable

spirit and valor of our men, we have pulled through those tight spots. We who have

been fortunate enough to come through the battles in which the battalion has par-

ticipated, are able to present our record and boast of our accomplishments. In

boasting, we are not unmindful of those who gave their lives that these boasts and

accomplishments might be possible, and for them we pass along our records. Victory

mostcertainly was ours, but we paid, and paid well, though we expect and believe

it not to be in vain. ‘

Of the 221 days the battalion was overseas, from 29 October 1944 to 9 May

1945,the unitis officially credited with 103 days of combat. Company “A”was cre-

dited with 97 days; Company “B”, 104 days; and company “C”, 105 days. Sup-

porting companies and detachments of the battalion are credited with the average

of the three line companies.
The total number of officers who originally came overseas with the Battalion

was 42. Of these, 18 were wounded or killed in action, with 8 of the wounded

returning to duty with the unit. Four of the original officers were transferred to

other units, with 26 of the original officers present for duty at the close of the war

in the ETO. ’
There were ten battlefield-commissioned officers within the Battalion;

Lt. Auer, Michael J. Company “A”
Lt. Conroy, John J. Company “B”
Lt. Driscoll, William M. Company “A”
Lt. Hudson, James T. Hq. Company

Lt. Johnson, William V., Jr. Company “A”
Lt. Levine, Joe Hq.Det.
Lt. Lingle, Robert E. Company “C”
Lt. Lynch, Eugene M. Company “C”
Lt. Nelis, Joseph R. Company “A”
Lt. Newman,Joe W., Jr. Company “B”



WOUNDED DIED OF KILLED MISSING
IN ACTION WOUNDS IN ACTION IN ACTION

Hq. Det. 7 0 1 0
Hq. Company 25 0 7 il
Company “A” 122 4 24 12
Company “‘B” 189 2 31 8
Company “C” 205 7 32 4
Service Company 5 0 0 0
Med.Det. 22 OF 2 2
TOTAL BATTALION 575 13 97 37

Of the 575 woundedin action, 254 returned to duty with the battalion. Of the
37 missing in action, only 9 are still unaccounted for. Of the 97 killed in action, 42
were killed within the last month of combat. 197 were woundedin the last month
of Combat. Total of all types of casualties by month within the battalion were:
November, 1944, 6; December, 1944, 66; January, 1945, 309; February, 1945, 7;
March, 1945, 146; April, 1945, 204; and May, 1945,4.

Thebattalion was credited with 3,091 prisoners of war; however, in the closing
days of operations, we were moving so fast and prisoners were comingto us in such
large groups from houses, woods, and fields that the column passed by ignoring
them, and no credit was received. It would not be inconsistent to assume that half-
again this number of prisoners were taken.

A total of 824 new reinforcements were received within the battalion. Di-
stribution of replacements was: Hq. C., 40; “A”, 175; “B”, 278; “C”, 303; Med.Det.,
23; and Service Co., 5.

The battalion suffered a total of 255 non-battle casualties, of whom two died
of their injuries.

The exact number of awards received by, or to be awarded to, members of
this battalion cannot be given, for there are many yet to be awarded. However,the
following awards had been given shortly after the end of the war in the ETO:

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE CROSS
DeWitt, Jack R. Captain Company “A”

BRITISH MILITARY MEDAL
DeWitt, Jack R. Captain Company “A”

SILVER STAR
Alspach, Forrest B. Lt. Col. Headquarters
Auer, MichaelJ. and Lt. Company “A”
Conroy, John J. 2nd Lt. Company “‘B”
DeWitt, Jack R. Captain Company “‘A”
Green, Forest T. Lt. Col. Headquarters
Hager, George W. Captain Med. Det.
Pederzani, Guy A. Major Headquarters
Sweitzer, Alvin ist Lt. Hq. Company
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Bartus, Leo J. Sgt. Hq. Company
Bullard, Edwin A. T/5 Med.Det.
Einsweiller, John C. Pfc. Company “‘B”
Forsman, Herbert J. S/Sgt. Company “C”
Manley, Leonard Pfc. Med.Det.
Riccardi, Fred E. Cpl. Hq. Company
Shortt, Maurice E. Sgt. Company “A”
Smith, John W. T/5 Med.Det.
Stamps, Donald L. Sgt. Company “B”
Tervo, Uho V. Pfc. Hq. Company
Wiederhorn, Charles B. Pfc. Company “C”
Woost, William H. Pfc. Company “C”

The totaldistance the Battalion C.P.traveled as measured by the Administrative
Half-Track from the time the battalion left Marseilles, France, to the end of the
war was 2205 miles.

The average mileage of all half-tracks that originally were issued to the bat-
talion in Marseilles, France, and were with the columnuntil the end of the war, was
4000 miles. The average of all two and one-half ton, six-by-six trucks was 7000
miles, The average mileage of all two and one-half ton trucks from the Transpor-
tation Platoon of Service Company was 9000 miles, with the highest mileage of any
of these trucks, 14,000 miles. The average mileage of all peeps was 14,000 miles,
with the Medical Detachment peep traveling some 20,000 miles. One ambulance
traveled 7107 miles.

The greatest amountof artillery support given the battalion directly was on
19 January, 1945 in Hatten, France, when 17 battalions of artillery fired for the
battalion; however, the 14th A.D. Artillery alone fired a total of 29,662 rounds of
light, medium, and heavy artillery in our support in Hatten from 13 January, 1945
to 20 January, 1945. The total roundsfired on eachof the eight days in Hatten was:
6142, 13 January; 4711, 14 January; 6247, 15 January; 1970, 16 January; 2379,
17 January; 2798, 18 January; 3652, 19 January; and 1403, 20 January.

Total consumption of gasoline and ammunition from 29 October, 1944 to 9 May,
1945:

Gasoline 300,000 Gallons

30 Caliber, Ball 75,000 Rounds
50 Caliber, M.G. 100,000 Rounds
75mm Howitzer 5,500 Rounds
105mm Howitzer 2,000 Rounds

81mm Mortar 15 000 Rounds
60mm Mortar 2,000 Rounds

30 Caliber, M.G. 500,000 Rounds
45 Caliber, SMG & Pistol 15,000 Rounds
Carbine- 50,000 Rounds

These figures do not reflect the tremendous amount of ammunition picked up
from other units and used.
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Vehicles and majoritems of equipmentlost as a result of enemy action:

ITEM HQ&HQCO A B Cc SERV.

Half-Tracks
Vehicle, Tank Recovery
Assault Gun, M-8

Carbine, Cal. 30 M1
Machine-Gun, Cal. 30 M1917A1

SMG,Cal. 45 M3
Rocket Launcher, M9A1

Grenade Launcher, M7

Rifle, Automatic M1918A2
Rifle, Cal. 30 Mi

Rifle, Cal. 30 M1903A4

Machine-Gun, Cal. 50
Machine-Gun,Cal. 30 M1919A4

Grenade Launcher, M8

AT Gun, 57mm M1

Mortar, 60mm

Radios
Telephones, EE-8

1 5 9 3

1 1

a
16 28 10 43 1

4 3 1

9 9 7

5 14 3 36
14 30 27

5 5, 7

48 9 61

2 4
3 3

2 3 8
4 1 4

2 1 3
1 at

7 1 2 2
4 2 3 4

Units with whom the battalion fought or were attached:

ARMIES:

7th U.S. Army

3rd U.S. Army

CORPS:

VI
XXII

XX
TI
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DIVISIONS AND OTHER UNITS:

44th AAA Brigade

117th Cavalry Ren. Squadron, Mecz.

3rd U.S. Infantry Division

4th U.S. Infantry Division
36th U.S. Infantry Division
42nd U.S. Infantry Division
45th U.S. Infantry Division
79th U.S. Infantry Division

86th U.S. Infantry Division
99th U.S. Infantry Division
103rd U.S. Infantry Division

 

TOTAL

18
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THE SEVENTH ARMY INFANTRY COMPANY

(Number4, Provisional)

Onthe 27th day of March, 1945, the Seventh Army Infantry Company, No. 4

(Provisional) was assigned to the 19th Armored Infantry Battalion. This was a

Negro company of 240 enlisted men formed originally at Altenstatt, France. The

officers, as well as a few enlisted men, to command the company were taken from

the 19th AJ.B., 62nd A.LB., and the 68th A.I.B. The Commanding Officer of the

company was Capt. Derl J. Hess of the 68th A.LB. Other officers of the company

were: ist Lt. George A. Whiten of the 68th A.I.B., 1st Lt. George R. Irwin of the

49th A.B. 1st Lt. Bernard D. McNally of the 62nd A.I.B., 2nd Lt. Raymond

Gravelle of the 62nd A.L.B., and 2nd Lt. Lee Ross of the 68th A.I.B. Theenlisted

personel were: T/Sgt. Francis P. McGeehanof the 62nd A.LB., T/Sgt. Ernest R.

Bigger of the 68th A.LB., S/Sgt. Joseph F. Long of the 68th A.LB., S/Sgt. Herbert

H. Elmore of the 19th A.I.B., Sgt. Robert F. Lavelle of the 62nd A.L.B., and Pfc.

Charles J. Klein of the 19th A.L.B.

Though this company was assigned to the 19th Armored Infantry Battalion,

it never actually fought as an integral part of the 19th. It was upon activation,

placed on duty with Combat Command Reserve, where it was known as the CCR

Rifle Company. The company,as nearly as possible, was equipped like an ordinary

rifle company; however, due to the speed with which all units were moving and

the short space of time at hand, it was impossible to completely organize the com-

pany, with all the equipment, but they were sufficiently organized to become a

striking force.

The company remained in Altenstatt, France, with CCR until 0230 on the morn-

ing of 1 April, when it moved by motorconvoy to Niederhausen, Germany.Here the

company was used to outpost the town and run light patrols, capturing two enemy

agents. The next several days were spent enroute, as the company moved along

with the 25th Tank Battalion through Weibersbrunn, Lohr, Gossenheim, Neuendorf

(three prisoners were taken enroute), Neu-Bessingen and on to Frickenhausen. At

Frickenhausen the 2nd Platoon was committed in an attack on the town, resulting

in two enemykilled, seven captured, and an unknown number wounded. While here,

a road reconnaissance was made and the patrol became engaged in a fire fight,

capturing seven more prisoners. The rest of the stay here found the company out-

posting the town as guards, where they captured three prisoners trying to slip

through positions.
The company moved toward Lichtenfels, where the first real engagement was

had. Lt. Irwin’s and Lt. Gravelle’s Platoons crossed the Main River and,after a
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brisk fight, took the town. No casualties were suffered by the platoons, but several

casualties were inflicted on the enemy as well as all prisoners taken. The town was
outposted for the remainder of the day andthat night.

The company left Lichtenfels, Germany, by motor convoy on 13 April and

movedinto Alladorf, where it outposted the town, ran light patrols, and took twelve

prisoners. Next day the company moved to Haag, Germany. The 4th Platoon under

Lt. Gravelle was attached to “B”-25th Tank Bn., with a mission of liberating mem-

bers of the Division surrounded by the enemy in Gottsfeld. Tanks were reported

in this locality, and without a doubt, that was a very accurate report, for “B’-25

lost three tanks, although eight German tanks were knocked out. The platoon was

given the mission of crossing an open field about 900 yards long, with very little

cover and no concealment. Through fire and movement, the platoon moved into

town in the face of small armsfire, suffering only three casualties. The platoon in

very short order had cleared the town.Sgt. Lavelle liberated a truck and made a

trip back to take casualties to the rear as no aid men were available to the company.

At the sametime,henotified the tankers in regard to the tanks in the woods beyond

Gottsfeld and immediately in rear of the town. One enemy tanker made a run for

it, but a “B” Company tank knocked him out. The platoon then moved on into

Greussen and helped hold the town for two days. On 18 April, the company moved

to Litzllohe whereit stayed until the 29th, moving on through Altenfelden down the

Autobahn to Allersberg, Germany,beforeit really ran into trouble.

As the company, now working with the 25th Tank Battalion, was moving on

the town, the 4th Platoon was hit by heavy small-arms and artillery fire, killing

one man and causing five other casualties. The fire was so intense that the entire

battalion was compelled to pull back about 1000 yards, where positions were con-

solidated for the night and plans made to continue the attack next day. Continuing

the attack the next morning, the company ran into enemy, heavy tank andartillery

fire, suffering several casualties and losing two vehicles. The attack, however, con-

tinued as the 1st Platoon, with a platoon of tanks, cleared the road junction. Just at

this time, the 88’s opened up and destroyed one tank and T.D. ‘The 2nd, 3rd, and

4th Platoons then passed by the road junction, with their fingers crossed and praying

that nothing would strike them. The company had only a few half-tracks. The

remainder of the transportation was 21ton trucks, with 24 men to a truck. This

was no spotfor such transportation; however, the platoons did manage to get bythe

junction and proceeded on to Polsdorf, capturing several prisoners as they moved.

‘Aboutthis time, a radio message came advising that the remainderof the battalion

was being attacked from all sides, and to return to Altenfelden. A hasty reconnais-

sance was made, and one platoon of tanks and the 3rd Platoonfinally made it to

Altenfelden, where they reinforced the 25th Tank Battalion. The remainder of the

companyproceededtoset up a defense to protectitself against attack. Theartillery

observer called in for defensivefires,
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At that time a call came for one platoon to go to Gogglesbuch to help “C’”-25,

Lt. Irwin, with the 2nd Platoon, then proceeded to that town, leaving only the ist

Platoon and Company Headquarters, which was down to four men. There were

two Assault Guns and one T.D.also left, so a perimeter of defense was again con-

stituted, making things more complicated. We were lucky and received no attack.

At 2130 a call cameto take the remainder of the company to Gogglesbuch to rein-

force “‘C”-25 there. The move was made immediately and, uponarrival, a meeting

wascalled to determine the strength of the task force. The total was three platoons

from the colored company,three platoons from “A”-62nd, and eight tanks, two

assault guns, and one T.D, An orderthen camefor an attack to be made on the town

of Allersberg to relieve the pressure on the 25th Tank Bn. there. Plans were made,

with the colored company leading off through the woods south of town followed by

““A”-62 and its tanks. Everything went well until reaching the edge of town, when

two Tiger tanks were spotted and,in the excitementof being only fifty yards away,

everyonestarted firing rifles and tommy-gunsinstead of holding fire. The bazooka

men, however, were on hand, and several direct hits were made on the tanks, but

they were not knocked out andstill kept firing. The enemy tanks moved toward us

and when they were only fifteen yards away, Pvt. Percy Smith of the 1st Platoon

fired one round of bazooka fire and disabled the tank. He waslater killed by fire

from the same tank he had knocked out, when the members of the crew still in it

traversed the turret and fired direct fire into the company’spositions in the woods.

There were several casualties and, without proper medical personnel to help, Lt.

Whiten went forward and helped treat the injured and evacuate all of them. The

company wasforced to withdraw to Gogglesbuch to reorganize.

The company was ordered to move on to Untermassing on the 24th and then on

to Schutzendorf. Here the company wasnotified that a group of “SS” troops were

at given coordinates, which was only about 800 yards away. Without waiting for

further orders, strong patrols were sent from each platoon, with a mission of cleaning

out the woods. A few men were kept on the alert in case anything developed, but

that reserve was not needed. Within an hour, the patrols had came back with eight

prisoners, and several of the enemy had been killed. The men felt sure there were

more, so a volunteer patrol went out again to search the woods and found another

group of “SS” troops. Very few, if any, escaped, and again four prisoners were
brought back. The company remained and occupied this town until April 27th, when

it moved on to Menning, then Pindhart, and on into Furth, Germany.

The next two days were spent outposting the town and running patrols, which

took some 42 prisoners. During the night of 29 April, plans were madefor an attack
of the town of Landshut. The attack jumped off at 0800, met heavy artillery and
direct fire from across the Inn River. The company suffered twenty-one casualties
before the town was taken. After the town was taken, the company pulled back to

Furth and rejoined the 25th Tank Battalion.
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On 1 May,the company moved onto Loiting; then on to Stephanskirchen on the

2nd, where some 110 prisoners were taken. On May 3rd, the company moved to

Heistg, Germany, where it remained until the end of the war. The company remained

assigned to the 19th Armored Infantry Battalion until June 4, 1945, at which time

it was assigned to the 395th Quartermaster Truck Company, Headquarters, 14th Ar-

mored Division.

‘The total casualties suffered by the company during their active combat were

37 wounded,6 killed, and one missing in action.
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IN MEMORIAM



OFFICERS

Alspach, Forrest B.

Beine, George K.
Conboy, Thomas B.
Conroy, John J.
Osborn, Joseph

Lt. Col.

ist. Lt.
Capt.
2nd Lt.

Ast. Lt.

ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Allison, John H.Jr.
Anderson, Robert E.

Allman, William E.

Antoine, Paul F.

Antolik, Joseph A.

Araujo, Robert P.

Backus, Lawrence D.

Bailey, Robert

Barnes, Raymond H.

Bartus, Leo J.

Bennett, George W. Jr.

Benson, Lee L.

Bienlein, Joseph J.

Bills, Grover J.

Bochner, Henry

Bohnsack, Robert L.

Booher, Albert S.

Boring, Tall E.

Bounds, Edward F.

Bowlin, Clyde

Bradley, James C. Jr.

Brand, John B. Jr.

Bullard, Edwin A.

Burger, Herschel H.

Chandler, James R.

Christensen, Arvid E.

Clong, Floyd O.

Colby, Adelbert E.

Cooper, Frank P.

Darragh, Hugh

Davidson, Ivan J.

Davis, John D.

Denniacuo, Anthony F.

Dill, Cecil E.

Divisano, Anthony C.

Dunn, Dale D.

Dunn, Simen C.

Emerick, Robert W.

Engle, Emmett B.

Finley, Aubrey B.

Floyd, James H.

Frazier, William B.

Frugoli, John I.

Garaci, Alfense J.

Garnstrom, Alrick P.

Gasik, Joseph I.



Gilbert, Marion C.

Gill, Donald F.

Gruezion, Chester J.

Hanback, Lloyd B.

Harley, Harlan P.

Harman, Fred P.

Harris, Frank M.

Heath, Robert R. Jr.

Herold, Carl

Holcombe, Lloyd V.

Holt, John M.

Kappes, Raymond C.

Kershinski, Francis J.

Kibler, Virgil D.

Koch,Irving A.

Larson, Einar E.Jr.

Leese, Herbert J.

Levesque, Alexander B.

Liles, George A. Jr.

Magnussen, Melvin J.

Margro, James

Martin, Leo D.

Mason,Jim E.

McNear, Lee

Michael, Robert W.

Moorefield, Walter K.

Morton, William M.

Muschelwicz, Albert A.

Nardi, Emil S.

Newman, Zolen N.

Olson, James E.

Pagels, Herman H.

Paluchsk, Gene J.

Phillips, John H. Jr.

Reaugh, Den H.

Ricardi, Fred E.

Rodehaver, Harold F.

Rudicel, Harold D.

Russell, Melvin

Selis, Richard R.

Shepard, Lee L.

Sherry, Arthur W.

Smith, Raymond L.

Steiner, Earl N.

Struble, Lawrence J.

Tice, Kenneth J.

Tidwell, Harold

Trent, Thomas A.

Turve, Une V.

Veigle, John M.

Viti, John J.

Vogt, Oscar L.

Wardlaw, Udell

Watson, RobertJ.

Weiss, Marvin H.

Wiederhorn, Charles B.

Wood,Lyle J.

Woost, William H.

Zabloudil, Steven L.

Zdep, Joseph J.

Zybezynski, Joseph S.



“LEST WE FORGET”
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